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Abstract

Language modelling for code-switched automatic speech
recognition for four under-resourced South African

language pairs
E. van der Westhuizen

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,

Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.

Dissertation: PhD (E&E)

December 2018

Code-switching refers to natural, spontaneous language alternation by multi-
lingual speakers during a conversation or utterance, and is prevalent in every-
day conversations by multilingual South Africans. Automatic speech recog-
nition systems are generally highly optimised for monolingual input and per-
formance deteriorates when presented with mixed-language speech. This the-
sis addresses the automatic recognition of speech containing code-switching
between English and four South African Bantu languages, focussing specifi-
cally on the language modelling of English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa, English-
Setswana and English-Sesotho. Due to the severe scarcity of code-switched
speech data in South African languages, it was necessary to first develop a rep-
resentative corpus. This new and unique 35-hour corpus contains segmented
and transcribed code-switched speech from conversations in South African soap
operas, which exhibit spontaneous utterances with regular code-switching in
the target languages. Insertional, alternational, and intraword intrasenten-
tial code-switching are all represented in the data, as are some other special
characteristics of fast, spontaneous Bantu speech such as postlexical deletion.
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ABSTRACT iii

The distribution of language switches is extremely sparse, however. In this
thesis, a number of data-driven modelling approaches were investigated and
applied to address the sparsity by augmenting the training data with synthet-
ically generated data. Postlexical deletion was successfully modelled statis-
tically with joint-sequence models, and these models were used to generate
synthetic pronunciations which were demonstrated to lead to improved au-
tomatic speech recognition performance. Two new code-switched language
modelling approaches were proposed to address data sparsity. First, paral-
lel language-dependent language modelling (PLDLM), which consists of two
monolingual language models with explicit language transitions, was demon-
strated to outperform a conventional language-independent language model
in terms of recognition word error rate. Second, language models in which
word embeddings were used to synthesise probable unseen code-switched bi-
grams were considered. It was possible to achieve a reduction of up to 31%
in language model perplexity across a language switch boundary by including
such synthesised code-switch bigrams. Although smaller, improvements in the
recognition word error rate were also observed.
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Opsomming

Taalmodellering vir die outomatiese herkenning van
spraak met kodewisseling vir vier hulpbronarm

Suid-Afrikaanse taalpare
(“Language modelling for code-switched automatic speech recognition for four

under-resourced South African language pairs”)

E. van der Westhuizen
Departement Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,

Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.

Proefskrif: PhD (E&E)

Desember 2018

Kodewisseling behels die natuurlike, spontane skakeling tussen tale deur veel-
talige sprekers gedurende ’n gesprek of uiting en kom alledaags voor in ge-
sprekke van veeltalige Suid-Afrikaners. Outomatiese spraakherkenningstelsels
is in die algemeen spesifiek geoptimeer vir die hantering van eentalige spraak
en toon swak werkverrigting in die hantering van meertalige spraak. Hierdie
tesis spreek die outomatiese herkenning van spraak met kodewisseling tus-
sen Engels en vier Suid-Afrikaanse Bantoe-tale aan. Die taalmodellering van
Engels-IsiZulu, Engels-IsiXhosa, Engels-Setswana en Engels-Sesotho spraak
met kodewisseling word spesifiek aangespreek. Weens die skaarste van spraak-
data in Suid-Afrikaanse tale wat kodewisseling bevat, was dit nodig om ’n
verteenwoordigende spraakkorpus saam te stel. Hierdie nuwe en unieke korpus
bestaan uit 35-uur se gesegmenteerde en getranskribeerde spraak wat kodewis-
seling bevat. Die data is onttrek uit gesprekke in Suid-Afrikaanse sepie-TV-
reekse, wat spontane spraak met gereelde kodewisseling toon in die voorge-
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OPSOMMING v

noemde tale. Verskeie kodewisselingsvorme kom in die data voor, waaronder
intersentensiële kodewisseling as ’n insetsel (insertional), as ’n alternerende
sinsdeel (alternational) of intern tot ’n woord (intraword) kan voorkom. Die
verspreiding van kodewisselingvoorbeelde in die data is egter besonder yl. ’n
Aantal datagedrewe modelleringstegnieke is ondersoek om yl afrigdata met sin-
tetiese data aan te vul. Vokaaldelesie, ’n kenmerkende verskynsel in spontane
spraak met ’n hoë tempo, word ook onder die Afrikatale waargeneem. Vokaal-
delesie is suksesvol gemodelleer met gesamentlike-sekwensiemodelle. Hierdie
modelle is gebruik om sintetiese uitsprake te skep wat gelei het tot verbeterde
woordfouttempo met die outomatiese spraakherkenner. Twee nuwe benade-
rings tot die taalmodellering van kodewisseling is ondersoek. Die eerste is
’n parallelle taalafhanklike taalmodel wat twee eentalige taalmodelle met eks-
plisiete taaloorgangskakels verbind. Dit is bewys dat hierdie benadering ’n
beter woordfouttempo as die konvensionele taalonafhanklike taalmodel kon
lewer. Die tweede benadering het taalmodelle ondersoek waarby woordinbed-
ding toegepas is om waarskynlike kodewisselingsbigramme te sintetiseer. Dit
is moontlik om ’n afname van tot 31% in die perpleksiteit by ’n taalskake-
lingspunt te bewerkstellig deur die sintetiese kodewisselingsbigramme by die
taalmodelle in te sluit. ’n Verbetering in woordfouttempo is ook waargeneem,
alhoewel kleiner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Speech is the most natural and intuitive way for humans to communicate.
Since the 1950s, research on the automatic recognition of human speech by
computers, also known as automatic speech recognition (ASR) or speech-to-
text (STT) conversion, has been a continually expanding field which includes
multiple disciplines. Occasionally media reports may claim that ASR has
reached human parity. However, such ASR performance is generally only
achieved for a very specific data set in controlled conditions. This typically ex-
cludes many real world influences which are detrimental to ASR performance
when compared to its human counterpart. Besides the conversion of speech
to text, the cognition of human speech by a computer is an even greater chal-
lenge which is still far beyond the current computational abilities of the most
advanced computers.

One such real world challenge in ASR is code-switching, which is common-
place in South Africa. Code-switching is the phenomenon whereby multilingual
speakers spontaneously alternate between more than one language in a con-
versation or sentence [3]. South Africa has eleven official languages and the
vast majority of its citizens are multilingual, with English as the lingua franca.
Figure 1.1 shows these languages grouped into their respective language fami-
lies, and Table 1.1 lists the percentage of the population with each as a home
language [1]. Although English tends to dominate in the media, it remains a
second or third language for the majority of South Africans. Recent statistical
information concerning second language proficiency and usage in South Africa

1
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IsiZulu

IsiXhosa

IsiNdebele

SiSwati

Nguni

Northern
Sotho

Setswana

SeSotho

Sotho-Tswana

Southern Bantu

Tshivenda

Xitsonga

Tswa-Ronga

Official languages of South Africa

West-Germanic

English

Afrikaans

Figure 1.1: The official languages of South Africa.

Table 1.1: Languages of South Africa (South African National Census of 2011) [1].

Language L1 population
(million) % population

IsiZulu 11.6 22.7
IsiXhosa 8.2 16.0
Afrikaans 6.9 13.5
English 4.9 9.6
Sepedi 4.6 9.1
Setswana 4.1 8.0
Sesotho 3.8 7.6
Xitsonga 2.3 4.5
SiSwati 1.3 2.6
Tshivenda 1.2 2.4
IsiNdebele 1.1 2.1

Other 0.8 1.6
Sign language 0.2 0.5

is scarce and mostly unsubstantiated. Official figures of second language usage
at home were presented in the report on the South African National Census of
1996 [4]. At that time roughly 5.6 million of the 40 million population spoke
a second home language and in 39% of these cases it was English.

Due to urbanisation, multilingual media and globalisation, language con-
tact is unavoidable [5]. As a result, multilingual speech occurs naturally and
spontaneously in multilingual communities such as South Africa and is not only
widespread, but often the norm rather than the exception [6, p. 101] [3]. The
following is an illustrative example (from [3, 7]) of the extent to which code-
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switching may occur in an informal conversation in a South African township.
The various languages are indicated as follows: English (regular typeface),
Setswana (italics), Afrikaans (bold italics), Sesotho (small caps) and Tsot-
sitaal (typewriter).

It depends gore o na le bomang. For instance, if ke na le mathoka
go ya ka gore ba kryile re bua eng — if ba fitlha ke bua Sezulu,
ba tla joina — if slang sa mothaka ele ons sal almal withi.
The situation, gore o na le bo mang.

English translation:
It depends on whom you are with. For instance, if I am with my
friends and they find us speaking something — if they arrive and I
am speaking Zulu, they will join in — if slang of the friends, then
we’ll all join in (the slang). The situation depends upon whom you
are with.

Code-switching is not confined to informal conversations on the street.
Examples of code-switched speech are also observed in South African broadcast
media, such as radio talk shows and television soap operas. In an effort to be
representative and accommodate a large viewer base, conversations in South
African soap operas are deliberately multilingual and exhibit code-switching.
Apart from the official South African languages, the use of slang and township
vernacular, such as Tsotsitaal, are also encountered. Soap operas are therefore
a rich source of multilingual code-switched speech data. Figure 1.2 depicts
a scene from the popular South African soap opera, Rhythm City. English
subtitles are displayed when languages other than English are being spoken.
The utterance in the figure is a typical example of code-switching where the
character spoke isiZulu, while the words for council and power station were
uttered in English.

In recent years automatic speech recognition technology has become nearly
ubiquitous through various Internet-connected consumer devices such as smart-
phones. Current state-of-the-art ASR systems are highly optimised for mono-
lingual speech and can perform extremely well in such settings, but perfor-
mance severely degrades when foreign words are introduced, for example, due
to code-switching. Besides code-switching, other real world factors which may
affect the reliability of ASR include the spontaneity of the speech, the high
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Figure 1.2: A scene from Rhythm City, a popular South African soap opera, which
contains dialogue with code-switching.

speech rate and environmental noise. All of these are observed in the soap
opera speech. Because of the widespread occurrence of code-switching in mul-
tilingual communities, speech technologies should be able to process mixed-
language speech accurately. For this reason code-switching in speech and lan-
guage technologies is a current challenge in the field and a topic of research
interest.

The development of an ASR system for code-switched speech is for the
greater part constrained by the difficulty of obtaining representative data for
acoustic and language model training. Languages involved in code-switching
are often under-resourced. A common situation is that one language is highly
resourced while the other is under-resourced, resulting in an unbalanced dis-
tribution of data.

We will first give a general overview of automatic speech recognition in
the following section. This is followed by a description of commonly observed
code-switching patterns with some examples as presented in the linguistics
literature.
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1.2 Automatic speech recognition

Speech and Language Processing: An Introduction to Natural Language Pro-
cessing, Computational Linguistics, and Speech Recognition by Jurafsky and
Martin [8] is an extensive and up-to-date work which covers a vast range of
aspects of language and speech technology, making it an indispensable source
of reference. Basic procedures for the construction of an ASR system are also
presented in The HTK Book [9] and the online documentation for Kaldi [10].
We present a highly condensed description of the fundamental concepts and
components of an ASR system to introduce the basic methods and terminology.

1.2.1 Automatic speech recognition decoder

The speech recognition decoder is the final component of an ASR system. It
is the engine which accepts speech as input and attempts to decode what was
uttered, thereby converting speech input to text output. Figure 1.3 shows a
diagram of the basic components of the speech recognition decoder. The input
speech signal is coded into sequential speech feature vectors which are input to
the recognition decoder together with the acoustic models, the pronunciation
dictionary and language model to produce the hypothesised text output.

1.2.2 Speech corpus

A speech corpus is a large, structured database of recorded speech with the
time-aligned text transcriptions for each corresponding speech utterance. Speech

Acoustic
features

Text output

ASR Decoder

Acoustic
model

Language
model

Pronunciation
dictionary

Speech

Speech
coding

Figure 1.3: Diagram depicting the basic components of a speech recogniser.
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recordings can be obtained from various sources, such as audio recordings
from public broadcast radio, television or parliamentary meetings, telephone
conversations, or by recording speech uttered by volunteers reading prompts.
The particular domain and use case usually dictates the type of data source,
recording environment, audio quality and bandwidth, and the nature of the
utterances to be collected for a corpus. For these reasons, a corpus is usually
specifically designed for an intended application, task or domain. Types of cor-
pora used in speech applications include those for phonetic analysis, isolated
word recognition, and continuous and spontaneous speech recognition.

The design and development of a new speech corpus without existing re-
sources is a demanding and costly undertaking. Transcription, which is the
mapping of a spoken utterance to its equivalent orthographic representation,
is usually performed by human experts and is a tedious and time-consuming
process. However, such transcribed speech is a basic and essential requirement
for the training and testing of an ASR system. A number of corpora containing
code-switched speech are discussed in Section 2.2.

1.2.3 Pronunciation dictionary

The pronunciation dictionary maps the orthographic labels to their corre-
sponding phonetic representation. Various phonetic and phoneme symbol
standards exist. The most widely used standard in linguistics and language
studies is the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [11] and was developed
before the age of digital computers. Current machine-readable phoneme sym-
bol standards include Kirshenbaum, CMU, ARPAbet, SAMPA, X-SAMPA
and WorldBet.

Pronunciation dictionaries can be constructed in a number of ways. Words
in the ASR vocabulary can either be transcribed phonetically by language ex-
perts or their pronunciation can be estimated from existing examples through
automated techniques. Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion is an example
of such an automated approach [12]. Techniques that use graphemes directly as
a replacement for phonemes have also been explored [13,14]. Grapheme-based
systems have been shown, in some cases, to yield performance comparable to
phoneme-based systems.

A common format for pronunciation dictionaries is as follows:
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<word1> <phoneme1> <phoneme2> <phoneme3> ...
cheese tS i: z

Here the word label is followed by the phoneme labels that constitute the
pronunciation of the word. The pronunciation for cheese in the SAMPA stan-
dard is shown as an example.

1.2.4 Acoustic features

The raw speech signal from an utterance is usually segmented into frames
before being processed for ASR. Each speech frame is coded into a more com-
pact, usually spectrally-based, representation. These coded frames form the
basis of the feature vectors used during ASR training and testing. A number
of spectral feature parameterisation techniques exist, of which Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and perceptual linear predictive (PLP) features
are the most commonly used in ASR. The energy in the frame and the first
and second derivatives of the feature coefficients are usually appended to the
feature vector as a means of tracking feature changes over two to three speech
frames.

More recently, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been shown to be
capable of extracting more robust and representative features. For example,
the extraction of bottleneck features is a means of dimension reduction, which
captures meaningful characteristics from the conventional MFCC or PLP fea-
tures, leading to improved recognition performance. Grézl et al. [15] describe
the extraction and use of such features. This approach has also been extended
to training language-independent acoustic features [16]. Systems using this
approach are often referred to as BN-HMM/GMM or BF-HMM/GMM.

1.2.5 Acoustic models

In ASR systems the acoustic models statistically model subword pronuncia-
tion units, such as a phonemes, according to the distribution of the corre-
sponding acoustic features associated with each. The conventional and until
recently most widely used approach is context-dependent HMM-GMM mod-
elling, which uses hidden Markov models (HMM) for sequence modelling with
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) for acoustic observation distribution mod-
elling. Monophones are models trained as context-independent phonemic units
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and are usually trained as an initial step in an acoustic model training pro-
cedure. Context-dependent phoneme models, such as triphones, greatly im-
prove acoustic model performance, since interphoneme transitions are taken
into account. Clustering is performed on context-dependent phoneme models
to overcome data sparsity by agglomerating similar phonemes either by us-
ing linguistic criteria or data-driven methods. A number of architectures and
techniques exist to train these models. This approach has been implemented
in all state-of-the-art ASR toolkits, including HTK [9] and Kaldi [10].

A more recent acoustic modelling approach, subspace Gaussian mixture
modelling (SGMM), was introduced by Povey et al. [17]. The main advan-
tage of this approach is that it uses fewer parameters than the conventional
HMM-GMM by sharing parameters globally between models. This allows it
to perform well with small data sets (< 5 hours) compared to HMM-GMM
systems. Furthermore, SGMMs often achieve better recognition results than
HMM-GMM for equivalent training set sizes. SGMMs have been implemented
in Kaldi [10].

Advances in computing power in recent years through parallel processing
and the use of graphics processing units (GPUs) have made it possible to
train large artificial neural networks efficiently on large data sets. Further
improvements in recognition performance have been obtained by using ANNs
as hybrid structures for acoustic modelling [18, 19]. HMM-DNN approaches
have also been implemented in HTK [9] and Kaldi [10].

1.2.6 Language Modelling

Language modelling is concerned with the modelling of sequences of words
as they occur in natural language. The most common approach is n-gram
language modelling, as it is both simple and effective. In an n-gram model the
probability of a specific sequence of words is decomposed into the following
product of conditional probabilities:

P (w1, w2, . . . , wm) ≈
m∏

i=1
P (wi|wi−n+1, . . . , wi−1) (1.1)

The left-hand side of the equation defines a word sequence, for example, a sen-
tence of length m, and n ≥ 1 indicates the number of consecutive words taken
into consideration for the probability calculation. Each conditional probability
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on the right-hand side of the equation must be estimated and can therefore
be considered a parameter of the model. The number of parameters is ex-
ponentially dependent on n for a given number of words in the vocabulary
of the training data (V n). The problem of data sparsity typically limits the
language model to n ≤ 3, since 4- and 5-gram training examples do not occur
often enough to allow dependable estimation of word sequence probabilities,
especially for small data sets. For n = 3 we would therefore have:

P (w1, w2, . . . , wm) ≈
m∏

i=1
P (wi|wi−2, wi−1) (1.2)

= P (w1)× P (w2|w1)× P (w3|w2, w1)× P (w4|w3, w2)

. . .× P (wm|wm−2, wm−1) (1.3)

Figure 1.4 shows an excerpt of a few words of a sentence. As an example,
the trigram probability would be:

in the garden eating spam

in the garden eating spam

in the garden eating spam

P(garden | in, the)

P(eating | the, garden)

P(spam | garden, eating)

Figure 1.4: A sentence fragment of five words which demonstrate three trigram
examples.
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P (in, the, garden, eating, spam) =

P (in)× P (the|in)× P (garden|in, the)×

P (eating|the, garden)× P (spam|garden, eating) (1.4)

Language models are usually trained on large text corpora (millions to
thousands of millions of word tokens) ideally compiled from subject matter
that is similar to that required by the recognition task. The conditional prob-
abilities on the right-hand side of Equation 1.1 can be calculated using the
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) based on the word sequences occurring
in the corpus training set. However, many valid word sequences will not occur
in the training set. Several techniques have been developed to provide suitable
non-zero probabilities for such unseen sequences, for example, discounting, in-
terpolation or backing-off. Backing-off [20] is the preferred method in current
ASR systems and relies on reverting to lower order n-grams (i.e. a reduced
history) to provide a probability estimate if the full n-gram is absent from the
model.

The n-gram language model performs quite well despite its conceptual sim-
plicity. However, it suffers from the inability to model long temporal contexts.
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is an artificial neural network architecture
in which the hidden layers have a feedback mechanism which can maintain a
longer history of the sequences it is trained on, hence addressing the shortcom-
ing of longer temporal context in n-grams [21,22]. RNNs have been shown to
outperform n-grams in many cases.

Factored language models (FLMs) [23, 24] have been proposed as a mod-
elling approach for code-switched speech. In the case of n-gram language mod-
elling only the words themselves and their histories are used as features. In
factored language modelling, the types of features are extended to include not
only the words and their histories, but also any factor which may contribute
to improved modelling, such as parts-of-speech or word clustering information.
The addition of such factors has been shown to lead to decreased perplexity
in some cases [23].

Language models trained from exact transcriptions of continuous speech
usually perform better on continuous speech recognition tasks than models
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trained from written language text corpora [9]. However, such transcriptions
are always more limited in extent.

1.3 Why do we code-switch?

The reasons for code-switching continue to occupy scholars today. The litera-
ture indicated that two aspects of code-switching are of particular interest to
researchers. The first deals with the social motivation behind code-switching,
while the second is concerned with the analysis of the linguistic structure of
code-switching. These two aspects are briefly discussed below, along with
examples as they appear in Winford [6].

In the social context, the following four code-switching patterns have been
identified.

Pattern I concerns conversational or discourse-related code-switching and
marks a shift in conversation topic, role relationship or activity type.
The following example [6, p.103] [25, p.40] illustrates this behaviour in
a conversation composed of Swahili and English:

Vendor: Habari, mheshimwa. Have some vegetables.
English translation: “Hello, respected sir.” . . .
Customer: Mboga gani? Nipe kabeji hizi. How much is that?
English translation: “Which vegetables? Give me these cabbages.” . . .
Vendor: Five shillings only.
Customer: That’s too much. Sina pesa.
English translation: . . . “I don’t have [much] money.”

Pattern II, which concerns preference-related code-switching, involves a ne-
gotiation in language interaction until the participants have reached an
agreement on the medium of communication. The following example [6,
p.104] [26] displays this pattern where a mother addresses her son in
English, then Cantonese and the son finally answers in English:

Mother: Finished homework?
Son: (No response) (2.0 sec.)
Mother: Steven, yiu mo wan sue?
English translation: “Steven, do you want to review your lessons?”
Son: (1.5 sec.) I’ve finished.
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Pattern III concerns code-switching which expresses the strategic ambiguity
or neutrality of the speaker, which makes the identification of a base
language uncertain. The following example [6, p.105] [27] illustrates
interclause switching from a Spanish/English bilingual speaker.

There was a guy, you know, que [that] he se montó [got up].
He started playing with congas, you know, and se montó y
empezó a brincar [got up and started to jump] and all that
shit.

Pattern IV refers to momentary language switching which does not alter
the base language substantially and is generally referred to as intrasen-
tential or intraclause code-switching. In [6, p.104], two English/Swahili
examples are provided. The first [28, p.4] shows a mixed constituent
(ni-me-decide) that includes an English stem with Swahili affixes:

Hata siku hizi ni-me-decide kwanza kutumia sabuni ya miti.
English translation: “But even these days I’ve decided first to
use bar soap.”

The second example [28, p.146] shows another mixed constituent (ni-
ta-try) followed by a Swahili matrix language “island” and an English
embedded language “island”:

Mimi ni-ta-try kuwa nyumbani throughout the day.
English translation: “As for me, I try to be at home throughout
the day.”

Regarding the linguistic structure of code-switching, language alternation
during a conversation or within an utterance is not random and adheres to the
structure of the languages involved. Linguists broadly identify two structural
patterns of code-switching: alternational and insertional [6].

Alternational code-switching occurs when a speaker alternates between
structures from multiple languages, i.e. language alternation between
sentences or clauses. This is illustrated in the examples for patterns I,
II and III.
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Insertional code-switching occurs when short language elements, typically
a word or two, are inserted (embedded) into a dominant (base or matrix)
language while the sentence structure conforms to that of the matrix
language. The examples for pattern IV illustrate these cases.

It is further argued that in language pairs where the typological structure
of the languages has a high similarity, for example, English-Spanish or French-
Dutch, alternational code-switching is common, while for language pairs with
different typology, such as Swahili-English, insertional code-switching is more
common [29,30]. However, many counterexamples exist [31]. Indeed, as stated
in [6]: “The flexibility and varied nature of code-switching makes it difficult
to characterize the phenomenon in absolute terms.” More specific examples
displaying various types of code-switching from the South African Corpus of
Multilingual Code-switched Soap Opera Speech are discussed in Chapter 3.

Terminology which is more commonly used in ASR, and which overlaps
with alternational and insertional code-switching, includes intersentential, in-
trasentential and intraword code-switching.

Intersentential code-switching is inherently alternational and occurs when
the language alters between sentences or clauses. Each sentence or
clause conforms to the structure of the language in question. Such code-
switching lacks the hybrid structures which are observed in intrasenten-
tial code-switching. Patterns I and II are examples.

Intrasentential code-switching occurs when the language alters within a
sentence or clause, as illustrated in the examples from patterns III and
IV. This type of code-switching is typically insertional, but may include
alternation between clauses.

Intraword code-switching is a more specific type of insertional intrasen-
tential code-switching which includes mixed constituents. Here code-
switching occurs between morphemes within a word boundary, as illus-
trated by the mixed constituent examples in pattern IV.

Patterns III and IV are of particular interest in ASR applications. In an
ASR setting, a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system typi-
cally processes speech in segments which correspond to full sentence utter-
ances. Whenever language alternation occurs within an utterance, an ASR
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system has to process a language switch irrespective of social motivation or the
particular linguistic definition of the type of code-switching. For this reason,
we will group interclause code-switching (pattern III example) with intrasen-
tential code-switching, since both involve language switching within a single
utterance.

In [32] it is stated that computational approaches for the analysis and
processing of code-switched data are still in the early stages of development
when compared to research on the linguistic and social aspects. Although
computational approaches for the processing of monolingual data are quite
mature, these approaches have to be redesigned or customised for a particular
task when applied in the code-switched setting. This customisation is typically
highly specific to the language pair and task in question. Mixed-language
data affects language processing tasks in various ways by introducing new
lexical and syntactic structures or even redefining the task altogether. A final
remark from [32] is that current computational approaches make little use of
the linguistic insights into code-switching, while they may in fact benefit from
exploiting these insights.

1.4 Motivation and focus

The motivation for this study is to expand the body of resources and know-
ledge in terms of automatic speech recognition of code-switched speech, with
a particular emphasis on South African languages. At the onset of the study,
no word error rate (WER) evaluations of ASR systems had been reported for
code-switched speech involving South African Bantu languages.

The focus of this study is on the language modelling of code-switched speech
in the face of extremely sparse training data. To this end, we will investi-
gate different data-driven approaches of language modelling for code-switched
speech. Digital linguistic resources in the Bantu languages are scarce, which
hinder the application of linguistic knowledge in the digital domain. Raw
digital texts in the Bantu languages are more readily available, however, com-
pared to English they are still severely under-resourced. For these reasons,
we chose to pursue data-driven approaches rather than approaches based on
linguistic knowledge. The advantage of data-driven approaches lies in their
ability to automatically capture linguistic knowledge though statistical pro-
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cesses from raw text, often independent of the language in question. These
approaches can typically be applied to several languages without redesign. A
knowledge-based approach would require contributions from language experts
and linguists which is an expensive and time-consuming undertaking. Further-
more, this knowledge gathering process is language-dependent and has to be
repeated for each language under investigation, which further increases cost
and effort.

1.5 Research questions

1. Corpora comprising code-switched speech are scarce to non-existent for
South African languages, even though code-switching is an everyday
phenomenon. How can we contribute to increasing the available code-
switching speech data for South African languages?

2. The prevalence of postlexical deletion was established for fast, sponta-
neous isiZulu speech in the soap opera data. Can we model this phe-
nomenon statistically, and can these models be used to generate synthetic
examples of postlexical deletion which can be used to improve ASR per-
formance?

3. Automatic speech recognition performance degrades when foreign words
are introduced due to code-switching. What can we do to alleviate this?

4. The universal approach of language-independent language modelling (LILM)
suffers from data sparsity. How can we overcome this sparsity?

5. Parallel language-dependent language modelling (PLDLM) is a general
solution to alleviate the sparsity experienced by LILM, but its short-
coming is that it is perhaps too simplistic and overgeneral. How can we
produce more intelligent and informed switching between the words of a
code-switched language pair?

6. The semantic and syntactic relationships produced by word embeddings
may be a viable option to hypothesise words of a similar kind from
which new code-switching constituents may be synthesised. How can we
implement a solution which uses word embeddings to synthesise unseen,
yet probable, code-switched word pairs?
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1.6 Research objectives

1. Collect representative data of code-switched speech for several South
African languages.

2. Use the data to investigate code-switching and identify challenges which
need to be addressed in terms of the language modelling of code-switched
ASR. The identified challenges included postlexical deletion in isiZulu
and the sparsity of code-switching examples.

3. For postlexical deletion, find patterns of how sounds are deleted from
words, find a means to model these patterns and predict probable occur-
rence of postlexical deletion for canonical words unseen in the training
data.

4. Build an ASR system to verify that the modelling and prediction of
postlexical deletion were successful and improved the performance of
ASR.

5. Data sparsity of code-switching examples was identified as the major
impediment in the modelling of code-switched speech in the language
model. Address this sparsity with a data synthesis-based approach.

6. Build ASR systems for the four code-switched language pairs and eval-
uate the proposed approaches.

1.7 Contributions

1. A 35-hour corpus of multilingual code-switched speech of South African
languages was developed. This corpus is orthographically transcribed,
monolingual speech segments are annotated with language labels and
intrasentential code-switching boundaries are indicated.

2. Word error rates for new, code-switched ASR systems were reported for
four code-switched language pairs which have not been investigated or
reported on before.

3. The prevalence of postlexical deletion was established in spontaneous
and fast spoken isiZulu. This phenomenon was modelled statistically
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using joint-sequence models which were subsequently used to generate
orthography with hypothesised deletions. The hypothesised orthogra-
phy was used to synthesise contracted pronunciations using grapheme-
to-phoneme conversion. The synthesised pronunciations were included
as variants in the pronunciation dictionary of a monolingual isiZulu ASR
system and subsequently led to improved recognition accuracy.

4. A new parallel language-dependent language modelling (PLDLM) ar-
chitecture which models code-switching between monolingual language
models by means of explicit language transition links was proposed.
The proposed PLDLM approach was able to outperform the universal
language-independent approach.

5. An approach whereby code-switched word pairs were synthesised by
querying word embedding models was proposed. The synthesised word
pairs were used to augment the language modelling training data, and
this was shown to lead to improved language model perplexity, particu-
larly at language switch boundaries. A coverage analysis indicated that
the occurrence of unseen code-switched word pairs in the test set was
substantially reduced.

6. ASR systems were constructed for four language pairs (English-isiZulu,
English-isiXhosa, English-Setswana and English-Sesotho) and were used
for the evaluation of the augmented language models. Improvements in
word error rate were observed for the augmented language models. An
analysis of the correctly recognised code-switched bigrams indicated that
improved accuracy was achieved at language switch boundaries.

1.8 Dissertation overview

In Chapter 2 we consider a number of existing code-switched speech corpora,
followed by a review of recent approaches to code-switching in ASR. Our study
focusses on the language modelling aspect of ASR. However, for the sake of
completeness, we also briefly mention current acoustic and pronunciation mod-
elling approaches.

In Chapter 3 we introduce the South African Corpus of Multilingual Code-
switched Soap Opera Speech which was developed as part of this work. The
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new corpus contributes to the body of available code-switched resources by
providing spontaneous speech data in several South African languages, some
of which are related. An analysis of the data is also performed.

In Chapter 4 we address the statistical modelling and automatic prediction
of pronunciation variants which exhibit postexical deletion and evaluate their
effect on ASR for an isiZulu speech corpus.

In Chapter 5 we investigate a new language modelling architecture which
enables code-switching with explicit language transition links between two
parallel monolingual language models. We show that this approach is able to
successfully model code-switching with extremely sparse training data. We
present a set of experiments which were performed with an English-isiZulu
subcorpus.

In Chapter 6 we further address the sparsity of code-switched training data
by using word embeddings to synthesise probable code-switched bigrams with
which to augment the language modelling training data. We extend the lan-
guage switching links concept proposed in Chapter 5 by introducing multiple
links between possible word pairs where code-switching may occur. These pos-
sible word pairs are determined with the aid of word embeddings. We also pro-
pose an approach in which the transition costs of these new links are estimated
by means of pseudocount estimation for the synthesised code-switched word
pairs. We further extend the ASR experiments to include four language pairs,
English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa, English-Setswana and English-Sesotho.

We conclude the thesis with Chapter 7, in which the main findings are
summarised and where ideas for future research are proposed.

1.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the phenomenon of code-switching and
established that it is prevalent in multilingual communities such as South
Africa. This is a current research challenge in ASR as it leads to deteriorated
performance with respect to monolingual ASR systems. The basic concepts
and components of an ASR system were introduced and the four socially mo-
tivated patterns for code-switching were described along with the linguistic
structure of intrasentential code-switching patterns which present the most
challenges for automatic speech recognition. We have outlined the motivation,
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focus, research questions and objectives, and summarised the contributions
made during the course of the study.

In the next chapter we consider a number of existing code-switched speech
corpora, followed by a review of recent approaches in the language modelling
of code-switched ASR.
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Chapter 2

Literature study

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider a number of existing code-switched speech cor-
pora, followed by a review of recent approaches in handling code-switching
in automatic speech recognition (ASR). Our study focusses on the language
modelling aspect of ASR. However, for the sake of completeness, we will also
briefly mention current acoustic and pronunciation modelling approaches.

2.2 Existing code-switched speech corpora

In order to train statistical language models, suitable corpora are required.
This section presents an overview of existing code-switched speech corpora
used in recent publications.

2.2.1 Chinese Dialects Corpus

This corpus was compiled by Chang Gung University, Academia Sinica and
the National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan [33]. It contains 26.9 hours of
mixed speech of two Chinese dialects, Mandarin and Taiwanese. The training
set consists of 11 hours of monolingual Mandarin and 11 hours of monolingual
Taiwanese read speech uttered by 100 speakers. The test set consists of 4.4
hours of code-switched utterances from an additional 16 speakers, each con-
taining a Taiwanese phrase embedded in a Mandarin sentence. This corpus
was used in the following publications: [33,34]

20
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2.2.2 SEAME Mandarin-English Corpus

The SEAME corpus was compiled at Nanyang Technological University, Sin-
gapore, and Universiti Sains Malaysia [35, 36]. It contains Mandarin-English
code-switched speech spoken by Malaysian and Singaporean speakers. The
speech was recorded from spontaneous conversations and interviews with 157
speakers consisting of university students and staff. The size of the transcribed
corpus is 63 hours. Recording was done in a quiet room with close-talking mi-
crophones. During conversational recording sessions, two speakers were placed
opposite each other and asked to converse for approximately an hour. Such a
session yielded approximately 10 minutes of transcribed code-switched speech.
For the interview speech an interviewee was recorded while being questioned
by an interviewer. The interview speech yielded approximately 30 minutes
of code-switched speech from an hour-long interview. Interviewees were more
likely to code-switch when the interviewer’s question contained code-switching.
The corpus was used in the following studies: [35–42].

2.2.3 HKUST Mandarin-English Corpus

The HKUST corpus was compiled at the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology [43]. It contains spontaneous Mandarin-English code-switching
speech, although there is also a section containing monolingual Mandarin,
English and Cantonese speech. The corpus consists of four parts:

• 2.7 hours of transcribed and part-of-speech tagged conversational Mandarin-
English code-switched speech from four meetings with nine speakers dis-
cussing university administration, historical events and politics;

• 8 hours of Mandarin-English code-switched speech (2.3 hours transcribed)
from nine group meetings discussing projects by six participants;

• 25 hours of partially transcribed, predominantly monolingual interview
speech with students speaking Mandarin, English and Cantonese; and

• text data containing code-switching automatically extracted from online
news sources.

The corpus was used in the following studies: [43–48].
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2.2.4 CECOS Chinese-English Corpus

The CECOS corpus was compiled at the National Cheng Kung University in
Taiwan [49]. It contains Chinese-English code-switched speech and, although
not explicitly stated in the paper, it is assumed that the authors refer to Man-
darin Chinese. The corpus was collected in two parts. Firstly, 50 Chinese, 50
English and 400 Chinese-English code-switched text sentences were collected.
19 speakers (ages 23 to 35 years) were each asked to utter 200 sentences from
this collection. In total 3800 utterances were recorded. Secondly, a machine
translation system was used to generate code-switched sentences from 102 Chi-
nese seed sentences. From the generated code-switched text, 2900 utterances
by an additional 58 speakers (ages 20 to 22 years) were recorded. The complete
corpus comprises 12.1 hours of speech from 77 speakers and contains a Chinese
and English vocabulary of 1450 and 500 words, respectively. The corpus was
used in the following studies: [49–51].

2.2.5 OC16-CE80 Chinese-English Mixlingual
Database

The OC16-CE80 corpus was compiled by SpeechOcean and Tsinghua Univer-
sity [52]. The corpus contains Mandarin-English code-switched speech from
the mainland of China. This differs from the Mandarin-English spoken in Sin-
gapore and Malaysia which allows switching to English more readily than in
China. The audio consists of read speech (50 utterances per speaker) from
more than 1400 speakers recorded by mobile phone yielding 80 hours of tran-
scribed speech. The prompts were selected using a greedy search strategy
to improve acoustic coverage. The corpus was recently released as the main
resource for the Chinese-English mixlingual speech recognition challenge.

2.2.6 Code-switched lectures corpus from National
Taiwan University

This corpus of lecture speech was compiled by the National Taiwan Univer-
sity and first introduced in [53]. It contains spontaneous Mandarin-English
code-switched speech from two courses presented by one instructor. The cor-
pus contains approximately 85% Mandarin and 15% English speech. The bulk
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of the embedded English words comprise specific terminology and topics pre-
sented in the course. The total size of the corpus is 45.2 hours and was used
in the following research publications: [53–61].

2.2.7 CUMIX Cantonese-English Corpus

The CUMIX corpus was compiled at The Chinese University of Hong Kong
[62]. It contains Cantonese-English code-switched speech. The nine-hour
training set contains speech by 20 male and 20 female speakers reading 200
code-switched sentences, 100 commonly code-switched English words or phrases,
and English numbers and alphabet letters. Each code-switched utterance con-
tains only one English segment. It is not stated whether the read utterances
and words are different for each speaker. The eight-hour test set consists of
speech from an additional 20 male and 20 female speakers. Each speaker read
110 code-switched sentences with one English segment, 10 code-switched sen-
tences with two English segments and 90 sentences which were the monolingual
Cantonese equivalent of the aforementioned code-switched sentences. The ages
of the speakers varied between 19 and 26 years. The total speech duration of
the corpus is 17 hours. The corpus was used in the following studies: [62–64].

2.2.8 English-Spanish (Spanglish) Corpus

The Spanglish corpus was compiled at the University of Texas and contains
English-Spanish code-switched speech recorded during spontaneous lunch break
conversations from three speakers [65]. The corpus contains 40 minutes of tran-
scribed speech with a vocabulary of 1516 words and approximately 8000 word
tokens. The corpus was used in the following publications: [65–67].

2.2.9 FAME! Frisian-Dutch Corpus

The Frisian Audio Mining Enterprise (FAME!) corpus of code-switched speech
was compiled by Radboud University, Fryske Akademy and Omrop Fryslân
and was first presented in [68]. It comprises code-switched speech between
Frisian and Dutch drawn from Frisian radio broadcasts spanning 50 years. 18.5
hours of audio were manually transcribed by native Frisian speakers yielding 14
hours of transcribed speech from 309 identified and 233 unidentified speakers.
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3837 cases of code-switching were observed which included intersentential and
intrasentential code-switching. The corpus is divided into an 11.5-hour training
set, a 1.3-hour development and a 1.3-hour test set. The corpus was used in
the following publications: [69–73].

2.2.10 CSIR Sepedi Code-switched Corpus

A corpus of Sepedi-English code-switched speech was compiled by the South
African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) [74]. A list of
code-switched phrases was compiled from manual transcriptions of Sepedi ra-
dio broadcasts. These phrases were then used as prompts for code-switched
speech collection. Twelve male and eight female speakers each produced ap-
proximately 450 prompted utterances yielding 10 hours of speech. Most in-
stances of code-switching consisted of the use of English numbers. The corpus
was used in the following studies: [74–76].

2.2.11 Turkish-German Corpus

A corpus of Turkish-German code-switched speech, compiled by the University
of Stuttgart, was presented in [77]. Informal conversations with code-switching
by 20 male and eight female bilingual Turkish-German speakers were recorded.
The majority of speakers were university student with ages ranging from nine
to 39 years. The data collectors guided conversations towards topics which
may induce code-switched speech. The recorded audio was manually tran-
scribed and intersentential, intrasentential and intra-word code-switch bound-
aries were marked in time. The total transcribed speech duration is 5 hours
for 3614 sentences.

2.2.12 Summary

Table 2.1 summarises the most important statistics describing the aforemen-
tioned corpora. Eight of the eleven corpora include English as one of the lan-
guages. Five of the eleven corpora constitute Mandarin-English code-switched
speech, although they differ in the type of speech and the region where the
particular variant of Mandarin-English is spoken. Seven of the eleven corpora
include Chinese languages. The sizes of the respective corpora vary greatly.
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Table 2.1: Summary of statistics of the reviewed corpora. (h: hours; m: minutes;
u: utterances.)

Corpus
name

Size Speaking
style

Languages Speakers Notes

Chinese
dialects

27h read Mandarin-
Taiwanese

216 Chang Gung University;
Academia Sinica;
National Tsing Hua
University, Taiwan

SEAME 63h spontaneous Mandarin-
English

157 Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore &
Universiti Sains Malaysia

HKUST 35.7h spontaneous Mandarin-
English

1 to 9 Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology

CECOS 12.1h prompted
or read

Mandarin-
English

77 National Cheng Kung
University, Taiwan

OC16-CE80 80h prompted
or read

Mandarin-
English

1400 Tsinghua University &
SpeechOcean, China

Code-
switched
lectures
corpus

45h spontaneous Mandarin-
English

1 National Taiwan
University

CUMIX 16k u prompted
or read

Cantonese-
English

80 The Chinese University
of Hong Kong

Spanglish 40m spontaneous Spanish-
English

3 University of Texas

FAME!
speech
database

18h spontaneous
radio

Frisian-
Dutch

±540 Radboud University, The
Netherlands

Sepedi-
English

10h prompted
or read

Sepedi-
English

20 South African CSIR

Turkish-
German

5h spontaneous Turkish-
German

28 University of Stuttgart

The smallest has a speech duration of 40 minutes, while the largest has a
duration of 80 hours. Finally, only one corpus contains an African language.

2.3 Recent advances in code-switched ASR

Topics in the literature tend to focus on either acoustic, pronunciation or
language modelling or focus on the integration of these models into a code-
switched ASR system. The variety of ASR architectures explored in the lit-
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erature can be broadly divided into either language-dependent (Figure 2.1)
or language-independent (universal) systems (Figure 2.2). Lyu et al. [33]
presented a comparison of the two architectures. The language-dependent
architectures usually employ a multi-pass approach with monolingual compo-
nents functioning in parallel. Such an architecture generally includes a lan-
guage identification component which enables switching between the mono-
lingual recognition components depending on the estimated language of the
input speech. Language-independent systems employ a universal approach and
may typically require only one recognition pass. The pronunciation dictionary
and language model are multilingual and the vocabularies of all languages are
pooled together. Acoustic models may also be shared between languages. Lan-
guage identification may also be used, but is generally closely integrated into
the acoustic and language modelling structure and features.

Speech
feature
vectors

Mixed
language

text output

Mono ASR
language 1

Mono ASR
language 2

Mono ASR
language N

Language
boundary
detection

Language
identification

Figure 2.1: Multilingual speech recognition using parallel monolingual recognisers
with language boundary detection and identification (language-dependent).

Speech
feature
vectors

Mixed
language

text output

Multilingual ASR

Multilingual
acoustic model

Multilingual
language model

Multilingual
pronunciation dictionary

Figure 2.2: Multilingual speech recognition using a fully multilingual recogniser
(universal or language-independent).
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Although not the focus of this study, we briefly summarise current ap-
proaches applied to multilingual and code-switched acoustic and pronuncia-
tion modelling. This is followed by a discussion on the recent approaches to
language modelling for code-switched speech.

2.3.1 Acoustic modelling

We briefly summarise some of the current approaches to acoustic and pronun-
ciation modelling for code-switched speech in the following. However, acoustic
modelling is not the main focus of this study.

2.3.1.1 Language-dependent versus language-independent
acoustic modelling

A variety of approaches covering the spectrum between language-dependent
(LDAM) and language-independent acoustic modelling (LIAM) for code-switched
ASR have been investigated. Most of these have focussed on constructing a
language-independent phoneme set based on criteria for merging or mapping
the language-dependent phonemes. The criteria can be based on:

• phonotactical knowledge, for example, using the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) [37,63,69,78–81] or documented peculiarities of the lan-
guages in question [82];

• model distance measures [37,50,83,84];

• acoustic model confusion during speech recognition [78,81,85,86];

• acoustic model merging and state tying between matrix language models
and accented embedded language models [83]; or

• using readily available embedded language or out-of-language acoustic
models which are then mapped to the matrix language [87].

The general consensus among the studies is in favour of sharing acoustic
data between languages (LIAM), although ASR results for both approaches
were generally closely comparable. Hence, the relative advantages of either
LDAM or LIAM must be evaluated for the specific application or task. The
trade-off between the approaches will typically be determined more by the
availability of language resources, time and human effort than by optimal
system performance.
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2.3.1.2 Multilingual artificial neural network models

Artificial or deep neural networks (ANNs/DNNs) have been shown to out-
perform conventional Gaussian mixture model–based (GMM) acoustic models
in many ASR applications [88]. Two prevalent approaches are to either use
the DNN as a bottleneck feature extractor or to use it with hidden Markov
models (HMMs) as a hybrid DNN-HMM system which directly models the
posterior probabilities of the HMM states [89]. Furthermore, DNNs are par-
ticularly effective at capturing acoustic attributes shared between multiple lan-
guages [16, 90–92]. Hence, the benefit of using DNNs has been demonstrated
in the cases of multilingual ASR [89, 93] and code-switched ASR using both
LDAM and LIAM [59, 69, 84]. In a typical multilingual DNN configuration
the hidden layers are shared between languages. There may either be multiple
output (softmax) layers corresponding to language-dependent phoneme sets,
or one output layer corresponding to a universal phoneme set. Such mod-
els are trained on an agglomeration of all the training data of the languages
in question. It has been shown that using additional out-of-domain training
data from the same target languages generally provides fair performance im-
provements for both DNN acoustic model architectures. In addition, using
out-of-language training data may provide further, although modest, improve-
ments [71,89,93,94].

2.3.1.3 Code-switched event detection and language identification

Automatically determining the number and identity of the languages being
spoken in an utterance is a significant task in ASR. Performing accurate code-
switched event detection or language identification (LID) may be a key com-
ponent in a code-switched ASR system, depending on the implemented recog-
nition architecture. These tasks may be performed using the acoustic features
or using the recognised phoneme sequences.

In two independent studies for Cantonese-English [78] and for Sepedi-
English [81,95], language identification was performed on the basis of recognis-
ing phoneme sequences by using biphone probabilities. Both studies concluded
that a data-driven acoustic model selection approach provided better language
identification accuracy than the knowledge-based acoustic model selection.

In [34] a large vocabulary continuous speech recogniser (LVCSR) was used
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to distinguish between the pronunciation units of Mandarin and Taiwanese.
The LVCSR LID system was further enhanced by incorporating acoustic, pho-
netic and prosodic features.

In [96] a maximum a posteriori-based (MAP) approach was used to jointly
identify and segment mixed-language utterances. It used a latent semantic
analysis-based GMM and vector quantisation-based bigram model to char-
acterise the language. Dynamic programming was used to obtain an optimal
hypothesised language sequence. It was shown that the proposed approach out-
performed conventional approaches which use GMMs and the delta-Bayesian
information criterion, and concluded that the MAP-based approach showed
potential for mixed-language segmentation and identification.

In [51] and [97] code-switched event detection was implemented using the
delta-Bayesian information criterion by using phonetic eigenvoice models. The
eigenvoice models were used to estimate the language likelihood. These mod-
els characterise the relationship between phonetic/articulatory features and
language-trained eigenvoices. Any intersyllable boundaries were regarded as
possible code-switching points. Employing these models along with a similar-
ity measure the language change likelihood was estimated. Dynamic program-
ming was used as a final step to determine the best language sequence given
these estimates. It was shown that the proposed approach with optimised
parameters was able to outperform other approaches based on support vector
machines, GMMs and ANNs in the majority of cases.

2.3.1.4 Pronunciation modelling

Kleynhans et al. [82] investigated the pronunciation modelling of English words
in a spoken term detection system for Swahili speech. A number of letter-to-
sound mapping approaches were investigated. A mixed mapping approach
which used Swahili letter-to-sound rules and language-specific peculiarities,
together with English-specific letter sequence mapping, achieved the best re-
sults.

Modipa and Davel [98] investigated various pronunciation modelling ap-
proaches of foreign words (mainly English) embedded in Sepedi speech. Their
approaches were (1) using letter-to-sound rules of the particular foreign lan-
guage followed by a linguistically motived phoneme mapping to the target
language phonemes; (2) using a data-driven phoneme mapping of foreign
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phonemes to the target language phonemes using a confusion matrix; and
(3) using the target language letter-to-sound rules directly on foreign words.
The last approach proved both the simplest and provided the best performing
phoneme recognition results. In [74], the acoustic log likelihoods were found
to be a useful measure in selecting suitable vowel mappings for English-to-
Sepedi context-dependent phonemes. In [76], an approach to predict vowel
substitution, which may occur in English words embedded in Sepedi speech,
was presented. Reasonable classification accuracy was achieved for predicting
matrix language (Sepedi) phoneme substitutions of the English vowel schwa in
embedded English words. The most useful non-acoustic features used in the
predictions were triphone and grapheme strings.

2.3.2 Language modelling

When compared to the research efforts into the acoustic modelling of multilin-
gual and code-switched speech, the literature reflects that language modelling
of code-switched speech has received less attention. In the following sections
the various approaches reported in the literature are discussed.

2.3.2.1 Multilingual n-grams

The most straightforward approach to obtain a multilingual language model
is to construct an n-gram language model in one of the following ways:

• Monolingual language models from each language are interpolated [86].

• Mixed-language texts or transcriptions are used as training data for a
multilingual language model [52,80,87].

• Monolingual and mixed-language texts or transcriptions are pooled and
used as training data for a multilingual language model [50,52,82].

• Mixed-language texts or transcriptions are used as training data for a
multilingual language model and further interpolated with additional
monolingual language models [52,57–60].

The disadvantage of the first approach is that code-switching will only be mod-
elled by backing off to unigram probabilities. The other three approaches are
hindered by the sparsity of code-switching examples in the training data, and
therefore generally also depend on backing off to unigrams for code-switching
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which were not encountered in the training data. The above approaches are
usually used in studies where acoustic or pronunciation modelling is the main
focus.

2.3.2.2 Linguistically motivated code-switched n-grams

Li and Fung [44] considered constructing an n-gram language model which
incorporates code-switching structure and constraints as described in the lin-
guistics literature. The linguistic “equivalence of structure” constraint was
proposed by Poplack [27, 99]. The constraint suggests that a valid language
switch may only occur at a syntactic boundary where the rules for syntax and
word order of both languages are adhered to. This corresponds to the inversion
constraint used in statistical machine translation. In [44], the constraint was
applied to model Mandarin-English code-switching. Training of this model re-
quired a text corpus with word-aligned parallel sentences for both languages.
The resultant language model consisted of a monolingual (matrix) language
model in combination with a code-switched (embedded) language model. The
code-switched model further consisted of a combination of three models: the
code-switch boundary prediction model, the code-switch translation model
and the code-switch reconstruction model. The code-switch boundary predic-
tion model implemented the linguistic equivalence constraint and represented
the probability of permissible code-switch points. The code-switch transla-
tion model provided the actual probability of a code-switch occurring, given
a permissible code-switch point. Finally, the reconstruction model assigned
probabilities to a sequence of mixed-language words. This model was shown
to lead to improved speech recognition performance. Subsequent studies in-
vestigated the addition of weighted phrase extraction [46] and a functional
head constraint [47, 48], which lead to further improvements in recognition
performance.

2.3.2.3 Multilingual recognition lattices

Ahmed and Tan [86] proposed a hybrid approach in which two monolingual
recognisers were run in parallel. For every utterance, a monolingual English
and monolingual Malay recogniser each produced an output word lattice in
the respective language. The lattices were merged into a bilingual lattice
taking frame and word boundaries into account. Weights for new lattice edges
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resulting from the merging process were obtained by interpolation between the
language models. Acoustic rescoring was performed on the bilingual lattice,
which led to improved recognition accuracy.

2.3.2.4 Multilingual n-grams augmented with synthesised
code-switched data

In order to address the problem of sparsity of the approaches discussed in
Section 2.3.2.1, the following approaches aim to augment the training data
with synthesised code-switching generated either by:

• synthesis through dictionary translation [64] or statistical machine trans-
lation [37], or by

• synthesis through semantic-based mappings using knowledge fromWord-
Net and parts-of-speech [64].

Cao et al. [64] investigated the use of translation-based and semantic-based
mappings to enhance language modelling training data for Cantonese-English
code-switching. The translation-based mappings used an existing English-to-
Cantonese dictionary to develop a Cantonese-to-English dictionary. Monolin-
gual Cantonese n-grams were then modified by translating some words in the
n-gram to English to create artificial code-switched n-grams with which to
augment the language modelling training data. For the semantic-based map-
ping, WordNet was used to group English words into 200 semantic classes
(synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, similar linguistic function and same mor-
phological stem). Existing n-grams were expanded by using words in similar
classes to create more artificial code-switched n-grams which were added to
the training data. Both mapping schemes resulted in improved perplexities
and word error rates, with the best performing language model being a com-
bination of both mapping schemes.

Vu et al. [37] used statistical machine translation to generate additional
text with artificial Mandarin-English code-switching with which to augment
language modelling training data. During the artificial text generation only
Mandarin words following a trigger word or trigger part-of-speech tag were
replaced with its English counterpart. Different word replacement strategies
were investigated. The most successful strategy limited the number of word
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replacements to the word frequencies in the corpus transcriptions and led to
improved perplexity.

2.3.2.5 Class-based n-grams

Class-based n-gram language modelling is another approach which has been
used to address sparsity in the training data. Class-based approaches used in
code-switched language modelling are conditioned either on:

• a knowledge-based approach which considers parts-of-speech [54, 63, 84,
100] or word semantics [84], or

• a data-driven approach such as Brown clusters [54].

Chan et al. [63, 100] investigated four approaches in constructing Can-
tonese character trigram language models for Cantonese-English code-switched
speech. These models were a monolingual Cantonese model, a code-mixed
model which regarded English as a single word-class, a class-based model with
15 classes based on English parts-of-speech, and a translation-based model in
which English words were translated to their Cantonese counterparts. The
class-based model yielded the best performance in overall word and character
error rates.

Yeh et al. [54–56] investigated class-based n-grams, random forest lan-
guage models and language model adaptation (interpolation) to address the
data sparsity in Mandarin-English code-switched speech. While the embedded
language (English) words typically had a low frequency, these words were often
of critical importance in the dialogue. Brown clusters (data-driven) and classes
based on parts-of-speech (knowledge-based) were investigated. Random for-
est language models (RFLM) were also explored as an alternative language
modelling approach, which aimed to generalise better for unseen events than
n-grams using Kneser-Ney (KN) smoothing. The parts-of-speech class-based
n-grams and the RFLM yielded improved perplexities and word error rates.
In more recent work [57–61], a conventional KN-smoothed trigram model was
used as a background model which was interpolated with a language model
trained on the target domain data. This language model was used in systems
to evaluate different acoustic modelling strategies.
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2.3.2.6 Recurrent neural network language modelling and
factored language modelling

Adel et al. [24,39,41] have investigated the use of recurrent neural network lan-
guage models (RNNLMs) for Mandarin-English code-switching. The RNNLMs
were used to rescore 100-best lists produced by an ASR system which used a tri-
gram language model. When trained with additional parts-of-speech features
at the input layer and language information at the output layer, the recurrent
neural model achieved improved perplexity and word error rate. This work
was extended by including a factored language model (FLM) with integrated
part-of-speech tags, as well as syntactic and semantic information. By inter-
polating the neural and factored language models, a further improvement in
perplexity was achieved. The RNNLMs were also trained to provide word em-
beddings from which word clusters were produced. These clusters were used
as features in the factored language model, as well as open-class words, Brown
clusters and part-of-speech tags. These additions led to a further decrease in
perplexity and word error rate.

Yılmaz et al. [69–72] considered a bilingual (Frisian-Dutch) trigram lan-
guage model which was obtained by interpolating a trigram language model
trained on in-domain code-switched data and two additional monolingual lan-
guage models. A 5-gram and recurrent neural network language model were
subsequently used to rescore the lattices obtained using the trigram model.
The reported improvement were modest and varied.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter a number of notable code-switched speech corpora were dis-
cussed. The majority of the corpora contain an Asian language, such as Man-
darin or Cantonese, mixed with English, while only one corpus containing a
Bantu language could be found.

Different language modelling approaches for code-switched ASR were dis-
cussed, which included rudimentary monolingual n-gram models, augmenta-
tion of sparse training data with various synthesis methods, class-based ap-
proaches and the use of different language modelling architectures such as
random forest, factored and recurrent neural network language models.
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The work in this thesis addresses the sparsity in our code-switched data
with synthesis-based methods. It differs from the aforementioned synthesis-
based methods of Section 2.3.2.4 in that the focus is specifically on low-
resourced languages. For this reason the proposed approaches were developed
to have the explicit advantage of not requiring parallel corpora which are not
available to our low-resourced languages. In fact, the approaches do not require
significant monolingual resources in the Bantu languages.

Code-switching and the challenges it presents to ASR is a topic of increasing
research interest, as demonstrated by the increasing number of publications,
corpora and conference sessions devoted to the topic in recent years. In the
next chapter we introduce the South African Corpus of Multilingual Code-
switched Soap Opera Speech.
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Chapter 3

Resources

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we surveyed existing code-switching speech corpora
and found that data collection for code-switched speech has focussed mostly on
English with Asian languages. Only one corpus contained an African language.
In this chapter we will discuss the South African Corpus of Multilingual Code-
switched Soap Opera Speech which extends this field by providing spontaneous
speech data in several South African languages, some of which are related.

Code-switching usually occurs in spontaneous, conversational speech. It is
rarely found in the prepared speech of formal broadcast media, such as radio or
television news broadcasts, which have traditionally been a rich source of data
for speech recognition research. Code-switching is also exceedingly uncommon
in written text. Therefore, the compilation of a corpus of read speech including
code-switching is problematic.

Conversations in South African soap operas, however, are multilingual and
exhibit frequent code-switching. Our comparisons between the soap opera
scripts and the actors’ speech indicate a very strong tendency to ad-lib and
therefore the speech can be regarded as spontaneous. Hence, South African
soap operas are a rich source of multilingual code-switched speech data. While
the social aspects of code-switching constitute a distinct research area and
are beyond the scope of this thesis, we note simply that the motivation for
multilingualism, and in particular code-switching in South African broadcast
television programmes such as soap operas, is to be inclusive and representative
and thereby attract a wider audience than would be attracted by monolingual

36
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speech.
In this thesis we will focus on code-switching between English and four

South African Bantu languages, isiZulu, isiXhosa, Setswana and Sesotho. The
four Bantu languages were chosen because they have the highest occurrence fre-
quency in our collected data. English belongs to the Germanic language family,
while the other four languages belong to the Southern Bantu language group.
Within this group, isiZulu and isiXhosa, which are mutually intelligible, belong
to the Nguni language family, while Sesotho and Setswana, also mutually in-
telligible, belong to the Sotho-Tswana language family. When considering the
morphological typology of these languages, Sesotho and Setswana are approx-
imately midway on the analytic-synthetic scale, while English is closer to the
analytic end and isiZulu and isiXhosa closer to the synthetic end [101]. The
four Bantu languages are agglutinative, meaning that these languages have
a high rate of morphemes per word. However, the Sotho-Tswana languages
make use of a more disjunctive orthography, using for example disjoint verbal
prefixes and conjoint verbal suffixes, while the Nguni languages tend to use a
conjunctive1 orthography [102,103].

The typology of the Southern Bantu languages differs considerably from
English. As suggested in [6], insertional code-switching is expected to oc-
cur more frequently than alternational code-switching between languages with
considerable differences in typology. Although this is in fact observed in our
data, alternational code-switching also occurs regularly.

In this chapter we introduce the South African Corpus of Multilingual
Code-switched Soap Opera Speech. We will describe the development of the
corpus, including the workflow, transcription protocol and quality control, in
Section 3.2. The corpus growth over time is also described and the raw cor-
pus and its statistics are presented. In Section 3.3, we present the language
distributions from selected speakers in the data. Examples of intrasentential
code-switching as seen in the data, with reference to the code-switching pat-
terns presented in Section 1.3, are discussed in Section 3.4. Next, an initial un-
balanced English-isiZulu subcorpus is discussed (Section 3.5), followed by the
balanced subcorpora of four language pairs, English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa,

1An example from [102] demonstrates the difference between conjunctive and disjunctive
orthography. In the Sotho-Tswana language, Northern Sotho, the translation of the English
sentence, “I like them,” is written with four orthographic items, “Ke a ba rata,” while in
isiZulu the sentence is written as one orthographic item, “Ngiyabathanda.”
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the steps involved in compiling the corpus from source
videos to output text transcriptions and utterance audio segments. MPEG-video
files are indicated by the extension ‘.mpg’, PCM coded audio by ‘.wav’, ELAN tran-
scription files by ‘.eaf’ and HTK/Kaldi transcription files by ‘.txt’.

English-Setswana and English-Sesotho (Section 3.6). We then present and
discuss statistics and analyses performed on the corpus data (Section 3.7). Fi-
nally, we describe a corpus of supplemental monolingual text data used later in
the thesis for word embedding training and language modelling (Section 3.8).

In this thesis, we will use sentence to refer to a full or partial sentence
as it was transcribed. We will use utterance to refer to the physical audio
realisation of such a full or partial sentence.

3.2 Corpus compilation

3.2.1 Overview

The corpus was compiled from digital video recordings of approximately 610
South African soap opera episodes. Figure 3.1 shows the steps involved in
processing the soap opera videos into text transcriptions with the correspond-
ing audio for use by ASR systems. From a collection of episode video files,
mono audio sampled at 32kHz and coded as 16-bit PCM was extracted into
.wav files for each episode. The video and audio files are used during tran-
scription and an .eaf ELAN transcription file is produced as output for each
episode. The .eaf files are text-based XML files which contain all time bound-
aries and transcription annotations of utterances and are subsequently parsed
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with specifically-developed parsing and error checking software. The software
converts the information in the .eaf files to Python class objects represent-
ing the corpus data. The Python objects can be exported to various output
formats and can be used to compile the resources required for ASR, such as
pronunciation dictionaries. The software is described in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.2 Workflow

Since the soap opera speech contains more than one language, a team of mul-
tilingual transcribers was required. The Trac software project management,
wiki, bug tracking and web server system [104] was used to manage the tasks
assigned to the team of transcribers. The ELAN media annotation tool [105]
was used for audio segmentation and transcription. The flowchart in Fig-
ure 3.2 shows the steps involved in transcribing the speech of a single episode.
All speech was transcribed by fluent bilingual speakers.

The transcription process is initiated by creating a transcription task and
first assigning it to the principal transcriber. The principal transcriber per-
forms the segmentation of all speech corresponding to sentences, followed by
the transcription of all English segments. Before a transcription file is sub-
mitted to the repository, the transcriber must perform a transcription error
and spell check. The transcription error check reports on common errors that
may have occurred during transcription. After the submission of the transcrip-
tion file, the transcription task is reassigned to the supervisor to assess overall
progress for the episode. If incomplete segments still exist, the task is assigned
to a transcriber who is proficient in the relevant languages. This continues
until the supervisor confirms the episode to be fully transcribed and marks
the task as complete. During this process, an episode is passed to at least
one transcriber of every language, each annotating speech in their language of
proficiency.

3.2.3 Protocol and rules

It is important that the transcriptions follow a prescribed protocol with rules
that ensure uniformity and enable correct parsing of the transcription files.
During segmentation, the audio was divided into full sentences which ex-
cluded noise, where one segment corresponded to one sentence. If speech
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart depicting the workflow for a single soap opera episode.
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was corrupted with momentary noise, the segment boundaries were aligned to
exclude the noise, while the remaining clean speech was transcribed as a par-
tial sentence. Consequently, as much clean speech was extracted as possible
by retaining the partial sentences, when otherwise, full sentences would have
been discarded due to the momentary noise corruption. Sentences contain-
ing code-switching were further subdivided into segments corresponding to a
single language. All these monolingual segments were transcribed and tagged
with a language label. The following annotation tiers were used:

sentence : This is the parent tier the subsequent tiers depend on. It delin-
eates the time interval of a sentence, and therefore excludes non-speech
such as music or background noise present in the episode. If a sentence is
monolingual, this tier is also annotated with the verbatim transcription.

code_switch_phrase : This tier is annotated with the verbatim transcription
of a monolingual segment of speech within a code-switched sentence. A
sentence which contains code-switching will therefore have more than
one such segment.

code_switch_language : This tier provides the language label for its corre-
sponding code_switch_phrase segment.

sentence_language : This tier is only annotated for a monolingual sen-
tence and contains the language label for its corresponding monolingual
sentence tier segment.

speaker : This tier contains the label or ID of the speaker who uttered the
sentence segment.

The two permitted formats of annotated sentences are:

• Monolingual sentence, which is annotated as follows:
sentence: Annotated with the verbatim monolingual transcription.
code_switch_phrase: No segment or annotation.
code_switch_language: No segment or annotation.
sentence_language: Monolingual sentence language label.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.
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• Code-switched sentence, which is annotated as follows:
sentence : Blank segment to delineate time interval with annotation

text absent.
code_switch_phrase : Multiple segments, each annotated with

transcription of one language per segment.
code_switch_language : Language labels of the corresponding

code_switch_phrase segment.
sentence_language : No segment or annotation.
speaker : Speaker label or ID.

Any deviation from the permitted formats reports an error by the transcription
parsing and error checking software.

Figure 3.3 presents a screenshot of the ELAN media annotation tool, show-
ing an example of a transcribed code-switched sentence. The video is displayed
in the upper left corner, the audio waveform in the centre and the annotation
tiers at the bottom. English subtitles2 are part of the displayed video and may
assist in the transcription process, especially when speech is spoken quickly.

2The subtitles are monolingual English only and do not contain code-switching. More-
over, the subtitles are not the verbatim representation of the uttered speech and provide
only a condensed interpretation thereof. For these reasons, the direct use of the subtitles is
not suitable.

Video display

A u d i o  w a v e f o r m

Transcription text tiers

Language labels

Speaker labels

Annotation 
grid view

Figure 3.3: A screenshot of the ELAN media annotation tool.
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The following shows the annotation format for the sentence shown in Fig-
ure 3.3.

sentence:
code_switch_phrase: umbonise ukuthi akuna- future in being a gangster

code_switch_language: isiXhosa English

sentence_language: <no_segment_or_annotation>
speaker: Andile

In the case of a code-switched sentence, the sentence tier is created only to
delineate the time boundaries of the sentence as a whole and contains no an-
notation text. Two segments are created in the code_switch_phrase tier, one
for the isiXhosa and one for the English segment. Each segment is annotated
with the corresponding monolingual transcription text. The corresponding
segments in the code_switch_language tier contain the language labels and
the speaker tier contains the speaker label.

Intraword code-switching regularly occurs and has been annotated as such,
as the example indicates. Examples of intraword switching in our data include
the joining of Bantu language class affixes to English stems. Bantu prefixes
are terminated with a dash (-) to indicate their attachment to the following
word. In the example, the prefix, akuna-, joins with the word, future. Bantu
suffixes start with a dash to indicate that it is joined to the preceding word.
All such affixes were annotated as separate word tokens in the transcriptions.
More examples are shown in Section 3.4.

Contracted forms of words were transcribed to reflect the speaker’s actual
pronunciation as closely as possible. Although the Bantu languages usually
conform to a regular /CV/ syllable structure, this may be interrupted at high
speech rates, leading to two adjacent consonants. Such postlexical deletion
of unstressed vowels is common in Bantu languages. It is highly speaker de-
pendent, and tends to increase in fast, spontaneously spoken utterances as
observed in our corpus. The prevalence of contracted forms adds a compli-
cating dimension to the development of an ASR system, especially since these
contractions do not occur in written form, such as may be used for language
modelling. The following is a transcribed code-switched sentence which con-
tains postlexical deletion:
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sentence:
code_switch_phrase: k’khon’ ey’- sign -iw’ ezansi and those are paid for

code_switch_language: isiZulu Eng. isiZulu English

sentence_language: <no_segment_or_annotation>
speaker: Xolani

Here the word kukhona is transcribed as k’khon’, with the apostrophes indicat-
ing the deletion of the unstressed vowels, u and a, in the pronunciation. Four
such deletions are annotated in this sentence. The modelling of this type of
postlexical deletion will be investigated in Chapter 4.

All transcriptions are made in lower case and punctuation is omitted. Only
proper nouns and the English word ‘I’ are capitalised. Since the language label
for a proper noun can be ambiguous, the following rule was applied. Proper
nouns are assigned the language label of the preceding word, for example:

sentence:
code_switch_phrase: word1 word2 proper_name word4 word5

code_switch_language: language1 language2

sentence_language: <no_segment_or_annotation>
speaker: speaker name

In this generic example the proper_name is grouped with language1, while the
words following it belong to language2, as the rule prescribes.

Many short English function words, such as but, why and if, occur very
frequently in Bantu speech. It is tedious and time-consuming to mark all
instances of these words as code-switching. It could even be argued that
such common English words have been adopted as loanwords by the Bantu
languages. As a time-saving strategy during annotation, these words were
either:
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• labelled with the language they are embedded in, for example:

code_switch_phrase: but word2 word3 word4 word5

code_switch_language: non-English language language2

• or labelled as English when an adjacent word is also English, for example:

code_switch_phrase: word1 word2 word3 but word5

code_switch_language: non-English language English

Since the English function words in question are a closed set, these words can
easily and unambiguously be identified in the transcriptions.

Speech dysfluencies such as repetitions, hesitations, fillers and incomplete
words (false starts) were also transcribed. No overlapping speech was tran-
scribed. The complete transcription guidelines are provided in Appendix B.

3.2.4 Parsing and error checking

Transcription parsing and error checking software was developed in the Python
programming language. Figure 3.4 is a diagrammatic overview of the inputs,
outputs and functionality of the software. The input .eaf files are parsed and
the segment and annotation information are extracted into Python class ob-
jects. UML-style descriptions of these classes are given in Appendix A. The
Python objects are saved to disk using Python pickle which is a serialization file
format for storing Python objects for convenient access. The Python corpus
objects are the central components which provide an interface for general pro-
cessing of the corpus data and from which various outputs can be generated.
These outputs include:

• corpus statistics;
• pronunciation dictionaries for the various languages;
• sentence-level transcriptions in HTK and Kaldi formats;
• sentence-level audio files; and
• segmentation and annotation error logs.
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Figure 3.4: Python parsing and error checking software.

During transcription parsing, the software checks for common errors in the
.eaf segment and annotation formatting. These errors are saved to a log file and
can be used by the transcribers for corrections. For example, an error would
be logged if the transcription text was provided for a segment, but the segment
language or speaker name was omitted. Table 3.1 lists the errors detected by
the software. More detailed examples are provided in Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Errors detected by Python parsing and error checking software.

Error
code

Description Details

MO1 Sentence language
present; sentence
transcription text
absent

For a monolingual sentence, the
sentence_language segment is present, but
the corresponding transcription text in the
sentence segment is absent.

MO2 Sentence language
segment lacks language
label

For a monolingual sentence, the
sentence_language segment exists, but the
language annotation is absent.

CS1 Code-switch language
segment not present

The corresponding code_switch_language
segment for an existing code_switch_phrase
is absent.

CS2 Code-switch phrase
annotation lacks
language label

Annotation text exists in the
code_switch_phrase segment, but the
language annotation in the
code_switch_language segment is absent.

CS3 Only one language in
code-switched sentence

A sentence segmented and annotated as
code-switched was annotated with only one
language in its code_switch_language
segments.

LA1 Language label
duplication

An anomaly in ELAN where a language label
may be duplicated by accident.

3.2.5 Corpus growth

The plot in Figure 3.5 shows how the corpus grew over time, from the first
time the parsing software was able to collect initial statistics up until the last
time transcriptions were submitted to the Trac database. Except for the last
label, the dates on the x-axis are linear. The five languages with highest in-
cidence in the corpus (English, isiZulu, isiXhosa, Setswana and Sesotho) are
shown, while the durations for languages other than these were accumulated
under ‘Other.’ Languages which occur under ‘Other’ include Afrikaans, Sepedi,
township slang such as Tsotsitaal and named entities spoken as single utter-
ances. English has the highest occurrence, followed by isiZulu. Approximately
10% of segmented speech is still untranscribed, of which most segments are
spoken by speakers with either isiZulu or a Sotho-Tswana language as mother
tongue. It is thus expected that the untranscribed segments will contribute
mostly to these languages once fully transcribed. Steeper growth in the graph
often corresponds to holiday periods during which transcribers had more free
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Figure 3.5: Growth in the transcribed speech data over time.

time to devote to transcription work.
The imbalance due to the dominance of English was mitigated by focussing

on soap opera characters who have a Bantu language as a mother tongue.
These characters tend to code-switch more regularly between their mother
tongue and English. This mitigation strategy was implemented after the im-
balance became apparent, which explains the decrease in the growth for Eng-
lish from 2014-05 onwards. However, English is an intrinsic constituent of the
speech in these soap operas and cannot be arbitrarily controlled. In other
words, the dominance of English cannot be avoided, given the source of the
data.

Table 3.2 shows the statistics of the corpus after the last submission of
transcriptions on 2016-11. The raw corpus consists of 35 hours of segmented
speech. English constitutes more than 50% of all speech, followed by isiZulu
accounting for approximately 15%. Monolingual English sentences are by far
the most frequent making up 38.5% of all speech. 3.45 hours of segmented
speech remains untranscribed.

The bottom two rows of Table 3.2 show the distribution of code-switched
sentences containing one or more language switches. Approximately 46% of
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Table 3.2: Raw corpus statistics. (Untr.: Untranscribed.)

Complete raw corpus
Number of segmented sentences 80834
Total speech duration 34.69h
Average duration of a sentence 1545ms

Monolingual sentences
Number of monolingual sentences 61925
Duration of English isiZulu isiXhosa Setswana Sesotho Other Untr. Total
Duration (h) 13.38 2.73 1.33 1.24 0.93 0.95 2.36 22.94

Code-switching speech segments
Number of code-switched sentences 18909
Duration of English isiZulu isiXhosa Setswana Sesotho Other Untr. Total
Duration (h) 4.67 2.42 0.62 1.33 0.96 0.64 1.09 11.76
Number of annotated intrasentential language switches 37844
Average number of language switches per sentence 2.00
Average duration of language segment in a code-switched sentence 746ms
Number of language switches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 > 8
Number of CS sentences 8644 5811 2230 1223 517 238 115 67 64

code-switched sentences contain one language switch and 31% two switches.
Many code-switched sentences contain more than one language switch, but
their frequency decreases rapidly, approximately halving in number for each
increment in the number of switches.

From this raw dataset, subcorpora were extracted, each consisting of a
Bantu language paired with English. These subcorpora of language pairs
were used in subsequent experiments. For initial experimentation, English-
isiZulu was chosen since isiZulu was the Bantu language with the highest
frequency of occurrence. The experiments were later extended to include
four language pairs, English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa, English-Setswana and
English-Sesotho. These subcorpora are discussed in Sections 3.5 to 3.7.

3.3 Speaker language distribution

Figures 3.6 to 3.9 show the distribution of speech duration per language of
selected speakers from the corpus. Note that the scale of the x-axes is log-
arithmic. The five languages with highest incidence in the corpus (English,
isiZulu, isiXhosa, Setswana and Sesotho) are shown, while the durations for
languages other than these were accumulated under ‘Other.’ Languages in-
cluded in ‘Other’ are Afrikaans, Sepedi and township slang such as Tsotsitaal.
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Figure 3.6: The distribution of speech duration per language of a selected number
of predominantly English monolingual speakers.

Figure 3.6 shows the language duration distributions of three characters
who predominantly speak monolingual English. It is clear that English is
overwhelmingly dominant in their speech, with other languages occupying ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude less time than English.

Figure 3.7 shows the language duration distributions of five characters who
predominantly speak isiZulu and English. For these speakers, the durations
of English and isiZulu are within the same order of magnitude. Languages
other than English and isiZulu have durations of approximately an order of
magnitude less than the dominant language of the speaker. Compared to
the other four speakers, the speaker ‘ruby’ displays a more diverse use of
languages in her speech, with Setswana and Sesotho having durations within
the same order of magnitude as isiZulu.

Figure 3.8 shows the language duration distributions of four characters who
predominantly speak isiXhosa and English. These isiXhosa mother tongue
characters display less diversity in language use than the isiZulu characters,
since languages other than English and isiXhosa account for durations that
are approximately two orders of magnitude lower.

Figure 3.9 shows the language duration distributions of five characters who
predominantly speak Setswana, Sesotho and English. ‘queen’ speaks 2.3 times
more English than Setswana, while other languages are spoken more than an
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Figure 3.7: The distribution of speech duration per language of a selected number
of predominantly isiZulu mother tongue speakers.
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Figure 3.8: The distribution of speech duration per language of a selected number
of predominantly isiXhosa mother tongue speakers.
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of speech duration per language of a selected number
of predominantly Setswana and Sesotho mother tongue speakers.

order of magnitude less than Setswana. Although ‘nikki’ speaks English ten
times more than Setswana or Sesotho, the distribution between Setswana and
Sesotho is nearly even. For ‘kop,’ English, Setswana, Sesotho and languages
labelled as ‘Other’ have durations in the same order of magnitude, which sug-
gests that this speaker has a high tendency to mix a variety of languages nearly
equally. The even distribution between Setswana and Sesotho for these speak-
ers may indicate that they mix these two languages effortlessly. However,
it may also be due to the high overlap in vocabularies for these languages,
which makes the distinction between them difficult during transcription. Fi-
nally, ‘caleb’ and ‘mamokete’ are predominantly Sesotho/English speakers,
although other languages also occur in their speech.

These distributions highlight the diversity of language use in the corpus.
Speech by Bantu mother tongue characters is not limited to switching between
the mother tongue and English, but may include several other languages. In
contrast to this, English first language characters hardly code-switch to Bantu
languages.
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3.4 Code-switching examples from the corpus

Code-switching occurs mostly between English and the Bantu mother tongue
of the actors concerned, as shown in Section 3.3. Many sentences even contain
more than two languages. However, these have been excluded from the current
subcorpora, which focus on code-switching in language pairs. Code-switching
between more than two languages therefore remains a subject of future re-
search. The following are examples from the corpus with the corresponding
code-switching patterns as defined in Section 1.3.

Intersentential code-switching: The following three sentences were uttered
by one speaker. The language alternates between sentences. IsiXhosa is
in italics and English in unaltered typeface.

(1) Sithetha nokuba ngantoni na. I mean, I’ve never had that with
anyone before and I know he feels the same way about me, but I
guess he’s scared. Nguw’ubuthe ufunu thetha ngalento, tata.

This example corresponds to pattern III described in Section 1.3 where
a speaker expresses neutrality towards a listener.

Alternational intrasentential code-switching or interclause code-switching:
The following two examples correspond to pattern III described in Sec-
tion 1.3. The language alternates between sentence clauses and the
switch typically occurs between words in the sentence, as in the first
example. IsiZulu is in italics and English in unaltered typeface.

(2) I don’t have to go out of my way to prove I care uyazazela naye.

However, the second example shows how a switch may also occur mid-
word (between morphemes).

(3) Akawadingi ama-material things to feel appreciated.

Insertional intrasentential code-switching: The following two examples
correspond to pattern IV described in Section 1.3. In the first example
there are four insertions into the matrix language frame of Setswana.
Setswana is in italics, Afrikaans in small caps and English in unaltered
typeface.
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(4) Ke ire se lawyer ya ko legal aid a reng ke se ire en dan ke kereye
criminal record.

The second example contains two English words inserted into the ma-
trix language, Setswana. Setswana suffixes have been appended to the
English words to maintain the Setswana phonological structure.

(5) Ke tjhelete ya go support-a family-e.

Intraword code-switching: Example (3) above illustrated intraword code-
switching, where an isiZulu prefix was joined to an English noun. The
following example corresponds to pattern IV described in Section 1.3.
Here the English verb, “understand,” is joined to an isiZulu prefix,
“angi-”. IsiZulu is in italics and English in unaltered typeface.

(6) Ang’-understand yin’ndab’ ungafonanga before ufike.

A more convoluted example: The following and final example includes el-
ements from pattern III (interclause) and pattern IV (insertional). IsiZulu
is in italics and English in unaltered typeface.

(7) Le bekuyi-chance yam’ yokuthi ng’-impress-e uPhenyo and there I
was babbling like a fool.

As mentioned in Section 1.3, patterns III and IV are of most concern when
considering the ASR of code-switched speech, since these patterns include
language switches within sentences.

Table 3.3 lists a variety of bigram examples which span a language switch.
Word labels starting and ending with a dash (-) indicate a suffix and prefix
respectively. The bigrams listed higher in the table occur with higher frequency
in the corpus. Translations for Bantu language words appear in parentheses.

In switching from English to a Bantu language we see many examples of
suffixes appended to English words in all four subcorpora. For English-isiZulu
we observe that many isiZulu suffixes are associated with English verbs (feel
-a; understand -a; move -e). These suffixes allow the English word to fit into
the CV phonological pattern of the Bantu languages and were also observed
in [75].

In switching from a Bantu language to English we see many examples of
Bantu prefixes attached to English words, more so for isiZulu and isiXhosa
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Table 3.3: Examples of bigrams drawn from our corpus containing code-switching
to and from English with isiZulu, isiXhosa, Setswana and Sesotho. English transla-
tions are shown in parentheses.

English→ isiZulu isiZulu→ English
sure ukuthi (say; think; suppose) ukuthi (say; think; suppose) you
and wena (you: 2nd pers. sing.) le (this; these) footage

if kukhona (it is there) ngizokwenza (I will act/do) sure
understand -a (verb terminative) i- (singular prefix class 5) phone

room -ini (loc. suffix: at; in; on; to) ama- (plural prefix class 6) shares
but ke (you just; you dare) ukwenza (to act/do) sure

please ngicela (I ask; I request) u- (singular prefix class 1a) nanny
and mina (I; me) ngiyaxolisa (I am sorry) about
sure ngalokho (therefore) e- (loc. prefix) room

spend isikhathi (time; for a while) wakho (your/its: poss. pron.) and
so manje (now) sizokhuluma (we will speak) later

relationship yethu (our: poss. pron.) ngi- (I) desperate
English→ isiXhosa isiXhosa→ English
room -ini (loc. suffix: at; in; on; to) i- (singular prefix class 5) family
then wena (you) ndi- (I) right

phone yakho (your) nje (like this) I
out ukuba (to be) ngoku (now) is
gaol -e (phonological suffix) zi- (plural prefix class 8) shares

sister wakhe (his/her/its) yi- (it is; copulative prefix) flu
prove -a (verb terminative) yam (my) to
mean i- (prefix class 9) uzoba- (you will be) right
hello sithandwa (darling) uxolo (peace) I

family yam (my) ukuba (to be) you’re
deal -ishana (small) u- (singular prefix class 1a) officer

christmas ngaphandle (outside) kwi- (to, on, in, for) drugs
English→ Setswana Setswana→ English

why o (you: 2nd pers. sing.) re (that) you
know go (that) le (have) right
why ke (I) i- (prefix class 9) two
know ke (I) nna (I; myself) I

if o (you: 2nd pers. sing.) di- (prefix class 10) shares
because ke (I) se (is not) fault

if ke (I) o (he) change
idea ya (of) na (have) choice
why ba (they) mo (“him” obj. concord class 3) trust
so re (we) ke (I) believe
for nna (I; myself) itse (said) maybe

report -a (verb terminative) gore (so that) you
English→ Sesotho Sesotho→ English

feel -a (verb terminative) di- (subject concord class 10) parents
parents tsa (of) i- (prefix class 1) one
family ya (of) ke (I) feel

well ke (I) le (have) something
need -a (verb termintaive) hore (that) maybe
life ea (of) bona (see) if
if u (you) ke (I) sorry

everything e (which/that) ho (to; infinitive prefix) change
convince -a (verb terminative) etsa (do; behave like) anything

why u (you) e (that is) wrong
understand -e (verb terminative) nna (I; myself) I’m

save -ile (verb terminative) na (with) choice
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than for Setswana and Sesotho. The isiZulu prefix types can have associations
with English parts of speech or words with a particular syntactical relationship.
For example:

• i- favour, i- idea and i- dinner, where i- is paired with a singular noun,

• ama- calls and ama- shares, where ama- is paired with a plural noun,
and

• with the isiZulu locative prefix e- preceding places as in e- flat and e-
room.

Similar patterns were observed for isiXhosa, where the prefix zi- preceded
English plural nouns in zi- shares, zi- hormones and zi- exams and the Sesotho
and Setswana prefix di- preceded English plural nouns in di- parents, di- an-
cestors and di- underpants.

3.5 The unbalanced English-isiZulu
subcorpus

As a starting point for experimentation, we chose to work with the language
pair which covers the most data in our corpus, English and isiZulu. From
the raw corpus we extracted a subcorpus consisting of all monolingual English
and isiZulu sentences and all English-isiZulu code-switched sentences. Any
sentences including a third language were not considered. This subcorpus was
used in the initial ASR experiments conducted in Chapter 5.

Table 3.4 lists the composition and sizes of the training, development and
test sets with the duration of the monolingual and code-switched portions for
each language. Monolingual English dominates in terms of language distribu-
tion and makes up 75% of the corpus, making it inherently unbalanced. The
code-switched portion is more evenly divided. No speaker overlap exists be-
tween the training and test sets. The development and test sets contain only
code-switched sentences, while the training set includes both monolingual and
code-switched sentences.
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Table 3.4: Statistics for the unbalanced English-isiZulu subcorpus. (train: Training
set; dev: Development set; test: Evaluation test set; eng: English; zul: IsiZulu;
tot: Total; tok: Tokens; typ: Types; snt.cnt: Sentence count; emdur: Duration of
monolingual English sentences; zmdur: Duration of monolingual isiZulu sentences;
ecdur: Duration of English segments in code-switched sentences; zcdur: Duration
of isiZulu segments in code-switched sentences; dur: Total speech duration.)

English-isiZulu
set engtok zultok tottok engtyp zultyp tottyp snt.cnt emdur zmdur ecdur zcdur dur

train 174062 24350 198412 7173 7676 14849 40201 12.27h 1.55h 45.86m 56.99m 15.53h
dev 838 734 1572 415 485 900 225 0.0 0.0 4.01m 3.96m 8.00m
test 2459 3199 5658 871 1593 2464 768 0.0 0.0 12.76m 17.85m 30.40m
Total 177359 28283 205642 7272 8420 15692 41194 12.27h 1.55h 1.04h 1.31h 16.17h

3.6 Balanced subcorpora of four language
pairs

Initial experimentation comparing ASR using the unbalanced and balanced
English-isiZulu data indicated similar performance. Hence, we concluded that
the larger amount of English in the unbalanced dataset did not greatly influ-
ence results. Consequently, language-balanced subcorpora of four language
pairs, English-isiZulu (EZ), English-isiXhosa (EX), English-Setswana (ET)
and English-Sesotho (ES), were extracted from the raw corpus. These sub-
corpora were used in a second set of code-switched language modelling and
ASR experiments conducted in Chapter 6.

The four Bantu languages in these pairs had the highest incidence in our
raw corpus. The four subcorpora were extracted from the raw corpus using
the principle that there be no speaker overlap between the training and test
sets. For the largest subcorpus, English-isiZulu, the development and test sets
were constructed by agglomerating speakers with limited duration contribu-
tions, making these sets disjoint from the EZ training set in terms of speakers.
All monolingual sentences were removed from the EZ development and test
sets to make them contain intrasentential code-switching exclusively. The EZ
training set contains a balanced combination of monolingual and code-switched
sentences. For the other three subcorpora (EX, ET and ES), the sizes of the
test sets were compiled to be between approximately 7 to 10% of the subcor-
pus duration. This was achieved by selecting speakers for the test sets to be
disjoint from those in the corresponding training sets. These test sets also
consist of sentences which exclusively contain intrasentential code-switching.
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The development sets for EX, ET and ES were constructed by randomly ex-
tracting sentences from the corresponding training sets until the development
sets contained between 8.5 to 10% of the training set. Furthermore, for each
subcorpus, monolingual English sentences in the training set were selected ran-
domly in order to balance the speech duration of monolingual English to equal
that of the corresponding monolingual Bantu language sentences. In total, the
balanced corpus contains 14.3 hours of segmented and transcribed speech.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show statistics for the current version of the balanced
corpus. For each subcorpus, the tables show the speech durations, word token,

Table 3.5: Statistics for the four balanced subcorpora. (train: Training set; dev:
Development set; test: Evaluation test set; eng: English; zul: IsiZulu; xho: Isi-
Xhosa; tsn: Setswana; sot: Sesotho; tot: Total; tok: Tokens; typ: Types; snt.cnt:
Sentence count; emdur: Duration of monolingual English sentences; zmdur: Du-
ration of monolingual isiZulu sentences; xmdur: Duration of monolingual isiXhosa
sentences; tmdur: Duration of monolingual Setswana sentences; smdur: Duration
of monolingual Sesotho sentences; ecdur: Duration of English segments in code-
switched sentences; zcdur: Duration of isiZulu segments in code-switched sentences;
xcdur: Duration of isiXhosa segments in code-switched sentences; tcdur: Duration of
Setswana segments in code-switched sentences; scdur: Duration of Sesotho segments
in code-switched sentences; dur: Total speech duration.)

English-isiZulu
set engtok zultok tottok engtyp zultyp tottyp snt.cnt emdur zmdur ecdur zcdur dur

train 28033 24350 52383 3608 6765 10373 8381 1.55h 1.55h 45.86m 56.99m 4.81h
dev 838 734 1572 415 443 858 225 0.0 0.0 4.01m 3.96m 8.00m
test 2459 3199 5658 871 1420 2291 768 0.0 0.0 12.76m 17.85m 30.40m
Total 31330 28283 59613 3842 7425 11269 9374 1.55h 1.55h 1.04h 1.31h 5.45h

English-isiXhosa
set engtok xhotok tottok engtyp xhotyp tottyp snt.cnt emdur xmdur ecdur xcdur dur

train 20332 12223 32555 2630 5108 7738 6996 1.09h 53.55m 18.04m 23.73m 160.54m
dev 1155 1149 2304 484 764 1248 554 2.86m 6.48m 2.21m 2.13m 13.68m
test 1151 1501 2652 500 899 1399 391 0.0 0.0 5.56m 8.78m 14.34m
Total 22638 14873 37511 2829 5997 8826 7941 1.13h 1.00h 25.81m 34.64m 3.14h

English-Setswana
set engtok tsntok tottok engtyp tsntyp tottyp snt.cnt emdur tmdur ecdur tcdur dur

train 16155 19570 35725 2360 1450 3810 5290 40.40m 30.96m 34.37m 34.01m 139.74m
dev 1168 2539 3707 513 539 1052 517 0.76m 4.26m 4.54m 4.27m 13.83m
test 1960 2979 4939 728 526 1254 496 0.0 0.0 8.87m 8.96m 17.83m
Total 19283 25088 44371 2606 1627 4233 6303 41.16m 35.22m 47.78m 47.24m 2.86h

English-Sesotho
set engtok sottok tottok engtyp sottyp tottyp snt.cnt emdur smdur ecdur scdur dur

train 15372 19825 35197 2253 2086 4339 5659 49.34m 35.32m 23.02m 34.04m 141.72m
dev 840 2227 3067 436 614 1050 475 1.09m 5.05m 3.03m 3.59m 12.77m
test 1789 2265 4054 658 535 1193 429 0.0 0.0 7.80m 7.74m 15.54m
Total 18001 24317 42318 2518 2437 4955 6563 50.43m 40.37m 33.85m 45.37m 2.83h
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Table 3.6: Number of monolingual and code-switched sentences in each balanced
subcorpus. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EX: English-isiXhosa; ET: English-Setswana; ES:
English-Sesotho; eng: Monolingual English; eng: Monolingual isiZulu, isiXhosa,
Setswana or Sesotho for EZ, EX, ET and ES, respectively; cs: Code-switched sen-
tence count; tot: Total sentence count.)

eng eng cs tot

EZ 1226 4364 3784 9374
EX 3372 2877 1692 7941
ET 1790 1827 2686 6303
ES 2493 1889 2181 6563

Total 8881 10957 10343 30181

Table 3.7: Number of speakers in the subcorpora training, development and
test sets. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EX: English-isiXhosa; ET: English-Setswana; ES:
English-Sesotho; M: Male; F: Female.)

Training Development Test Total
M F Total M F Total M F Total

EZ 45 43 89 21 17 38 12 3 17 135
EX 2 3 5 20 21 41 2 3 5 46
ET 4 10 14 23 24 47 2 2 4 51
ES 7 8 15 23 20 43 3 3 6 49

type and sentence counts, as well as the divisions into training, development
and test sets. Table 3.7 shows the number of speakers for the subcorpora. Since
the transcription process is on-going, these statistics are subject to change in
future and will be updated accordingly.

3.7 Corpus analysis

The following analysis was performed on the balanced subcorpora. The analy-
sis focusses on the sentences which contain intrasentential code-switching and
its purpose is to provide insight into the frequency of code-switching. It will
also emphasise the sparseness of the code-switching examples in the corpus.

Table 3.8 shows the number of intrasentential language switches across the
subcorpora. Switching to English occurs slightly more often than switching
from English to another language. The number of Bantu language prefixes
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Table 3.8: Number of intrasentential language switches for the four balanced sub-
corpora. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EZ: English-isiXhosa; ET: English-Setswana; ES:
English-Sesotho; eng: English; eng: IsiZulu, isXhosa, Setswana and Sesotho, re-
spectively.)

eng→eng prefixes % pref. eng→ eng suffixes % suff.

EZ 3717 1530 41.2 3099 419 13.5
EX 1479 566 38.3 1195 87 7.3
ET 2728 217 8.0 2600 566 21.8
ES 2280 234 10.3 2109 525 24.9

Total 10204 2547 25.0 9003 1597 17.7

and suffixes which join to English words is also indicated, along with the
percentage of the switches that they cover. The Nguni languages include
more prefixes (38–41%) when switching to English than the Sotho-Tswana
languages (8–10%), while the Sotho-Tswana languages include more suffixes
(22–25%) than the Nguni languages (7–14%) when switching from English.
This is attributed to the orthography of the Sotho-Tswana languages, which
use disjoint prefixes and conjoint suffixes, while the Nguni languages use only
conjunctive orthography.

Table 3.9 shows the frequency of the number of language switches occur-
ring in the code-switched sentences for the four subcorpora. On average, 50%
of all code-switched sentences contain one language switch and a third contain
two switches. The number of sentences containing three and more switches
decreases rapidly. On average, there are 1.86 switches per code-switched sen-
tence. The English-isiXhosa subcorpus has the smallest number of average
code-switches per sentence (1.58), while English-Sesotho has the largest (2.01).

Table 3.9: Number of code-switched sentences in each subcorpus which contain
one, two, etc. language switches. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EZ: English-isiXhosa; ET:
English-Setswana; ES: English-Sesotho; #sw/cs.utt: Average number of language
switches per code-switched sentence.)

Number of switches 1 2 3 4 5 6 > 6 #sw/cs.utt

EZ 1977 1107 399 178 66 36 21 1.80
EX 1005 487 130 52 15 0 3 1.58
ET 1240 817 322 166 79 36 26 1.98
ES 923 720 298 134 65 22 18 2.01

Total 5145 3131 1149 530 225 94 68 1.86
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Figure 3.10 a) shows the distribution of the durations of monolingual Eng-
lish segments occurring in code-switched sentences for each subcorpus, i.e. the
distribution of the durations of the segments which constitute ‘ecdur’ in Ta-
ble 3.5 of each subcorpus. Figure 3.10 b) shows the distribution of the durations
of the corresponding monolingual Bantu language segments occurring in code-
switched sentences for each subcorpus, i.e. the distribution of the durations of
the segments which constitute ‘zcdur,’ ‘xcdur,’ ‘tcdur’ and ‘scdur’ in Table 3.5.
Considering the distributions in these charts, we see that the majority of seg-
ments have a duration of between 250 and 750 milliseconds, irrespective of the
language of a segment. The distribution for English peaks at approximately
250 milliseconds, while the distributions for the Bantu languages peak at ap-
proximately 500 milliseconds. The prevalence of the shorter English segments
indicates that English words or language islands are frequently inserted into
the Bantu language matrix.

Next, we consider the length of monolingual segments in code-switched
sentences in terms of the number of word tokens. Table 3.10 tabulates the
frequency of segments of a particular length. For example, there are 2776
instances of single-word English segments among the 3784 code-switched sen-
tences in the English-isiZulu subcorpus. Single-word English segments are the
most frequent within each subcorpus and typically represent insertional code-
switching. English segments with a length of two contribute to a fair portion of
insertions, since many English word pairs are compound modifiers, for example
heart attack, divorce papers and maternity leave. English segments consisting
of three or more words become increasingly rare. The insertion of an English
word into a Bantu matrix language is therefore the most common form of code-
switching in our corpus. Longer English segments (e.g. four words and more)
likely correspond to alternational code-switching which has a noticeably lower
frequency than insertional code-switching. For the Bantu languages, there is
a more gradual decline in frequency as the segment length increases.

Table 3.11 shows the training set occurrence counts of bigrams contain-
ing code-switching for the four subcorpora. The majority of code-switched
bigrams occur only once. This is least pronounced for eng→tsn, where 1210
of 1878 (64%) such bigrams occur only once, while it is most pronounced for
eng→xho, where 719 of the 784 bigrams (92%) occur only once. The most
frequent eng→zul code-switched bigram occurs 31 times. These figures em-
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Figure 3.10: a) The distribution of the durations of monolingual English segments
in code-switched sentences for the balanced subcorpora. b) The distribution of the
durations of monolingual Bantu language segments in code-switched sentences for
the balanced subcorpora. (EZ-ec: English segments in English-isiZulu code-switched
sentences; EX-ec: English segments in English-isiXhosa code-switched sentences;
ET-ec: English segments in English-Setswana code-switched sentences; ES-ec: En-
glish segments in English-Sesotho code-switched sentences; EZ-zc: IsiZulu segments
in English-isiZulu code-switched sentences; EX-xc: IsiXhosa segments in English-
isiXhosa code-switched sentences; ET-tc: Setswana segments in English-Setswana
code-switched sentences; ES-sc: Sesotho segments in English-Sesotho code-switched
sentences)
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Table 3.10: Segment lengths (seg.len) in terms of the number of words for mono-
lingual segments within code-switched sentences with their frequency counts per
language across the four balanced subcorpora. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EX: English-
isiXhosa; ET: English-Setswana; ES: English-Sesotho.)

seg.len EZ EX ET ES

eng zul eng xho eng tsn eng sot

1 2776 1859 1030 774 2019 766 1707 680
2 782 1502 294 655 644 804 500 674
3 388 988 163 419 379 631 285 553
4 280 534 118 226 265 555 196 447
5 214 292 101 113 177 378 131 300
6 168 186 96 69 132 308 83 255
7 138 90 69 37 102 213 55 151
8 84 48 46 19 70 126 49 110
9 51 27 36 9 53 101 25 88

> 9 144 49 79 13 118 173 51 229

Table 3.11: Occurrence counts of code-switched bigrams for the training sets of
the four balanced subcorpora. (#bgs: Number of bigrams; bgtok: Bigram tokens.)

Bigram occ.
count

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 26 31 Tot.#
bgtok

eng→zul #bgs 1838 87 26 8 7 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2236
zul→eng #bgs 2064 163 38 14 9 6 1 0 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 2743

eng→xho #bgs 719 18 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 784
xho→eng #bgs 916 35 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1011

eng→tsn #bgs 1210 137 49 16 10 5 5 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1878
tsn→eng #bgs 1527 132 22 5 5 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1951

eng→sot #bgs 1083 98 23 17 12 1 4 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1552
sot→eng #bgs 1333 108 27 7 1 5 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1719

phasise the sparsity of the data with respect to code-switching events. This
will pose a challenge in terms of their effective modelling. In particular, since
the majority of code-switched bigrams occur only once in the training data, it
will, in general, not be possible to model code-switching events occurring in
new and unseen data directly from training data examples.

A code-switched bigram consists of two tokens. We refer to the first to-
ken as the trigger and the second as the target. Table 3.12 shows the most
frequent word types serving as either a trigger or target in the subcorpora.
Triggers in the Bantu languages include prefixes which join to English stems.
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Table 3.12: Token counts for the most frequent trigger and target types in the four
balanced subcorpora.

From English to isiZulu From isiZulu to English

Trigger Count Target Count Trigger Count Target Count

and 128 -a 179 i- 465 and 98
no 94 ukuthi 158 u- 205 right 88
so 92 -e 70 ama- 145 for 66
but 73 mina 52 ukuthi 119 I 61
sure 70 yakho 44 e- 116 sure 60
if 70 i- 43 ngi- 83 you 57
for 43 -i 39 le 64 but 39
then 42 yami 38 ne- 55 so 33
why 41 wena 37 uku- 39 understand 31
okay 39 nje 37 kwi- 39 or 30

From English to isiXhosa From isiXhosa to English

Trigger Count Target Count Trigger Count Target Count

and 56 ukuba 34 i- 157 and 46
so 32 yakho 27 u- 44 right 41
mean 25 yam 22 ne- 30 I 31
look 24 wena 21 nge- 22 you 30
but 23 yakhe 16 la- 22 is 24
right 22 kodwa 15 kwi- 21 so 21
for 16 -a 15 le 19 family 21
no 15 i- 13 e- 19 for 19
well 14 -e 12 yi- 18 but 17
then 14 ngoku 11 ukuba 16 please 14

From English to Setswana From Setswana to English

Trigger Count Target Count Trigger Count Target Count

so 70 -a 234 di 209 you 61
if 62 ke 193 le 178 and 52
why 60 o 182 ke 174 I 47
well 51 ya 178 re 123 for 44
and 51 -e 169 o 115 like 38
then 49 go 157 ka 79 right 32
like 47 e 106 e 75 a 29
know 39 a 87 mo 67 sure 28
mean 38 le 61 ko 65 the 27
for 38 nna 55 go 65 but 25

From English to Sesotho From Sesotho to English

Trigger Count Target Count Trigger Count Target Count

if 50 -a 226 di 175 and 47
so 40 -e 127 ke 128 right 34
maybe 36 ke 117 le 123 something 33
know 36 u 98 ka 78 you 30
why 34 ya 88 u 75 I 27
well 29 ha 70 mo 71 the 25
then 29 e 69 -a 62 like 25
for 28 hore 67 ho 60 maybe 22
mean 26 o 63 o 57 for 22
because 24 ea 59 e 56 so 19
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Conversely, Bantu targets include suffixes joining to English stems. As stated
in Section 3.4, such affixes serve to allow the pronunciation of an English word
to conform to Bantu phonology. An atypical trigger is the Sesotho suffix ‘-a’
which precedes a switch to English. Examples of such cases are shown in the
following sentence fragments:

code_switch_phrase: go support -a family -e

code_switch_language: Setswana English Setswana English Setswana

code_switch_phrase: u- interview -a a while ago

code_switch_language: Sesotho English Sesotho English

In these cases the Setswana or Sesotho suffix, -a, follows an English stem and
precedes a switch to an English word, sandwiching the suffix between two
English units.

To further assess the data sparsity with respect to code-switching, we cal-
culate the percentage of bigram types containing code-switching in the test
set which also occur in the training set. Table 3.13 summarises these figures
for the four balanced subcorpora. Using the English-isiZulu subcorpus as an
example, of the 1371 bigram types containing English-to-isiZulu and isiZulu-
to-English code-switching in the test set, only 180 also occur in the training
set. Hence, 86.9% of bigram types containing code-switching encountered in
the test set are not seen during training. Coverage is best (74.5% unseen) for
the English-Setswana corpus and worst (95.7% unseen) for English-isiXhosa.

Table 3.13: The coverage of the bigram types containing code-switching (CSBG)
occurring in the training set with respect to the development and test sets for the
four balanced subcorpora. (# CSBG types: The number of bigram types containing
code-switching in the development and test sets; # seen CSBG types: The number of
these bigram types containing code-switching which also occur in the training data;
% unseen: The percentage of code-switched bigram types seen in the development
and test sets, but not occurring in the training data.)

EZ EX ET ES

dev tst dev tst dev tst dev tst

# CSBG types 355 1371 197 668 455 932 312 739
# seen CSBG types 59 180 13 29 116 211 58 128
% unseen 83.4 86.9 93.4 95.7 74.5 77.4 81.4 82.7
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Table 3.14: Speech rate in phones per second (ph/s) of spontaneous soap opera
speech and prompted speech from the NCHLT corpus for English, isiZulu, isiXhosa,
Setswana and Sesotho.

Subcorpus Language
Rate (ph/s)

Soap opera NCHLT

English-isiZulu English 13.09 10.62
isiZulu 16.50 9.04

English-isiXhosa English 15.38 –
isXhosa 19.98 8.77

English-Setswana English 13.37 –
Setswana 16.29 10.39

English-Sesotho English 13.24 –
Sesotho 16.03 9.86

Finally, Table 3.14 shows the speech rates calculated from aligned phone-
level transcriptions for our corpus, as well as for prompted speech in the same
languages [106]. We see that the spontaneous soap opera speech is notably
faster than the prompted speech in all cases. We expect ASR to be more
challenging as a result.

A notable difference of our corpus when compared to the Sepedi/English
corpus of radio speech transcriptions from [75] is the type of code-switching
encountered. While the Sepedi/English corpus described in [75] contains Eng-
lish numbers as the most frequent code-switched words, this is not so in our
data. Instead, many English function words occur with higher frequency than
numbers. This is attributed to the different nature of the conversations found
in soap operas compared to radio speech. The aim of radio speech is to con-
vey information to listeners, such as telephone numbers and dates, which are
usually spoken in English.

3.8 Monolingual text corpora

In addition to the soap opera data described in the previous section, a variety
of text corpora were used for language model training of the languages in
question. These are described in Table 3.15 along with vocabulary growth
rate and average word length statistics.

The growth rate of a vocabulary is defined as the ratio of the number of
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Table 3.15: Monolingual text corpora used for language model training. The
growth rate (VGR) is calculated using a sample size of 100k word tokens. (#S:
Number of sentences; #WO: Number of word tokens; #WY: Number of word types;
VGR: Growth rate of vocabulary; CPW: Average characters (letters) per word; LCC:
Leipzig Corpora Collection [2].)

Language Abbrev. Source #S #WO #WY VGR CPW

English EL Newspaper and LCC 25.8M 471M 1.2M .0852 4.8

isiZulu Z1 Newspaper text 97k 1.25M 183k
Z2 LCC 100k 1.44M 221k
Z3 Babel transcriptions 80k 471k 71k

.2613 7.2

isiXhosa XL LCC 143k 1.43M 232k .2833 7.5

Setswana TL Newspaper and 119k 2.84M 94k .0793 4.3newsletter texts

Sesotho SL LCC 10k 227k 16k .0585 4.5

hapax legomena with respect to the sample size [107], and is larger when many
unique word forms appear in the sample text, as is the case for agglutinative
languages. The growth rate can be used as a measure of the lexical diversity
in a sample text. Table 3.15 indicates the average vocabulary growth rate,
calculated over 100 random trials of 100k word tokens each, for each of the
five languages we consider.

From Table 3.15 we see that isiZulu and isiXhosa have the largest vocab-
ulary growth rates, and also by far the longest words in terms of characters.
This can be ascribed to the agglutination and the conjunctive orthography of
the Nguni languages. Although Sesotho and Setswana also exhibit aggluti-
nation, the expression thereof in the orthography is more disjunctive than it
is for isiZulu and isiXhosa. This leads to vocabulary growth rates and word
lengths that are lower than for English.

Table 3.15 indicates that the text corpus available for English is larger by
more than two orders of magnitude than that available for any of the Bantu
languages. This is a scenario that is likely to be encountered often when an
under-resourced language code-switches with English.
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3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the South African Corpus of Multilingual
Code-switched Soap Opera Speech. It is the first speech corpus of its kind
which contains comprehensive multilingual examples of spontaneous code-
switched speech of a variety of South African languages. The raw corpus
comprises 35 hours of segmented and transcribed speech. We observed that
monolingual English dominates the soap opera speech, accounting for 38.5% of
the data. Among code-switched sentences, English and the other languages are
more evenly distributed. From the language distributions of selected speak-
ers we observed that English mother tongue speakers hardly code-switch to
Bantu languages, while Bantu mother tongue speakers frequently switch be-
tween their mother tongue and English. A few Bantu speakers even displayed
an almost even distribution between two or three Bantu languages and English.

From this raw corpus, the following two subsets were extracted for use in
the language modelling and ASR experiments in subsequent chapters.

• An unbalanced English-isiZulu corpus which was used in the English-
isiZulu code-switched language modelling and ASR experiments in Chap-
ter 5.

• Four language balanced subcorpora (English-isiZulu; English-isiXhosa;
English-Setswana; English-Sesotho) which were used in the code-switched
language modelling and ASR experiments in Chapter 6.

An analysis of the four language balanced corpora was performed and the
following observations were made:

• Monolingual segments in code-switched sentences have a relatively short
duration (250–750ms).

• English word insertions into the Bantu language matrix are the most
frequent type of code-switching.

• Alternational code-switching also occurs, albeit to a lesser extent.
• The distribution of code-switching examples is very sparse, and this is

expected to make the modelling of unseen code-switching events chal-
lenging.

• Intraword code-switching, where Bantu affixes are joined to English
stems, is also often observed.
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• The speech rate of the spontaneous soap opera speech is notably faster
than prompted speech in the same languages.

When considering the short duration of code-switched segments (250–750ms),
we may already anticipate that a multilingual ASR system based on parallel
monolingual recognisers (as shown in Figure 2.1) may struggle to track the
language switches, since the segments lack context especially with respect to
language modelling. This suggests that a multilingual ASR system with a
universal configuration (as shown in Figure 2.2) may be more suited for the
speech we observe in the soap opera corpus.

The language typology of English and the Bantu languages, and even of
the Nguni and Sotho-Tswana languages, is quite distinct and is reflected in
differences in the vocabulary growth rates, the average character length of
lexical units and the use of conjunctive versus disjunctive orthographies. These
factors contribute to the varied nature of the observed code-switching and
add to the challenge of handling code-switching effectively in the setting of
multilingual ASR.

In Chapter 5 we will investigate a language modelling configuration which
enables code-switching by introducing dedicated language transition links be-
tween two monolingual language models. In Chapter 6 we will address the
sparsity of code-switched training data by using word embeddings to synthe-
sise probable code-switched bigrams with which to augment language mod-
elling training data. However, in the next chapter we will consider the effect
that postlexical deletion has on the automatic speech recognition of fast, spon-
taneously spoken isiZulu.
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Chapter 4

Modelling of postlexical deletion
in fast, spontaneous speech for
ASR

4.1 Introduction

A pronunciation dictionary is an essential component in an automatic speech
recognition system. It consists of a collection of lexical units (words) with the
corresponding pronunciation of each unit. A pronunciation is usually based
on the standard or canonical pronunciation in the particular language. Con-
sequently, phenomena associated with fast-spoken, spontaneous speech, such
as postlexical deletion, are not generally accounted for in a pronunciation dic-
tionary.

Adda-Decker and Lamel [108] made the observation that, “since infrequent
words are not favored by the language model, they need accurate acoustic
models in order to be identified.” Hence, pronunciation variants which take
fast spoken speech into account may help to improve ASR recognition accuracy.
For isiZulu, which has a high vocabulary growth rate, many lexical units have
relatively low frequency. For this reason the modelling of postlexical deletion
in the pronunciation models may be particularly beneficial for the ASR of fast,
spontaneously spoken isiZulu.

How do we produce these pronunciation variants? The conventional ap-
proach would be to create manual phonetic transcriptions, but this is a costly
and tedious process. An automated approach would therefore be more desir-
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able. In this chapter we will address the statistical modelling and automatic
prediction of pronunciation variants which exhibit postlexical deletion and
evaluate their effect on ASR for an isiZulu speech corpus.

Although a small number of speech corpora are available for isiZulu, the
issue of fast, spontaneously spoken speech has not been addressed. Fast, spon-
taneous speech often deviates from regular phonotactical constraints, and such
deviations are observed in the South African Corpus of Multilingual Code-
switched Soap Opera Speech.

The distinction may be made between lexical and postlexical phonological
phenomena. The former typically apply to words in isolation as they appear in
the lexicon. The latter apply to words in the context of a sentence, for instance
where the pronunciation of a word is influenced by adjacent words. Postlexical
rules are commonly found in text-to-speech systems to ensure natural sounding
reproduction of words in context.

Fast, spontaneous speech often exhibits optional deletions as a postlexical
phenomenon. Such deletions may take the following forms:

• aphesis, which is the deletion of initial sounds from a word, for example,
pronouncing accept or except as ’cept;

• apocope, which is the deletion of one or more sounds from the end of a
word, for example, pronouncing Vincent as Vince; and

• syncope, which is the deletion of sounds internal to the word, for ex-
ample, pronouncing forecastle as fo’c’s’le.

Unstressed vowels are common candidates for deletion. These postlexical
deletions occur as a matter of course in fast, spontaneously spoken isiZulu,
and are witnessed in the spontaneous soap opera speech.

The effect of postlexical deletion on ASR performance with fast spoken
isiZulu has not been investigated before. We will perform such an investiga-
tion, and furthermore, we will investigate the modelling of postlexical deletion
with a sequence modelling approach. The sequence models are used to pre-
dict contracted orthographic alternatives which are better matched to fast,
spontaneous speech, leading to improved ASR performance.

Section 4.2 presents background information, followed by a description of
the monolingual isiZulu subset of data drawn from the raw speech corpus
(Section 4.3). An analysis of postlexical deletion is presented in Section 4.4,
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followed by deletion modelling and prediction in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 dis-
cusses the experimental ASR setup with results in Section 4.7. Section 4.8
discusses the results and concludes the chapter.

4.2 Background

Although the occurrence of postlexical deletion in isiZulu has received very
little attention in the literature, it has been mentioned in [109] and [110],
published in 1857 and 1905, respectively. These texts describe the use of
apostrophes to indicate deletions in spoken isiZulu. In the current linguistic
literature, vowel elision is discussed in a formally structured lexical context in
which a prefixed subject concord is joined to a verb stem and the final vowel
of the subject concord is elided in the compound word [111].

In contrast, our data exhibits apocope and syncope, where sounds are
deleted due to fast speech. Only two sources of literature were found which
alluded to vowel deletion in fast spoken speech. The most explicit mention of
the phenomenon was found in [112, p. 156–157], where it is stated that “in fast
spoken [isiZulu] speech only, Post-Lexical Deletion . . . appl[ies] optionally.”
In [113] it is mentioned that “a wide variety of vowel elisions occur in Zulu,
. . . one kind . . . is the elision of the second i in the noun prefix isi- in nouns
with bi- or tri-syllabic stems.” An example is: isikole ⇒ is’kole.

IsiZulu predominantly follows a /CV/ or /NCV/ syllable structure, e.g.
uyakuthanda with /V/CV/CV/CV/NCV/ and isikole with /V/CV/CV/CV/.
In fast speech, unstressed vowels may be deleted, leading to a succession of
consonants. For example, uyakuthanda and isikole may be pronounced as
uyak’thand’ and is’kol’, which violates the regular syllable pattern.

Contracted word forms, using the apostrophe as in our examples above,
are also used in isiZulu poetry as a literary device [114]. Postlexical deletion
is both speaker and domain dependent and the tone and environment of a
conversation can dictate its occurrence, for example, a formal discourse versus
informal conversation.
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4.3 Subcorpus description

A monolingual isiZulu subcorpus, used for the experiments in this chapter, was
extracted from the raw corpus described in Section 3.2.5. This subcorpus con-
tains 1.5 hours of spontaneously spoken monolingual speech. Table 4.1 shows
the subcorpus statistics. The allocation of a development set was deliberately
omitted to avoid a further reduction in training set size. Therefore, the test set
was used to optimise recognition parameters in ASR experiments. No speaker
overlap exists between the training and test sets.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, words were transcribed to reflect the speaker’s
actual pronunciation as closely as possible. Hence, word labels include apos-
trophes which indicated deletions. For example, the sentence:
(1) Ngiyabonga futhi ukuthi unakekele uThandeka,
when spontaneously uttered at speed, was transcribed as:
(2) Ng’yabonga futh’ ukuth’ unakekel’ uThandeka,
with apostrophes indicating the deletion of ‘i’, ‘i’, ‘i’ and ‘e’, respectively. All
deleted graphemes were separately annotated which provided a side-by-side
listing of all contracted words with the corresponding canonical word. As a
result, there are two collections of subcorpus transcriptions:

• t-canon, which contains only the canonical orthography of the subcorpus
transcriptions (example (1) above); and

• t-contr, which contains a mixture of canonical orthography and non-
standardised contracted orthography (example (2) above).

Table 4.1: Monolingual isiZulu subcorpus training and test sets. (canon: Canonical
orthography; contr: Orthography including deletions.)

Set Speakers Word tokens Word types
(canon/contr) Utterances Duration

Train 50 11003 3952/4431 3387 1.2h
Test 4 2921 1420/1581 976 20m
Total 54 13924 4670/5255 4363 1.5h
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4.4 Analysis of deletions

Table 4.2 shows the counts of graphemes deleted in the training set tran-
scriptions. It is clear that vowels were deleted more often than consonants.
Grapheme ‘i’ was deleted the most, more than twice as often as ‘a’, and about
three times as often as ‘e’ and ‘u’.

In order to determine the distribution of the frequencies with which dele-
tions occur at specific grapheme positions, we assign an index to each grapheme
in a word. For the example words, uyakuthanda and ukusibona, we assign the
indices from the start and end of a word as follows:

canonical u y a k u t h a n d a
contracted u y a k ’ t h a n d ’
start 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
end −11 −10 −9 −8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

canonical u k u s i b o n a
contracted u ’ s ’ b o n a
start 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
end −9 −8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

The indices 0, 1, . . . , i denote the first, second, to (i + 1)th letter positions
from the beginning of a word, while the indices −1, −2, . . . , −i denote the
last, second to last, to ith to last letter positions in a word, respectively. In
the first example, deletions occur at indices 4 and 10 when indexed from the
start and at indices −7 and −1 when indexed from the end of the word. For
the second example, note that the deletion at index 1 includes two letters, ku.

Figure 4.1 shows counts of start positions of deletions in the canonical forms
of the affected words. We see that the most deletions occurred at the end of

Table 4.2: Counts of graphemes deleted to yield contracted word forms in the
training transcriptions.

Count Grapheme Count Grapheme

1842 i 15 ke
816 a 12 k,in
643 e 7 w,wu
611 u 4 wa
231 o 2 ia,ne,to,be
61 ku 1 thi,khu,kho,ing,yo,si,to,lu
18 ow we,phuku,ma,ile,mi,n,deni
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Figure 4.1: Counts of deletion positions.

words (index −1), while only 8 deletions occurred at the start of words (index
0). The second largest number of deletions occurred at the third letter from
the word beginning (index 2). This trend is also observed in the transcribed
examples shown in this chapter, which illustrates the deletion of the unstressed
vowel of the second syllable.

4.5 Automatic prediction of deletions

The statistical modelling of sequential units, be it written characters, pronun-
ciation symbols or acoustic features of a spoken utterance, is a core principle
with various applications in natural language processing and automatic speech
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recognition. The purpose of a sequence model is to transform a sequence of
observed input symbols to a sequence of hypothesised output symbols. Hidden
Markov models and conditional random fields are two examples of commonly
used sequence models in natural language processing and speech recognition.
Bisani and Ney [12] proposed a joint-sequence modelling approach which were
applied to and evaluated on grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion tasks.
However, in our case, it was applied as a general grapheme sequence mod-
elling tool to model and predict contracted orthography from canonical input
orthography. The open source implementation of the joint-sequence modelling
approach is available as Sequitur G2P.

We will first analyse the prediction errors in a cross-validation framework
performed on a list of isolated contracted words. Thereafter, we will train
and evaluate sequence modelling on the subcorpus, investigating two config-
urations: word internal context training, evaluated on the subcorpus test set
(SLWI); and full sentence training with cross-word context, also evaluated on
the subcorpus test set (SLXW). Finally, the process of creating synthetically
generated contracted pronunciations for use in an ASR pronunciation dictio-
nary is described.

4.5.1 Cross-validation analysis on isolated contracted
words

The full list of contracted and corresponding canonical word forms was ex-
tracted from the subcorpus transcriptions, comprising 2097 unique entries.
A graphemic dictionary was created by inserting whitespaces between the
graphemes of the contracted word and preceding these graphemes with its
corresponding canonical word. This would resemble the format of a pronunci-
ation dictionary, as shown in Figure 4.2.

The list of words in the graphemic dictionary was now split randomly into
ten approximately equal partitions. In a tenfold cross-validation framework,
sequence models were trained on nine partitions, reserving the tenth for test-
ing. The model order was increased incrementally during training. Trained
sequence models were applied to each canonical spelling in the held-out test set
to produce hypothesised contracted spellings with output shown in Figure 4.3.
The output hypotheses were scored against the reference contracted spellings
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Canonical Graphemes of contracted word
separated by whitespace

akakujabuleli a k a k ’ j a b ’ l e l ’
...

isikhathi i s ’ k h a t h ’
isikhathi i s ’ k h a t h i

...
kuthina k ’ t h i n a
kuthiwa k ’ t h i w ’
kuthiwa k ’ t h i w a

...

Figure 4.2: An excerpt from an example graphemic dictionary used in sequence
model training. The apostrophes indicate deleted graphemes.

Canonical Hypothesised contraction

angihambi a n g ’ h a m b ’
angikakakhohlwa a n g i k a k a k h o h l w ’

...
kukhona k ’ k h o n ’
kumama k u m a m ’

...
sizozi s ’ z o z ’
ubenabo u b e n a b ’

...

Figure 4.3: An excerpt from the hypothesised contractions generated with model
order 3. The apostrophes indicate the hypothesised deletions.

to calculate error rates.
Table 4.3 reports the accuracy and error statistics, averaged over the ten

folds, for model orders 1 to 4. We note that the balance between best accuracy
and smallest number of errors lies somewhere between orders 2 and 3. Order
2 generated the most correctly contracted word forms (row 1), while order 3
was able to place deletions at the correct positions most reliably (row 2).

Row 3 is the ratio of the total number of predicted deletions versus the
total number of reference deletions. A ratio of 1.0 represents an equal number
of predicted and reference deletions. On average, order 1 predicted too few
deletions, while orders 2 to 4 were too generous.
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Table 4.3: Analysis of sequence model predicted deletions using isolated contracted
word list (Section 4.5.1). (% word errors: Percentage of words with incorrectly
predicted deletions; % correct dels: Percentage of correctly predicated deletions;
ratio dels gen vs. ref: The ratio of predicted deletion versus reference deletions;
% words excess dels: Percentage of words containing excessive deletions; % words
lack dels: Percentage of words containing too few deletions; % words zero dels:
Percentage of words containing zero deletions.)

Model order
1 2 3 4

1 % word errors 76.72 51.22 53.77 57.23
2 % correct dels 41.35 82.26 83.27 77.36
3 ratio dels gen vs. ref 0.79 1.20 1.23 1.15
4 % words excess dels 17.76 31.49 34.76 29.00
5 % words lack dels 42.63 10.80 9.07 13.68
6 % words zero dels 33.70 6.43 5.42 8.45

The errors shown in rows 4, 5, and 6, indicate the percentage of words
which contained an excess of, a lack of, and zero deletions compared to their
reference words, respectively. Order 1 had the fewest excess errors due to fewer
predicted deletions (row 4), while order 3 had the fewest errors for predicted
words which both lacked (row 5) and contained zero (row 6) deletions.

Considering rows 1, 2 and 4, we confirm that the high accuracy of correctly
predicted deletions of order 3 can be attributed to the generous allocation of
deletions, but this also increased the total word errors compared to order 2,
due to excessive deletion.

4.5.2 Sentence level word internal context (SLWI)

Next, we evaluated the prediction of deletions based on the full sentences of
the subcorpus test set, and not on a list of isolated words as in the previous
section. Sequence model training was again performed at word level (no cross-
word context), however, this time using all the word types in the subcorpus
training set transcriptions. Therefore the graphemic training dictionary con-
tained transcribed words with and without deletions as shown in Figure 4.4.

For this evaluation, the canonical words of the subcorpus test set sentences
were passed though the sequence prediction models to obtain the corresponding
hypothesised contracted orthography and were then compared to the reference
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akakujabuleli a k a k u j a b u l e l i
akakujabuleli a k a k ’ j a b ’ l e l ’
akudonse a k u d o n s e
akudonse a k ’ d o n s e

...

Figure 4.4: An excerpt from the graphemic dictionary used for SLWI training.
The apostrophes indicate deletions.

Table 4.4: Word and sentence error rates (WER; SER) for sequence model pre-
dicted transcriptions evaluated on the subcorpus test set transcriptions.

Order SLWI SLXW
WER SER WER SER

1 36.0 62.9 36.0 62.9
2 37.5 64.2 35.5 61.3
3 35.0 64.5 23.9 48.7
4 42.0 70.8 33.8 55.6

test set transcriptions which contain the hand-annotated contracted orthogra-
phy and scored accordingly. The columns beneath SLWI in Table 4.4 show the
word and sentence error rates (WER; SER). The first order model failed to
predict any deletions at all, and thus reflects the actual percentage of words in
the test set which contained deletions (36%). Model order 3 yielded the small-
est number of word errors with a WER of 35%. The SER increased as the
model order increased, because the SER is a coarse-grained evaluation metric.
A single misplaced deletion will cause a complete sentence error. As a result,
sentence errors increased because deletions were predicted too liberally.

4.5.3 Sentence level cross-word context (SLXW)

In an effort to improve the performance of the sequence models, and to test
whether deletions were influenced by graphemes from adjacent words, we ex-
tended the models to include cross-word context. To achieve this, sequence
model training was performed on the full sentences of the subcorpus training
set. Hence, the graphemic training dictionary consisted of the full sentences
with canonical orthography alongside the corresponding contracted graphemic
orthography. Word boundaries were indicated using the reserved character ‘@’,
thereby enabling sequence models to span word boundaries. An excerpt of the
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entries in the training dictionary is shown in Figure 4.5. Note that these cross-
word sequence models operate at grapheme level and should not be confused
with the concept of cross-word context-dependent phonemes as used in ASR.

In this case, the input to the model consisted of the full canonical or-
thography of the test set sentences instead of single words as was done previ-
ously. Using this configuration, sequence models with order 3 gave the lowest
WER of 23.9% (see Table 4.4). The improvements in WERs compared to
the SLWI experiments, indicated that useful cross-word information existed at
word boundaries, and that some of this was captured by the sequence models.
Manual side-by-side inspection of the output generated by SLWI and SLXW
(order 3) indicated that most improvements occurred at the end of words.
This also confirmed that the graphemes located at the beginning of a word
influence deletions that may occur at the end of the preceding word.

Figure 4.6 shows two examples of canonical test sentences, the generated
sentences with hypothesised deletions and the reference sentences with hand-
annotated deletions. In example (1) we observe that the model was too gen-

Canonical orthography Contracted orthography

ngicela@ungilalele n g ’ c e l ’ @ u n g ’ l a l e l e
angifuni@ukudala@iyinkinga a n g ’ f u n ’ @ u k ’ d a l ’ @ i y i n k i · · ·
ingane@yabantu@enhle i n g a n ’ @ y a b a n t ’ @ e n h l e
siyabonga@kakhulu@ke s ’ y a b o n g a @ k a k h u l u @ k e
ufa@kamnandi@uronny@lapho u f a @ k a m n a n d ’ @ u r o n n y @ l a p · · ·
ha@ungazodlala@ngami h a @ u n g a z o d l a l a @ n g a m i
yazi@kade@ngibheke@lamaphepha@lawa y a z i @ k a d e @ n g ’ b h e k e @ l a m a · · ·

...

Figure 4.5: An excerpt from the graphemic dictionary used for SLXW training.
The left column is the full sentence orthography with words separated by the @-
character. The right column is the corresponding whitespace-separated contracted
orthography of the sentence. The apostrophes indicate deletions.

(1) can: into yokugcina engifuna ukuyenza ukumzwisa ubuhlungu
gen: into yok’gcin’ eng’fun’ ukuyenz’ ukumzwis’ ub’hlungu
ref: into yok’gcin’ engifun’ ukuyenza ukumzwis’ ub’hlungu

(2) can: ngiyaxolisa futhi ngokuniphazamisa
gen: ng’yaxolisa futhi ngokuniphazamisa
ref: ng’yaxolisa futh’ ngokun’phazamisa

Figure 4.6: A comparison of two test set sentences with canonical, hypothesised
and hand-annotated reference orthography.
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erous in hypothesising deletions in the words eng’fun’ and ukuyenz’. In
example (2) the model failed to allocate deletions in the second and last words.

4.5.4 Synthetically generated pronunciations

Finally, we used the model SLXW with order 3 to predict deletions, resulting
in a synthesised contracted orthography from which pronunciations could be
generated. A flowchart of this process is shown in Figure 4.7.

Training set sentences with canonical orthography were passed through the
sequence model generator to produce orthographic transcriptions which con-
tained hypothesised deletions. Note that not every input word will necessarily

 Training set transcriptions
with hand-annotated

contracted orthography 

Sequitur
Train sequence

models

 Training set transcriptions
with canonical orthography 

Sequitur
Predict contracted orthography

from input sentences
with canonical orthography

Sequence models
SLXW-3

New orthographic transcriptions
with hypothesised deletions

NCHLT G2P tool
Generate contracted pronunciations

from orthographic transcriptions
with hypothesised deletions

p-synth
pronunciations

Figure 4.7: Process of training sequence models and generating contracted pro-
nunciations by means of deletion prediction.
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be transformed to an output variant which contains deletions. From the hy-
pothesised contracted orthography, contracted pronunciations were generated.
These contracted pronunciations can be used alongside the canonical pronun-
ciations as variants in a pronunciation dictionary. The isiZulu NCHLT G2P
conversion tool [115] was used to generate the pronunciations. Before perform-
ing G2P conversion, the deletion markup (apostrophes) had to be removed.
For example, at the output of deletion prediction, it was hypothesised that
the canonical word, engifuna, may be contracted to contain two deletions,
eng’fun’. Removing the deletion markup yielded, engfun, which was then
processed by the G2P conversion tool and yielded the following X-SAMPA
pronunciation, /E N g f u n/. In a pronunciation dictionary, the canonical
and contracted pronunciation may be used to provide pronunciation variants
of the same canonical lexical unit, for example:

canonical pronunciation: engifuna E N g i f u n a
contracted pronunciation: engifuna E N g f u n

Even though we used a closed vocabulary, we opted to generate the hy-
pothesised transcriptions from the training set sentences only. This avoided
an optimistic bias towards test set words containing deletions. Canonical pro-
nunciations were used for words which occurred only in the test set and were
thus absent from the training set.

4.6 Experimental ASR setup

The HTK [9] toolkit was used to construct the ASR system. Features used
were 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) with deltas and delta-
deltas, yielding 39-dimensional vectors, with cepstral mean normalisation ap-
plied per utterance. Acoustic models consisted of 3-state left-to-right hidden
Markov models as cross-word triphones. Decision tree state clustering was per-
formed. Acoustic models were trained and subsequently remained unchanged
between recognition experiments below. System parameters were optimised on
the subcorpus test set, for reasons given in Section 4.3. A closed vocabulary,
consisting of the training and test set vocabularies, was used throughout.

The pronunciation dictionary would always contain the canonical pronun-
ciation for a canonical lexical unit. Three configurations of pronunciations
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were used.

• Contracted pronunciations (p-contr) were obtained by G2P conversion
of the t-contr vocabulary which contained hand-annotated deletions.
These pronunciations were based on the hand-annotated contractions
and represented the gold standard or best case pronunciations. One
pronunciation was generated per lexical unit.

• Canonical pronunciations (p-canon) used full word pronunciations (no
deletions) based in the canonical orthography of the t-canon vocab-
ulary. Pronunciations were sourced either from trusted pronunciation
dictionaries or generated using G2P conversion. One pronunciation per
lexical unit was used.

• Synthetically generated pronunciations (p-synth) were generated through
the process described in Section 4.5.4.

The SRILM tools [116] were used to train bigram language models. Three
language model configurations were used in the experiments and their corre-
sponding vocabulary sizes and test set perplexities are shown in Table 4.5.

• LM1 was trained on the t-contr training set transcriptions. We ob-
served that the non-standardised (contracted) orthography contributed
to increased perplexity.

• LM2 was trained on the t-canon training set transcriptions. A lower
perplexity was obtained due to the use of canonical orthography only.

• LM3 was an interpolation of LM2 and a language model trained on
100k isiZulu web text sentences (Z2 from Table 3.15), and resulted in
a further reduction in perplexity. Interpolation was possible since both
language models used canonical orthography. The interpolation factor
was optimised on ASR System B and used in all system configurations.

Table 4.5: Vocabulary sizes and test set perplexity of the language models.

Language model Vocabulary size Perplexity

LM1 5255 2400.0
LM2 4670 1404.5
LM3 4670 716.5
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A number of ASR system configurations were investigated.

• System A was the raw baseline system. Here LM1, which used non-
standardised (contracted) orthography, was used with a pronunciation
dictionary containing the t-contr vocabulary with the p-contr pronun-
ciations.

• System B was the canonical baseline. LM2 and LM3, which used
canonical orthography, were used with a pronunciation dictionary con-
taining the t-canon vocabulary with the p-canon pronunciations. Al-
though standardised orthography was used, the pronunciations may be
suboptimal, since deletions were not considered.

• System C, like System B above, used LM2 and LM3. However, in
addition to the pronunciation dictionary entries for System B, this pro-
nunciation dictionary included the p-contr pronunciation variants. This
system was the oracle system, since the p-contr pronunciations were
based on the hand-annotated deletions.

• System D, like Systems B above, used LM2 and LM3. However,
in addition to the pronunciation dictionary entries for System B, this
pronunciation dictionary included the synthetically generated p-synth
pronunciation variants.

The numeral suffix .1 appended to the system label, for example B.1, indi-
cates that LM3 was used and that the recognition parameters were similar to
those of baseline System A. Numeral suffix .2 indicates that further recogni-
tion parameter optimisation was performed to achieve an optimal WER for the
particular system. This enabled direct comparison as to which system compo-
nent led to a change in WER. The pronunciation configurations and language
models used in the various ASR systems are summarised in Figure 4.8.

4.7 Results

Table 4.6 shows the performance of the various ASR systems. All WERs were
very high. This is due to the small size of the subcorpus and the difficult nature
of the speech (fast and spontanous). For comparative purposes, we note that
isiZulu ASR systems trained on read or prompted speech have been reported
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p-contr
pronunciations

System A
Pronunciation dictionary with
contracted orthography and
contracted pronunciations

System C
Pronunciation dictionary with

canonical orthography, canonical
pronunciations and contracted

pronunciationis derived from hand-
annotated contracted transcriptions

p-canon
pronunciations

System B
Pronunciation dictionary with

canonical orthography and
canonical pronunciations

System D
Pronunciation dictionary with

canonical orthography, canonical
pronunciations and synthesised

contracted pronunciation variants

p-synth
pronunciations

LM1

LM2

LM3

Figure 4.8: The pronunciation configurations and language models used in the
various ASR systems.

Table 4.6: The word error rates (WERs) for the various ASR system configurations.
The recognition parameters were either optimised (optm) or the same as for baseline
System A (as A).

System Transcription Pronunciation Language Recognition WERcollection configuration model parameters

A t-contr p-contr LM1 optm 85.00
B t-canon p-canon LM2 as A 83.53
B.1 t-canon p-canon LM3 as A 81.05
B.2 t-canon p-canon LM3 optm 80.77
C t-canon p-canon, p-contr LM2 as A 80.85
C.1 t-canon p-canon, p-contr LM3 as A 78.30
C.2 t-canon p-canon, p-contr LM3 optm 78.03
D t-canon p-canon, p-synth LM2 as A 81.37
D.1 t-canon p-canon, p-synth LM3 as A 78.86
D.2 t-canon p-canon, p-synth LM3 optm 78.41
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to yield WERs of 62.99% (17 hours) [117] and 33.6% (50 hours) [106]. More in
line with our results, other researchers have been met with similarly high error
rates, such as WERs of 70-76% and 61.2% achieved on the respective 10-hour
and 80-hour portions of the Zulu contribution to the Babel corpora [118,119],
which consists of conversational speech.

The associated WER for System A was the highest, as was to be expected,
since LM1 contained non-standardised orthography with deletions which in-
creased the perplexity. System B displayed an absolute improvement of 1.47%
and used LM2, which included exclusively canonical orthography. Pronunci-
ations were strictly canonical and as a result may have been suboptimal. In
particular, deletions were not modelled in the p-canon pronunciations.

System C improved on System B by 2.68%, which was exclusively at-
tributed to the addition of pronunciations that modelled deletions. The use
of LM3 and further recognition parameter optimisation resulted in the low-
est WER of 78.03%, which is a nearly 7% absolute improvement compared
to System A. We note that System C was an oracle experiment, since the
p-contr pronunciations represented an ideal case where pronunciation models
were derived from hand-annotated orthography which included deletions. We
therefore regarded the results from Systems C, C.1 and C.2 to be optimistic.

Finally, System D included the p-synth pronunciations which were gener-
ated synthetically by the deletion prediction sequence modelling process shown
in Figure 4.7. The WER presented a 2.16% absolute improvement over the
baseline System B and a 2.36% absolute improvement when comparing the
parameter optimised systems of B.2 and D.2. Furthermore, the optimistic
performance of System C.2 was only 0.38% absolute better than the syn-
thetic System D.2.

4.8 Conclusion

We have established the prevalence of postlexical deletion in fast, sponta-
neously spoken isiZulu. We have further shown that the inclusion of pronun-
ciation variants which model postlexical deletion in isiZulu led to improved
ASR performance. This stands in contrast to experience in some cases of
ASR, where the inclusion of alternative pronunciations comes at the cost of
increasing confusion during speech recognition, and therefore may lead to de-
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teriorated performance. Besides the successful modelling of pronunciations
which contained deletions from hand-annotated orthographic transcriptions,
we have shown that the phenomenon of postlexical deletion itself can be mod-
elled statistically. Sequence models can be used to generate orthography which
contains synthetic deletions. By means of G2P conversion, the orthography
of these synthesised words can in turn be used to derive pronunciations which
contain deletions. The inclusion of such synthetically generated pronunciations
was demonstrated to lead to improved recognition performance.

Recommendations for future work will be presented in Chapter 7. In the
next chapter we will turn our attention to the development of a language
modelling architecture for English-isiZulu code-switched speech based in the
integration of separate monolingual language-dependent language models us-
ing explicit language transition links.
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Chapter 5

Modelling code-switching using
parallel monolingual language
models with explicit language
transition network structures

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present a set of experiments which were performed with
the unbalanced English-isiZulu subcorpus described in Section 3.5. A new ap-
proach to address language modelling of code-switched speech with extremely
sparse training data is proposed. The conventional approach for the language
modelling of code-switched speech relies on having sufficient code-switching
examples in the training data. However, as we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3,
code-switching data are scarce and the conventional approach is hindered by
data sparsity. Data sparsity inherently constrains the language model to de-
pend on the back-off mechanism to handle unseen language transitions, which
carries a penalty. The proposed architecture implements explicit language
transitions between a monolingual English language model and a monolingual
isiZulu language model. This configuration is able to handle code-switching by
alleviating the penalty imposed by backing off. The results presented in this
chapter constitute the first word error rate (WER) evaluations to have been
reported for code-switched speech involving a South African Bantu language.

88
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5.2 Language modelling for code-switched
speech

Two language modelling configurations were compared.

5.2.1 Language-independent language modelling

Language-independent language modelling (LILM) is the conventional, uni-
versal approach where no distinction is made between the languages in the
mixed-language training data. The data is treated as a super-language and
word labels do not contain any language information. The LILM was trained
on the pool of training set transcriptions from the unbalanced English-isiZulu
subcorpus described in Table 3.4, which contains monolingual sentences from
both languages as well as code-switched sentences. The perplexity evaluated
on the test set transcriptions is shown in Table 5.1.

5.2.2 Parallel language-dependent language modelling

Our proposed approach to implement language modelling of code-switched
speech will be referred to as parallel language-dependent language modelling
(PLDLM). The aim is to construct a language model by placing two monolin-
gual language models in parallel and adding explicit links between the mod-
els to allow language switching. The implementation of exhaustive language
switching links between the vocabularies of the two monolingual models is
not practically realisable. For the closed vocabulary of this English-isiZulu
subcorpus, an exhaustive approach would result in approximately 61 million
code-switching links between all word types of both languages, the majority of
which will be grammatically invalid constructs. As an initial solution we will
use a single link from one monolingual model to the other and vice versa.

Each monolingual language model was trained on the monolingual sen-
tences and the monolingual segments extracted from the code-switched sen-
tences in the respective languages drawn from the training set transcriptions of
the unbalanced English-isiZulu subcorpus described in Table 3.4. The output
was two ARPA format language models which were subsequently converted
to word networks in the HTK standard lattice format (SLF). The SLF file
format enables convenient manipulation and merging of the two monolingual
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word networks. A depiction of the two networks before merging is shown in
Figure 5.1 a). The two networks were merged by placing them in parallel,
adding new shared entry and exit nodes and linking these to the correspond-
ing entry and exit nodes of the respective monolingual networks. This merging
is depicted in Figure 5.1 b). The shared entry node (1) has two outgoing links
connected to the respective network entry nodes (2) and (6). The shared exit
node (10) is connected to two incoming links from the respective exit nodes
(5) and (9) of the networks. Note that the original node (13) was discarded.
The addition of the code-switched links is also depicted in Figure 5.1 b). Two
language transition nodes (11 and 12) were added and linked to the exit nodes
(5 and 9) of the respective monolingual networks. The transition nodes each
have an outgoing link connected to the respective monolingual network entry
nodes (3 and 6). For the practical implementation of the code-switching links,
“!NULL” transitions or tee-models were not permitted, since this introduces a
cycle of null transitions in the network. To avoid the introduction of such null
cycles, two auxiliary word labels, cs_engzul and cs_zuleng, were introduced.
The details on how the auxiliary labels were incorporated into the acoustic and
pronunciation modelling are discussed in Section 5.3.3. The transition weights
associated with the cs_engzul and cs_zuleng code-switching links were opti-
mised on the word error rate of the development set. The perplexity evaluated
on the test set transcriptions is shown in Table 5.1.

5.3 Acoustic modelling

Acoustic models consisted of 3-state left-to-right hidden Markov models (HMMs)
as cross-word triphones. Cross-word triphone contexts across languages were
not allowed for the code-switched language-dependent experiments, while cross-
word triphone contexts across languages were allowed for the language-independent
code-switched experiments. Decision tree state clustering was performed for
each system. In all experiments acoustic features were 13 Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), including deltas and delta-deltas, yielding 39-
dimensional feature vectors. Cepstral mean normalisation was applied per ut-
terance. The phonetic symbol alphabet used for acoustic modelling was based
on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [120]. Two acoustic model con-
figurations were considered.
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Figure 5.1: a) The two monolingual word networks before merging and code-
switching transition links have been added. b) The merged word network comprising
the language-dependent language model with code-switching links. SS and SE indi-
cate sentence start and end symbols respectively, while !NULL indicates a transition
not associated with a word (a null transition).
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5.3.1 Language-independent acoustic models

Language-independent acoustic modelling (LIAM) used a universal phoneme
set and pooled data across the two languages. For example, the phoneme model
‘ae’ would include both the English and isiZulu instances of the ‘ae’ phoneme
training data. This corresponded to knowledge-based phoneme merging across
the languages. The resulting phoneme set contained 67 phonemes, on which
decision tree state clustering was performed.

5.3.2 Language-dependent acoustic models

Language-dependent acoustic modelling (LDAM) implemented separate acous-
tic models per language. Phoneme data were not pooled across languages and
English and isiZulu acoustic models were trained separately. This was accom-
plished by adding a language tag to each phoneme symbol. For example, the
phoneme ‘ae_eng’ would include all the instances of the English ‘ae’ phoneme
in the English training data, while the phoneme ‘ae_zul’ would include all
the instances of the isiZulu ‘ae’ phoneme in the isiZulu training data. The re-
sulting phoneme set contained 44 English phonemes and 49 isiZulu phonemes.
Decision tree state clustering was performed separately for each language, thus
disallowing clustering between phonemes of the two languages.

5.3.3 Acoustic and pronunciation model modifications
to accommodate PLDLM

The code-switching links, which were implemented in the PLDLM approach
described in Section 5.2.2, were assigned the auxiliary word labels cs_engzul
and cs_zuleng. However, as with any word label, these auxiliary labels re-
quired entries in the pronunciation dictionary with corresponding phoneme
symbols. Furthermore, the phoneme symbols had to be associated with a
realisable phoneme acoustic model. The use of “!NULL” transitions instead
of the auxiliary labels was not possible since this would introduce a cycle of
non-emitting null links into the word network. This cycle can be traversed
without passing any emitting states and thus without processing any observa-
tion vectors leading to an error during lattice decoding. For the same reason,
a tee-model could not be used for the phoneme model associated with the
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auxiliary word labels [9]. Consequently, we introduced an auxiliary phoneme
model, c_switch, to be used in conjunction with the auxiliary word labels.
This model was cloned from the short pause model after removal of the skip
transition, thus ensuring an emitting state was passed and an observation
vector was processed. This modification eliminated the introduction of null
cycles.

The incorporation of the c_switch auxiliary model into the triphone acous-
tic model was achieved as follows. After monophone training and the final
forced alignment step have been performed, the context-independent mono-
phone training transcriptions were converted to context-dependent cross-word
triphone transcriptions. These triphone transcriptions were modified to con-
tain the c_switch phoneme symbol as the left and right triphone contexts at
all word boundaries where language switches occurred. Hence, the introduc-
tion of c_switch disallowed cross-language context in the triphone acoustic
models. Decision tree state clustering and triphone acoustic model training
was subsequently performed in the usual way. After training, the c_switch
acoustic model was cloned from the short pause model and the transition ma-
trix was modified by removing the skip transition. Finally, the HMM model
list file was extended with triphone model labels that allowed transitions from
English to isiZulu and vice versa of the forms:
*_eng-c_switch+*_zul
*_zul-c_switch+*_eng
where *_eng and *_zul indicate the phoneme set of English and isiZulu, re-
spectively. All these models were tied to the c_switch auxiliary phoneme
model. These modifications to the acoustic models enabled the successful in-
tegration of the PLDLM.

5.4 Experimental setup

The ASR system was constructed using the HTK toolkit [9] and experiments
were run on the Rhasatsha High Performance Computing cluster of Stellen-
bosch University. The English pronunciations were sourced from a South
African English broadcast news system [121, 122], while isiZulu pronuncia-
tions were sourced from the NCHLT Corpus for isiZulu [106, 115]. Unknown
pronunciations were generated using the NCHLT grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P)
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conversion tools. A closed vocabulary, consisting of the training, development
and test set vocabularies, was used in all experiments. The SRILM tools [116]
were used to train language models. Acoustic model, language model and
recognition parameters have been optimised on the development set.

5.5 Experimental results and discussion

Four English-isiZulu code-switching configurations were compared:

1. LIAM-LILM: universal acoustic model set with language-independent
language model;

2. LIAM-PLDLM: universal acoustic model set with parallel language-dependent
language model;

3. LDAM-LILM: language-dependent acoustic models with language-independent
language model; and

4. LDAM-PLDLM: language-dependent acoustic models with parallel language-
dependent language model.

Word error rate results for the development and test sets are shown in
Table 5.1. The test set results indicated that the two LDAM configurations
outperformed the two systems with LIAM on average by 2.8% absolute. This
was despite the smaller number of training examples per acoustic model in
the case of LDAM. We deduced that, even when code-switching occurs, the
acoustic realisation of a phoneme remained substantially language-dependent
[123–125]. Further, we also observed that the two PLDLM configurations
outperformed the two LILM configurations on average by 0.61% absolute on

Table 5.1: Development and test set WER results for English-isiZulu code-switched
ASR systems.

LILM PLDLM
Dev Test Dev Test

Perplexity – 3596.2 – 510.5
LIAM WER 74.94 83.99 74.68 84.18
LDAM WER 71.18 81.99 71.79 80.59
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the test set, and when comparing the LDAM-LILM with LDAM-PLDLM a
1.4% absolute improvement was observed on the test set.

By manual inspection of the recognition output, it was observed that con-
fusion occurred between phonetically similar words and phrases, for example
between the isiZulu “sisi” and the English “see see”. Another example of
such confusion can be observed between the reference transcription:

bengithi ng’-send-ela wen’ i-SMS was’ eyayithola,
and the ASR hypothesis:

bengithi usello nawe me SMS kwase eyithola.
IsiZulu is shown in italics and English in typewriter typeface. In the exam-
ple, “ng’-send-ela wen’ i-SMS” and “usello nawe me SMS” are confused because
of high phonetic similarity. Language models trained on larger corpora may
reduce this problem.

Confusion also occurred between compounds derived from similar roots,
and between contracted and canonical forms of words, for example yokuthi
with ukuth’ and kulungile with ulungil’. In the previous chapter we have shown
that using transcriptions with canonical orthography and a pronunciation dic-
tionary which includes pronunciation variants which account for postlexical
deletion may lead to improvement in recognition of up to 7%. Morphological
decomposition before language modelling is also a possible course of action.

The PLDLM architecture with code-switching links was also implemented
in the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [10] which uses finite-state transducers
(FSTs) to construct its decoding graphs. Kaldi places very strict constraints
on the configuration of the graphs which made the FSTs more difficult to
manipulate than the HTK SLF format. The size of the resulting PLDLM
grammar graphs was quite large (≈ 280MB in binary format) which suggested
that the construction of the graph may not be optimal. Nevertheless, the
results closely reflected those observed in the HTK experiments.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, ASR results were presented for four code-switched English-
isiZulu ASR systems. A new language model configuration, consisting of
parallel monolingual language models connected by explicit language tran-
sition links, was proposed and evaluated. The approach is able to model
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code-switching with extremely sparse training data or in the absence of code-
switching training examples. Experiments demonstrated that language-dependent
acoustic modelling (LDAM) outperformed language-independent acoustic mod-
elling (LIAM) on average by 2.8% absolute. Parallel language-dependent
language modelling (PLDLM) outperformed language-independent language
modelling (LILM) on average by 0.61% absolute, and 1.4% absolute when com-
paring the LDAM-LILM with LDAM-PLDLM. Although the gain was small, it
is promising if one considers that acoustic and language modelling context were
not allowed to extend across the language transitions for PLDLM, while cross-
language contexts were inherently part of LILM since the language modelling
data was simply pooled. Another shortcoming of the PLDLM approach was
that language switching was allowed only through two explicit links. Switching
from a word in one language to any word in the other language carried the
same transition weight or likelihood. This is suboptimal, since grammatically
unsound language transitions carry the same weight as grammatically sound
transitions. However, despite these shortcomings, the PLDLM approach still
proved successful.

In the next chapter we investigate the addition of more links for fine-grained
control over which words from one language may switch to which in the other
language with the use of word embedding.
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Chapter 6

Data augmentation by synthesis
of code-switched bigrams using
word embeddings

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have shown that the parallel language-dependent
language modelling (PLDLM) architecture with two explicit language tran-
sition links between two monolingual language models can outperform the
language-independent language modelling (LILM) approach. In this chapter
we extend the concept presented in the previous chapter by introducing mul-
tiple links between probable word pairs where code-switching might occur.
These word pairs are determined with the aid of word embeddings. We also
propose an approach in which the transition costs of the links are estimated by
means of pseudocount estimation for the synthesised code-switched word pairs.
We further extend the ASR experiments to include all four language pairs,
English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa, English-Setswana and English-Sesotho. Sec-
tion 6.2 provides a description of word embeddings and how they are used in
the synthesis of artificial bigrams containing code-switching. Section 6.3 de-
scribes the experimental procedure, and Section 6.4 the experimental results.
We conclude the chapter in Section 6.5.

97
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6.2 Bigram synthesis using word embeddings

The severe sparsity of n-grams spanning a language switch in our corpus was
indicated in Tables 3.11 and 3.13. Because textual language resources almost
never include code-switching, it is extremely difficult to alleviate this sparsity
by augmentation from alternative existing sources. The ability of word embed-
dings to automatically discover and capture linguistic regularities in training
data makes them an appealing mechanism with which to guess plausible code-
switched word pairs absent in our training data. We will investigate the use of
English word embeddings extracted from monolingual text to synthesise such
code-switched bigrams. Our approach involves three steps: the training of
word embedding models, the querying of these models, and finally the syn-
thesis of bigrams. The diagram in Figure 6.1 shows these steps, indicating
inputs, parameters, synthesis methods and outputs. In the following we give
an overview of the procedure.

6.2.1 Training word embedding models

Word embeddings encompass a set of techniques in which words and word
contexts are represented as real-valued vectors in a multi-dimensional vector
space [8]. Mikolov et al. [126] and Levy and Goldberg [127] have demonstrated
the merit of word embeddings in information retrieval, word similarity, and
word analogy evaluation.

Broadly speaking, two approaches exist to obtaining word embedding mod-
els. The first is based on co-occurrence counts collected as a word-context
matrix, followed by dimension reduction through singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) [128]. The second approach employs neural networks to optimise
a training goal such as a similarity score for word-context pairs in a cor-
pus [126, 128, 129]. In our data, the number of word types is small enough
to allow the use of the co-occurrence matrix–based approach. This approach
allows the direct manipulation of the underlying word-context co-occurrence
matrix for experimentation.

Figure 6.2 shows the simplified steps taken in the training of a word embed-
ding model. A large corpus of text, depicted in Figure 6.2a), is used to create
a word-context co-occurrence matrix, shown in Figure 6.2b). The number of
rows in the co-occurrence matrix corresponds to the number of word types,
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Figure 6.1: Flow diagram describing the parameters (shaded) and inputs (un-
shaded) required to train the word embedding vector models, the querying of the
models and the synthesis of the artificial bigrams. An asterisk (*) indicates a set of
components obtained from several parameter combinations.

while the number of columns equals the number of chosen contexts. Typically,
word types are also used as contexts, so we are dealing with word-word co-
occurrences. In this case the number of columns corresponds to the number
of word types. However, there is no restriction regarding what may be used
as a context. We will consider the use of Brown clusters [130] as additional
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a)

Surely those words are not pleasant words to say at any time or in any
situation.

· · ·
Governments worldwide are also investigating the possibility of implementing
multipurpose citizen cards therefore the S. A. government had no choice but
to issue a new tender conservatively valued at another one billion Rand for a
smart card.

· · ·

b)

surely those words pleasant · · · investigating
surely 0 58 4 0 · · · 0
those 58 0 604 1 · · · 19
words 4 604 0 4 · · · 0
pleasant 0 1 4 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
investigating 0 19 0 0 · · · 0

c)

surely −0.315 0.234 0.068 0.019 0.047 0.225 −0.178 · · ·
those −0.247 0.087 −0.035 −0.076 −0.172 0.124 −0.173 · · ·
words −0.324 −0.084 0.120 −0.029 −0.035 0.322 0.011 · · ·
pleasant −0.264 −0.097 −0.141 0.127 −0.325 0.077 0.014 · · ·
investigating −0.183 0.179 −0.026 −0.134 −0.053 −0.159 −0.019 · · ·

Figure 6.2: a) A sample of text used for word embedding training. b) An extract
of 5 example words from the co-occurrence matrix showing the word labels along the
rows, the context labels along the columns and the frequency counts of the words
versus the corresponding context labels. c) An example of dense word vectors. The
first seven dimensions are shown.

contexts in the word embedding co-occurrence matrix. Brown clusters may
add additional syntactic or semantic information to the model, and have been
used with some success by [24].

The co-occurrence matrix typically has a very high dimensionality and
is very sparse. In order to improve the association between contexts and
words, the positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) is applied to the
co-occurrence frequencies [128,131]. The pointwise mutual information (PMI)
is an association measure defined as the log ratio between the joint probability
of the word and context occurring together and the product of their marginal
probabilities, that is:

PMI(w, c) = log P (w, c)
P (w)P (c) (6.1)

For words with a high co-occurrence PMI � 0. PMI < 0 generally results
from poor coverage of the words in the corpus and to remedy this, the Positive
PMI is used. The PPMI, in which a value of zero is assigned to all negative
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PMI values, has been shown to yield better results in semantic and syntactic
relation tasks [131].

Dimension reduction is then performed through singular value decomposi-
tion to produce the word embedding model. SVD is an eigendecomposition
procedure which is related to principle component analysis (PCA). The sparse
PPMI co-occurrence matrix is factorised into the product of three matrices,
U , ∑ and V >, corresponding to the left-singular orthonormal eigenvectors,
singular values and right-singular orthonormal eigenvectors, respectively. The
largest singular values indicate the dimensions with the highest variance. Re-
duced rank matrices, UD,

∑
D and V >D , can now be constructed by retaining

the dominant D dimensions of these matrices, thus discarding the weaker
dimensions. The row vectors of UD ·

∑
D and VD represent the word and con-

text vectors, respectively. Hence, the sparse co-occurrence vectors have been
mapped to dense real-valued vectors in a continuous multidimensional space
(Figure 6.2c)). In this multidimensional space, words which tend to occur in
similar contexts in the training corpus assemble either in loosely structured
relational groups, or are located in particular geometric relationships with re-
spect to each other. For example, words involving a specific topic or words
with noun-like relationships may be located close to one another.

A number of parameters govern the training of word embeddings, and these
may be adjusted for a particular task or performance measure. The following
were considered in our investigation.

• Context window length (W). The context window length is the num-
ber of sequential words considered as part of the context. For example,
the sentence in Figure 6.2a) demonstrates a window length of W = 3,
in which three words to the left and to the right of the considered word
are included in the context. When considering the word ‘are’ (in blue),
the window spans from ‘Surely’ to ‘words’ (blue bracket). Hence, the
context words {surely; those; words; not; pleasant} are associated
with ‘are.’ The same applies for context words {words; are; not; to;
say} associated with ‘pleasant’, marked in green. Generally only content
words are considered, while function words are discarded since they do not
contribute to the meaning of word associations. In our case we decided
to keep the function words as is since they may contribute. Prepositions
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and articles are often found in the trigger positions in our data, hence the
reason for not discarding them.

• Output word vector dimension (D). The rank of the SVD matrices cor-
responds to the dimension of the word embedding vectors. Full rank de-
composition is computationally expensive for large matrices such as co-
occurrence matrices. For this reason the truncated implementation of the
SVD is typically used. This is a reduced rank approximation of the full
decomposition, where the first D (highest-order) dimensions of the SVD
are computed.

• Number of negative training examples (N). The number of negative train-
ing examples is a word embedding hyperparameter which needs to be op-
timised for the particular application. Instead of considering only cor-
rect word-context examples, incorrect examples are also considered to pro-
vide enhanced separation between unrelated words. Negative sampling,
which stems from noise contrastive estimation (NCE) [132], was introduced
by [133]. Levy and Goldberg [134] subsequently demonstrated that it cor-
responds to a PMI co-occurrence matrix with shifted values.

6.2.2 Querying word embedding models

Once the word embedding model has been obtained, it can be queried using
code-switched bigrams found in the soap opera corpus training sets to generate
plausible new examples of bigrams with code-switching. These new bigrams
will subsequently be used to augment our sparse language modelling training
data. We will refer to the first token of a code-switched bigram as the trigger
and second token as the target. The word embedding model is queried by
evaluating the word vector of the English trigger or target word against all the
word vectors in the vector space through a matrix multiplication operation.
The resultant output vector contains similarity scores from which the set of
R highest scoring words is extracted. The cosine similarity is the prevalent
measure used for this purpose [8, p. 279]. The measure provides a value
between one and zero, where values close to one indicate high similarity and
values close to zero weak similarity.

Table 6.1a) gives two examples of code-switched bigrams from the English-
isiZulu training set. The bigram, i- album, contains a language switch from
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Table 6.1: a) Two code-switched bigram examples from the English-isiZulu sub-
corpus training set. b) Ten query results for words most similar to album and
relationship. c) Examples of newly synthesised code-switched bigrams.

a)

isiZulu→English English→isiZulu
Bigram i- album relationship yethu
Trigger i- relationship
Target album yethu

b)

Query word album relationship
Similarities Cosine score Similarities Cosine score

Result song 0.874 relationships 0.833
words movie 0.806 friendship 0.685

film 0.774 affair 0.608
soundtrack 0.771 engagement 0.578
series 0.736 conversation 0.574
footage 0.703 environment 0.573
gig 0.696 image 0.563
animated 0.689 life 0.556
record 0.681 lives 0.550
book 0.672 links 0.536

c)

Synthesised bigrams

i- song relationships yethu
i- movie friendship yethu
i- film affair yethu

i- soundtrack engagement yethu
i- series conversation yethu
i- footage environment yethu
i- gig image yethu

i- animated life yethu
i- record lives yethu
i- book links yethu

an isiZulu prefix to an English word, while relationship yethu switches from
an English word to an isiZulu word. We use the word embedding models
created in the previous step to perform word similarity queries. The English
words, album and relationship from the aforementioned examples, are used as
arguments in the query to determine the closest related word candidates in
each case. Table 6.1b) lists the 10 most similar words for these examples with
the corresponding similarity scores.

Next, the discovered words associated with each non-English word type
are pooled. It may happen that a word appears multiple times in this pool.
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For example, the word song may be identified during queries with i- album, i-
dance and i- celebration. As a result, the pool of words associated with the
trigger prefix i- would include the word song three times due to its detected
similarity with album, dance and celebration. We will consolidate the similar-
ities associated with such multiple occurrences into a single value. Methods
of achieving this and of calculating pseudocounts for the newly synthesised
bigrams are investigated in the following section.

6.2.3 Synthesising code-switched bigrams

A bigram not seen during training can be synthesised by replacing the English
query word in the original bigram with a similar word discovered using the
word embedding model. For example, from ‘i- album’ and ‘relationship yethu,’
new bigrams (‘i- song’; ‘i- movie’; ‘i- film’; ‘relationships yethu’; ‘friendship
yethu’; ‘affair yethu’) can be synthesised, as shown in Table 6.1c). These
synthesised bigrams are all examples of valid code-switching which were not
seen in the training data and that can now be used to enrich the training data.
However, in order to include these synthesised bigrams in a language model,
they require frequency counts. Table 6.2 lists seven methods investigated to
calculate pseudocounts for the newly synthesised bigrams.

Since we are dealing with unseen bigrams, it might be argued that pseu-

Table 6.2: The investigated pseudocount estimation methods (P) which were used
to calculate a pseudocount value for a newly synthesised code-switched bigram.

Method Description
const Use a constant value of one.
sum If more than one cosine similarity is present for a result word, take the

sum of the similarities.
ps1 Use the unigram count of the English word or 0.5 if no count is avail-

able.
ps3 Use the count of the original code-switched bigram, weighted with the

cosine score.
ps4 Use the non-English word unigram count, scaled with the total word

count.
ps5 Use a weighted sum of the English word unigram and non-English word

unigram counts, with the weighting set at 50/50.
ps6 As ps5, but the weighted sum is cube rooted as a smoothing method,

i.e. high counts are suppressed while counts lower than one are raised
slightly.
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docounts less than one are reasonable. Pseudocounts that are substantially
higher than one may bias the language model excessively towards the syn-
thesised bigrams, particularly since the vast majority of known code-switched
bigrams occur only once in the corpus (see Table 3.11).

6.3 Experimental procedure

Figure 6.3 presents a diagrammatic overview of the experimental procedure
used to evaluate the code-switched language models.

6.3.1 Synthesising code-switched bigrams

The open source software, hyperwords [128], was used to train the word em-
bedding models, using the corpus2svd matrix factorisation procedure. The
vocabulary of the word embedding training texts was limited to the English
word types in each respective subcorpus. This resulted in a separate training
text for each of the four language pairs.

The procedure described in Figures 6.1 and 6.3 includes a number of pa-
rameters. Our experimental evaluation explored a range of values for these
parameters, as summarised in Table 6.3. We considered the inclusion of 0,
10 and 100 Brown clusters (C) and one and two negative training examples
(N). The number of results words per query word (R) determined from the
word embedding affects the number of synthesised bigrams and therefore also
affects the confusion introduced to our language model. We considered 14 val-

Table 6.3: Summary of word embedding parameters, query results parameter and
pseudocount synthesis methods and the respective values or ranges. These values
apply to all four language pairs.

WE parameters
Context window length (W) 2, 3
Dimensionality (D) 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 150
Negative training examples (N) 1, 2
Number of Brown clusters (C) 0, 10, 100

Query parameter
Result words per query word (R) 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,15,20,30,50

Synthesis parameter
Pseudocount methods (P) const, sum, ps1, ps3, ps4, ps5, ps6
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Figure 6.3: Flow diagram depicting the steps followed in the experimental pro-
cedure. An asterisk (*) indicates a set of components. For example, WE vectors*
refers to the many word embedding models that are obtained for all parameter
combinations considered.

ues between one and 50. All seven pseudocount methods (P) were evaluated
in conjunction with each considered set of parameter values. In total, there are
7056 different combinations of parameters in Table 6.3, therefore this number
of synthesised code-switched bigram sets was generated per language switch
direction for each language pair. For each of these synthesised bigram sets,
augmented language models were trained. The perplexities of all augmented
language models were evaluated to discover trends among the individual pa-
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rameters of the procedure in Figure 6.1.

6.3.2 Language model training

We used the SRILM toolkit [116] for language model training and evaluation.
Bigram models were used throughout, with a closed vocabulary consisting of
the training, development and test set vocabularies. Witten-Bell was found to
outperform other discounting methods for our very sparse data.

Baseline and augmented language models were trained for each respective
subcorpus as follows:

• A baseline language model (B) was trained for each of the four language
pairs using the corresponding training set transcriptions of the data in
Table 3.5. These models were not augmented with any synthesised code-
switched bigrams.

• A set of 7056 augmented language models for each language switch direc-
tion (switch from English: S1*; switch to English: S2*, in Figure 6.3)
was trained for each of the four language pairs. Training involved the
extraction of bigrams and counts from the subcorpus training set tran-
scriptions of the data in Table 3.5. The counts were then augmented
with the synthesised code-switched bigram sets to produce 7056 aug-
mented sets of counts per language switch direction. Each augmented
counts set was then used to obtain an augmented language model. A
global scaling factor, optimised on the development set, was applied to
the pseudocounts calculated for each synthesised bigram set. These sets
of language models were analysed in terms of perplexity to determine
trends as well as the best parameter values.

• A final optimum augmented language model (S) (indicated by (S) in
Figure 6.3) was trained for each language pair. From the S1* and S2*
language model sets the respective optimum language models were de-
termined by the lowest development set perplexity. The two bigram sets
which produced these optimum language models were extracted, com-
bined and used to augment the counts files of the training transcriptions
(Table 3.5) to produce the final optimum augmented language model
(S):
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Besides the language models described above, we also considered an inter-
polated language model and an oracle language model which were trained as
follows.

• For each language pair, the interpolated language model (SI) was ob-
tained by interpolating the synthesised model (S) with a secondary
monolingual English bigram model (weight 0.1) and a secondary mono-
lingual bigram model of the corresponding Bantu language (weight 0.1).
The monolingual language models in question were trained on the cor-
responding texts listed in Table 3.15, and the interpolation weights were
found to be optimal on the development set.

• For each language pair, an oracle language model (O) was obtained by
including in the baseline model B all code-switched bigrams with their
frequency counts occurring in the development and test sets.

6.3.3 Language model evaluation

Language models were evaluated by calculating their perplexity on the de-
velopment and test sets. Besides this overall perplexity (PP) we also define
the code-switch perplexity (CPP). The CPP is the perplexity calculated only
across language switch boundaries, and therefore specifically indicates the con-
fusability when switching languages.

From [8], the perplexity is given by:

PP (W ) = N

√√√√ N∏
i=1

1
P (wi|wi−1)

(6.2)

The code-switch perplexity is calculated using only bigrams containing a
language switch. For example, the CPP for switching from isiZulu to English
is calculated as:

CPP (W ) = K

√√√√ K∏
i=1

1
P (wei|wzi−1)

(6.3)

where ‘we’ is an English word, ‘wz’ an isiZulu word and K is the number of
isiZulu-to-English bigrams in the set being evaluated.
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6.3.4 Acoustic modelling and automatic speech
recognition

We used the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [10] for all ASR experiments.
Gaussian mixture model (GMM-HMM), subspace Gaussian mixture model
(SGMM-HMM), and deep neural network (DNN-HMM) acoustic models were
considered for all four language pairs. All models were trained on the subcor-
pus training data described in Table 3.5 for each language pair. Training fol-
lowed theKaldi WJS “recipe” and features used were 13 Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients with deltas and delta-deltas. Cepstral mean and variance normali-
sation was applied. The GMM-HMM acoustic models used context-dependent
triphones with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and maximum likelihood
linear (MLLT) transformations and feature-space maximum likelihood linear
regression (fMLLR) speaker adapted training. The SGMM-HMM [17] and
DNN-HMM acoustic models were built from the GMM-HMM models, also
using LDA, MLLT and fMLLR. The DNNs used state-level minimum Bayes
risk sequence-discriminative training [19]. The recognition lattices from the
best performing SGMM-HMM and DNN-HMM systems were also combined
with a minimum Bayes risk decoding algorithm [135] to provide a combination
system. All acoustic modelling and recognition parameters were optimised on
the development set and final independent evaluation was performed on the
test set.

Language-dependent acoustic modelling was used throughout as it con-
sistently provided better recognition performance than language-independent
acoustic models. The pronunciation dictionary for each subcorpus was bilin-
gual, containing both English and Bantu language words, each identified by a
language tag. Furthermore, the corresponding pronunciations contained lan-
guage tagged phoneme labels. Pronunciation models were obtained from the
NCHLT dictionaries, using grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion when pro-
nunciations were not available [106]. G2P conversion for Bantu language words
is considered quite reliable since the correspondence between spelling and pro-
nunciation for these languages is highly regular. Although Bantu language
affixes are morphemes, we considered such affixes to be separate words in our
system when they appeared adjacent to an English word or stem.
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6.4 Experimental results

6.4.1 Training text sources for word embedding

The word embeddings are trained on monolingual English text. In our exper-
iments, two such bodies of text were available.

1. SOE: The monolingual English utterances and phrases extracted from
the soap opera training set transcriptions described in Table 3.5.

2. EL: the newspaper and web text corpus described in Table 3.15.

While SOE is much smaller than EL, it is more closely matched to the test
domain. In a first set of experiments we aimed to establish which text source
is most appropriate for training word embeddings. To do this, we trained aug-
mented language models for each of the parameter combinations and meth-
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of three training text configurations for word embeddings
for the synthesis of English-to-Setswana bigrams used to train augmented language
models (S1*). Red, green and blue markers indicate language models augmented
with synthesised bigrams obtained when training word embeddings on SOE, EL
and EL+SOE respectively.
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ods presented in Table 6.3 on both text sources listed above as well as their
combination (EL+SOE). The performance of the resulting 7056 augmented
language models for English-to-Setswana code-switching (S1*) is shown in
Figure 6.4. Setswana-to-English code-switching and code-switching for the
other three subcorpora follow the same pattern and are thus not shown. De-
velopment and test set perplexities are shown on the horizontal and vertical
axes respectively and each marker represents an augmented language model.
The perplexities of the baseline language models are indicated by the dashed
lines. In the interest of clarity, the scales have been adjusted so that not all
models with perplexities exceeding the baselines appear on the graph.

We see that when word embeddings are trained on SOE, the smallest per-
plexity decreases relative to the baseline and the poorest development set op-
tima are achieved. When word embeddings are trained on EL and EL+SOE,
the resultant language models largely overlap and their optima are nearly
equal. Both are also better than the optima achieved when training on SOE
alone. Since the EL text is orders of magnitude larger than SOE, the latter
has a weak effect when the two are pooled, despite matching the target do-
main more closely. We conclude that training should include EL, and that the
additive pooling of SOE afforded a further small improvement. Consequently
all subsequent word embedding models were trained on EL+SOE.

6.4.2 Word embedding parameters and pseudocount
methods

This section will explore the effect of the word embedding parameters listed
in Table 6.3 on language model perplexity. The corresponding graphs for the
language pairs and language switch directions not shown in this section are
provided in Appendix C.

First we consider the effect of the context window length (W) on the
language model perplexity for both switch directions, S1* and S2*. Window
lengths greater than three were not considered since preliminary experimenta-
tion consistently showed degraded performance. For all subcorpora, window
lengths were observed to have a weak effect on perplexities for both S1* and
S2* and optima were difficult to determine. We therefore considered context
window lengths of two and three in further experiments. Figure 6.5 shows
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Figure 6.5: A comparison of the change in perplexities for word embedding context
window lengths (W) of two and three used in English-Setswana language models
which were augmented with synthesised English-to-Setswana bigrams (S1*). Lan-
guage model perplexities largely overlap and the development set optima (red tri-
angle and blue circle) are closely located.

the performance of English-Setswana language models which were augmented
with synthesised English-to-Setswana bigrams (S1*), with similar patterns ob-
served for the other subcorpora. We observe that the perplexities within the
investigated window lengths mostly overlap and that the optima are located
close to each other.

Next we considered the effect of the dimensionality (D) of the word em-
bedding models on language model perplexity. For all four language pairs the
optimum dimensionalities were, in general, closely spaced and varied between
10 and 150. However, it was observed that in all cases the dependency on
dimensionality was weak for values less than 10 and greater than 150. We
chose to use all six parameter values listed in Table 6.3 during the search for
the optima. Figure 6.6 shows the perplexities of the resultant English-Sesotho
language models which were augmented with synthesised English-to-Sesotho
bigrams (S1*). We observe that it is not easy to distinguish between the per-
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plexities achieved using the investigated dimensionalities and that the optima
are located close to each other.
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Figure 6.6: A comparison of the change in perplexities for word embedding vector
dimensions (D) of selected values in a range from 10 to 150 used in English-Sesotho
language models which were augmented with synthesised English-to-Sesotho bigrams
(S1*).

Third, the number of result words (R) was varied and the effect on
language model perplexity considered. Figure 6.7 shows the observed effect
using a) the S2* models of the English-isiXhosa language pair and b) the S1*
models of the English-Setswana language pair as examples, with other language
pairs showing similar behaviour. The parameter R had the greatest effect on
the perplexities among those listed in Table 6.3. In general we noticed a fair
correspondence between the change in test and development set perplexities.
Futhermore, we observed that the development set perplexity decreased as the
number of synthesised bigrams was increased up to an optimum value, after
which the perplexity started to increase again. Table 6.4 lists the optimal
number of result words per query word for the four language pairs.
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of the change in perplexities for various augmented
language models as the number of query result words (R) used in synthesised
a) isiXhosa-to-English (S2*) and b) English-to-Setswana (S1*) bigrams is varied.
Markers with the same colour indicate augmented language models with the same
number of result words per query word. For example, language models with one re-
sult word per query word are marked in red. The optima per result set are indicated
with larger solid markers with adjacent numbering.
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Table 6.4: Optimum number of result words per query word for all four language
pairs for the synthesised language model sets S1* and S2*.

Subcorpus LM set
S1* S2*

English-isiZulu 10 7
English-isiXhosa 10 6
English-Setswana 15 1
English-Sesotho 30 2

The trends seen in the perplexities seem to indicate that the optimal val-
ues correspond more closely within the two language families than between
them. For the Nguni language pairs the optimum value for S1* was 10 for
both language pairs and for S2* it was six and seven for isiXhosa and isiZulu
respectively. For the Sotho-Tswana language pairs the optimum value for S1*
was relatively high (15 and 30 for Setswana and Sesotho respectively), while
for S2* it was much lower (one and two respectively). This indicated that
there was at least some agreement in the parameter values between the two
Nguni language pairs and the two Sotho-Tswana language pairs in choosing an
optimum value for this parameter. We observed an imbalance in the optimal
values between S1* and S2* for English-Setswana and English-Sesotho, while
for English-isiZulu and English-isiXhosa the values were more balanced. The
reason for this behaviour is currently not known and is still to be investigated.

Finally, we compared the various pseudocount synthesis methods (P)
to determine which, on average, performed the best over all the language
pairs. Figure 6.8 shows the perplexities of the augmented language model sets
for a) isiZulu-to-English (S2*), b) English-to-Setswana (S1*) and c) English-
to-Sesotho (S1*) switching as examples. In each case we applied each pseu-
docount synthesis method to each of the 1008 bigram result sets obtained
after word embedding querying for both language switch directions. This re-
sulted in fourteen sets of 1008 augmented language models each (one set for
each pseudocount method for both language switch directions). For each of
these sets, the optimum language model in terms of development set perplexity
was found. These optima were then ranked from lowest to highest perplex-
ity and tabulated in Table 6.5. For example, for isiZulu-to-English switching
(Figure 6.8a)) the best performing optimum was for the sum method (blue
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Figure 6.8: A comparison of the change in perplexities for various augmented lan-
guage models for the different pseudocount synthesis methods (P) used in synthesis-
ing a) isiZulu-to-English (S2*), English-to-Setswana (S1*) and English-to-Sesotho
(S1*) bigrams.
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Table 6.5: The optimal language models (development set) for the pseudocount
methods sorted according to rank.

Overall Pseudocount Individual ranks Cumulative
rank method ez ze ex xe et te es se rank

1 sum 5 1 4 3 1 5 1 3 23
2 ps3 4 3 2 4 3 4 4 2 26
2 ps6 2 6 1 2 2 3 3 7 26
4 ps4 1 2 5 5 6 1 5 6 31
4 ps5 3 5 3 6 5 2 6 1 31
6 const 6 4 6 1 4 6 2 5 34
7 ps1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 53

circle) which was consequently assigned rank one, the optimum from ps4 (or-
ange triangle) ranked second, ps3 (purple triangle) ranked third, and so on.
The cumulative rank was calculated by summing the individual ranks for each
pseudocount method. Using this method of analysis, the sum method had the
lowest overall rank, followed by the ps3 method. The ps1 method was the least
competitive in all but one case.

Considering Figure 6.8 and the corresponding plots for the other language
pairs not shown here, we observed that the sum method often achieved the
best perplexities. The reason for this generally good performance may be that
cosine similarity values, which lie between zero and one, are already reasonable
pseudocounts to be associated with unseen events. Furthermore, if a result
word appears more than once in the pool of query results, it may indicate
an increased likelihood for it to appear in dialogues. A simple summation of
the similarity scores will reflect this by leading to a synthesised bigram with
a higher probability in the language model. Other operations such as taking
the maximum or average value of the similarity scores were also considered,
but led to poorer results in initial tests and were not considered further.

For the Sotho-Tswana languages, the decrease in perplexity for the S1*
language models (switching from English) was greater than for the S2* lan-
guage models (switching to English) in relation to the baselines. In con-
trast, for the Nguni languages the decrease in perplexity for the S2* lan-
guage models (switching to English) was greater than for S1* language mod-
els (switching from English). Figures 6.9a) and b) show these differences for
the English-isiXhosa and English-Sesotho language pairs, respectively, with
English-isiZulu and English-Sesotho displaying similar behaviour. These ob-
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of the S1* (red) S2* (blue) augmented language models
for a) English-isiXhosa and b) English-Sesotho. The triangles show the development
set optima in each case.

servations suggested that a bias may exist with respect to the direction of
language switching. When incorporating synthesised code-switched bigrams
for language modelling, the decrease in perplexity was more pronounced when
switching from the language with a higher vocabulary growth rate and more
conjunctive orthography to the language with a lower vocabulary growth rate
and more disjunctive orthography.

As a final observation, we note that, for nearly all S1* and S2* language
model sets for all the language pairs, there are many augmented language mod-
els with lower test set perplexities than the optimal development set model.
Figure 6.10 shows these models in red for a) isiXhosa-to-English S2* and b)
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Figure 6.10: The augmented language models marked in red display lower test set
perplexities than the optimal development set models (red triangles) for switching
from a) isiXhosa to English (S2*) and b) English to Setswana (S1*).

English-to-Setswana S1* augmented language models as examples. This, as
well as the difference in development and test set baseline perplexities, may
indicate that the development set is not fully representative of the test set.

6.4.3 Automatic speech recognition

The previous section has investigated the effect on language model perplexity
of the word embedding and query parameters, as well as the pseudocount
estimation methods described in Table 6.3. In this section we will consider the
best language models in terms of development set perplexity obtained by this
analysis and perform ASR experiments. These optimal augmented language
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models are indicated by S in Table 6.6, which summarises both perplexity
and word error rate results for each subcorpus. The table also indicates the
corresponding performance achieved when using the baseline (B) as well as
oracle (O) language models.

From the perplexities reported in Table 6.6, we see that for all subcorpora
the augmented language models (S) are able to improve on the perplexities
of the baseline models (B). Table 6.6 also shows that augmentation with syn-
thesised code-switched bigrams has led to particularly substantial reductions
in code-switch perplexities (CPP), with minimum and maximum relative de-
creases of 5% (English-Setswana) and 31% (English-Setswana) respectively.
When comparing baseline (B) to augmented (S) language models, the de-
crease in overall perplexity (PP) is attributed entirely to the decrease in code-
switch perplexity. Hence, these figures confirm that the addition of synthe-
sised bigrams improves language modelling, especially across language switch
boundaries.

Table 6.6 also shows that code-switch perplexities are especially high for
the Nguni languages. For the baseline language models (B), the code-switch
perplexity for switching from English to isiZulu and isiXhosa (CPPez and
CPPex respectively) was higher than for switching from these languages to
English (CPPze and CPPxe). This implied that more confusion existed when
switching from English than switching to English. This is due to the large
vocabularies caused by the high degree of agglutination with conjunctive or-
thography characterising isiZulu and isiXhosa, as also indicated by the high
vocabulary growth rates shown in Table 3.15.

For the Sotho-Tswana language pairs, the opposite appears to be true. Ta-
ble 6.6 shows that for Setswana and Sesotho the code-switch perplexity for
switches to English (CPPte and CPPse respectively) is much higher than for
switches from English (CPPet and CPPes). Although the Sotho-Tswana lan-
guages are agglutinative, their orthography is disjunctive, resulting in short
word forms and lower vocabulary growth rates, and in turn also lower per-
plexities. The variety of Sotho-Tswana word types being switched to is lim-
ited compared to the variety of English word types being switched to, lead-
ing to a lower branching factor as measured by perplexity. Furthermore, in
the English-Setswana and English-Sesotho subcorpora the number of English
code-switched target word types is 3.7 and 3.4 times more than the number of
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Table 6.6: English-isiZulu, English-isiXhosa, English-Setswana and English-
Sesotho perplexity (PP), code-switch perplexity (CPP) and word error rates. The
lowest perplexities and word error rates are indicated in boldface. The best system
for each acoustic model is indicated by grey shading. Light green and red shading
indicates better and worse system performance, respectively, relative to the cor-
responding baseline. (ez: English-to-isiZulu; ze: IsiZulu-to-English; ex: English-
to-isiXhosa; xe: IsiXhosa-to-English; et: English-to-Setswana; te: Setswana-to-
English; es: English-to-Sesotho; se: Sesotho-to-English; GMM: Gaussian mixture
models; SGMM: Subspace Gaussian mixture models; DNN: Deep neural networks;
S+D: System combination for SGMM and DNN; dev: Development set; tst: Test
set; O: Oracle LM; B: Baseline LM; S: Synthesised LM; SI: Interpolated synthesised
LM.)

Perplexity Word error rate
PP CPPez CPPze GMM SGMM DNN S+D

En
gl
ish

-is
iZ
ul
u O dev 244.99 33.16 41.44 56.30 51.65 48.41 46.88

tst 287.04 31.49 32.21 59.60 57.30 49.73 50.76

B dev 595.33 3040.97 2696.39 64.82 60.81 56.49 55.47
tst 818.78 3732.75 3163.08 70.15 66.86 60.43 60.59

S dev 562.23 2373.29 1999.36 64.38 60.81 56.11 55.47
tst 777.38 2799.24 2524.05 70.38 66.88 61.26 60.71

SI dev 453.95 2406.78 2096.24 62.34 59.99 54.01 54.39
tst 639.27 2785.17 2592.00 69.02 66.51 60.45 58.59

PP CPPex CPPxe GMM SGMM DNN S+D

En
gl
ish

-is
iX

ho
sa O dev 316.39 21.43 12.98 68.30 63.00 57.48 56.61

tst 286.18 24.40 10.83 66.50 58.96 53.53 53.41

B dev 469.53 8266.56 3058.34 72.00 67.26 61.91 61.00
tst 1025.05 6495.09 4120.66 76.57 71.44 66.05 65.71

S dev 459.26 6912.06 2476.61 72.22 67.17 61.78 60.91
tst 980.06 5673.08 3432.74 76.42 71.44 66.58 64.99

SI dev 394.36 6767.12 2433.96 70.61 65.83 60.35 59.70
tst 832.51 5278.02 3516.44 76.54 71.60 66.35 64.69

PP CPPet CPPte GMM SGMM DNN S+D

En
gl
ish

-S
et
sw

an
a

O dev 138.94 14.88 143.51 70.97 65.96 64.61 62.69
tst 129.86 14.67 122.07 67.50 61.63 58.07 56.17

B dev 191.40 239.49 3452.87 72.57 68.71 67.93 66.04
tst 232.08 216.07 4252.07 72.46 66.29 63.78 62.58

S dev 187.25 166.05 3136.21 71.97 68.73 67.57 65.96
tst 224.07 149.00 3974.63 70.68 66.17 64.28 62.20

SI dev 171.30 169.33 2801.16 71.00 68.01 67.09 65.58
tst 199.69 144.68 3715.87 70.86 66.43 63.01 62.14

PP CPPes CPPse GMM SGMM DNN S+D

En
gl
ish

-S
es
ot
ho O dev 187.85 12.13 119.04 75.02 71.41 67.72 66.74

tst 158.17 14.07 85.98 76.54 72.82 69.17 68.38

B dev 257.71 372.95 4505.33 77.50 74.31 71.11 69.87
tst 290.86 320.00 4232.93 81.18 77.68 74.47 73.38

S dev 250.89 264.91 3869.24 77.31 74.40 70.82 69.55
tst 279.37 252.95 3835.37 81.25 77.85 74.17 73.14

SI dev 232.12 265.15 3512.42 76.75 74.11 70.72 69.68
tst 247.79 239.00 3488.22 80.69 76.96 73.78 72.57
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Setswana and Sesotho code-switched target word types respectively.
Finally, Table 6.6 also indicates that interpolation with language models

trained on the larger monolingual corpora described in Table 3.15 offers sub-
stantial further relative perplexity decreases of between 7% and 18% for all
four language pairs. We note that this improvement is in terms of the overall
perplexity, but, as expected, the interpolation has a small and inconsistent
effect on the code-switch perplexity. The improvements are achieved because
even sentences with code-switching contain predominantly monolingual speech
segments.

When considering the speech recognition performance in Table 6.6, we
observe that the word error rates (WERs) are high. To place these in perspec-
tive, similarly high word error rates of between 70–74% and 61% were recently
reported for better-resourced monolingual isiZulu ASR systems which were
trained on the respective 10-hour and 80-hour portions of the Zulu contri-
butions to the Babel corpora [118, 119]. Consequently, the high WERs we
observe are consistent with related work by other researchers. In addition,
the soap opera data are especially poorly-resourced because they include the
added complexity introduced by code-switching.

For the speech recognition performance achieved with the various language
and acoustic models in Table 6.6, we see that decreases in perplexity are not
always accompanied by decreases in word error rate. The absolute change
in WER when moving from the baseline (B) to the augmented language
model (S), averaged across the four acoustic model configurations considered,
is shown in the second line of Table 6.7. In particular, we see that for English-
isiZulu the improvements in WER were mixed, while for English-isiXhosa and
the Sotho-Tswana language pairs a consistent, although small, improvement
was achieved.

To place these improvements in context, the first line of Table 6.7 shows the
corresponding average word error rate improvements achieved when using the
oracle (O) rather than the baseline (B) language model. These figures show
that performance gains could be achieved if the code-switching occurring in
the development and test sets were predicted perfectly. On the test set, these
best-case gains are between 10 and 12% for the Nguni language pairs, and ap-
proximately 5% for the Sotho-Tswana language pairs. Finally, the third row of
Table 6.7 shows the improvements obtained relative to the baseline when us-
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Table 6.7: Absolute differences in word error rates averaged across the four consid-
ered acoustic model types. Positive values indicate a performance gain (a decrease
in word error rate) relative to the baseline (B). The final column shows the averages
calculated over all four subcorpora. (EZ: English-isiZulu; EX: English-isiXhosa;
ET: English-Setswana; ES: English-Sesotho; dev: Development set; tst: Test set; B:
Baseline LM; O: Oracle LM; SI: Interpolated synthesised LM.)

EZ EX ET ES Average
dev tst dev tst dev tst dev tst dev tst

B vs O 8.59 10.16 4.20 11.84 2.76 5.44 2.98 4.95 4.63 8.10
B vs S 0.21 −0.3 0.02 0.08 0.26 0.44 0.18 0.08 0.17 0.08
B vs SI 1.72 0.87 1.42 0.15 0.89 0.67 0.38 0.68 1.10 0.59

ing the SI language models and that notable further error rate improvements
can be achieved when interpolating the augmented and monolingual language
models. From our earlier observation that the interpolation did not improve
the code-switch perplextity, we note that these further word error rate im-
provements are due to better monolingual speech recognition and not due to
better bilingual speech recognition.

Overall, we see from Table 6.6 that, for the Sotho-Tswana language pairs,
the optimal systems all use language models which have been augmented with
synthesised code-switched bigrams (i.e. S or SI). For the Nguni language pairs,
all the best systems used the SI language models. The Sotho-Tswana lan-
guages benefited nearly evenly from the use of synthesised code-switched bi-
grams and interpolation, while the Nguni languages depended more on mono-
lingual interpolation to obtain gains in word error rate.

To obtain a better understanding of the benefit of the augmentation with
synthesised code-switched bigrams, Table 6.8 provides an analysis of the cov-
erage of the code-switched bigrams in the development and test sets before
and after augmentation. In all cases, the percentage of unseen bigrams has
reduced. On average, an 11% absolute decrease in unseen bigrams was ob-
served for the test sets, with a corresponding factor 7.9 average increase in the
number of code-switched bigram types.

The last two rows of Table 6.8 indicate the percentage of code-switched
bigrams which were correctly recognised before and after augmentation. This
analysis was performed on the recognition output of the DNN ASR systems. In
all but one case (the English-isiXhosa test set) increased recognition accuracy
was achieved at language switch points (code-switched bigrams) when com-
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Table 6.8: The coverage of the development and test set bigram types contain-
ing code-switching (CSBG) before and after augmentation with synthesised code-
switched bigrams. The percentage of correctly recognised CSBGs before and after
augmentation is shown in the last two rows. (% unseen before augmentation: The
percentage of code-switched bigram types not occurring in the training data be-
fore augmentation; % unseen after augmentation: The percentage of code-switched
bigram types not occurring in the training data after augmentation with synthe-
sised code-switched bigrams; % CSBGs correct: B and S: The percentage correctly
recognised CSBGs using the baseline LM (B) and the augmented LM (S).)

EZ EX ET ES
dev tst dev tst dev tst dev tst

% unseen before augmentation 83.4 86.9 93.4 95.7 74.5 77.4 81.4 82.7
% unseen after augmentation 71.6 78.4 90.4 92.2 59.4 61.5 70.8 66.6
Factor increase in CSBG types 7.3 7.9 7.8 8.6
% CSBGs correct: B 22.4 19.3 12.6 12.0 13.1 18.8 15.9 11.8
% CSBGs correct: S 24.4 20.0 14.6 11.4 14.7 19.9 16.0 12.8

paring the baseline language models (B) to the augmented language models
(S).

Although not the focus of this study, we observed that among the acoustic
modelling configurations, DNN models outperformed GMM and SGMM mod-
els in all cases, despite the relatively small sizes of our subcorpora. In all cases
except English-isiZulu, the combined S+D ASR systems provided the lowest
overall word error rates.

As a final general remark, we noticed that, with careful optimisation of
acoustic modelling parameters (number of leaves and Gaussian mixture mod-
els, number of DNN hidden layers and dimension) and recognition parameters
(word insertion penalty and language model weight), the changes in perplexity
may be even better expressed in the word error rates than when a suboptimal,
but fixed, acoustic parameter set is used for all experiments. Unfortunately
such hyperparameter optimisation, and in particular optimisation for DNN
hyperparameters, is extremely time-consuming and therefore not included in
this study.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we addressed the language modelling of speech containing code-
switching between English and four Bantu languages, isiZulu and isiXhosa
(both members of the Nguni family), and Setswana and Sesotho (both mem-
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bers of the Sotho-Tswana family). Therefore we consider the scenario in which
code-switching occurs between a severely under-resourced language, Bantu,
and a highly resourced language, English. The language typology of English
and the Bantu languages, and even of the Nguni and Sotho-Tswana languages,
is quite distinct and is reflected in differences in the vocabulary growth rates,
the average character length of lexical units and the use of conjunctive versus
disjunctive orthographies. These factors contribute to the varied nature of the
observed code-switching and add to the challenge of handling code-switching
effectively in the setting of multilingual ASR.

For the purpose of statistical language modelling, the examples of code-
switching in the corpus transcriptions were extremely sparse and the majority
of bigrams containing code-switching occurred only once. To address this
sparsity, we introduced a method which uses word embeddings to synthesise
artificial bigrams containing code-switching and which are subsequently used
to augment sparse language modelling training data. We investigated how
the word embedding training parameters influenced the perplexity of language
models trained with the augmented data and determined optimal configura-
tions for all four language pairs. The parameters which had the most notable
effect on the perplexities were the number of result words per query word (R)
and the method for estimating pseudocounts for the synthesised bigrams (P).
By introducing the code-switch perplexity (CPP), which indicates the con-
fusion experienced by a language model specifically across a language switch
boundary, we could show that data augmentation with synthetic bigrams was
able to achieve notable reductions in language model uncertainty across a
language switch (5 to 31% relative reductions in CPP). Furthermore, it was
found that the language pairs including languages with disjunctive orthogra-
phy (i.e. from the Sotho-Tswana family) gained more from the augmentation
with synthetic bigrams than those with conjunctive orthography (from the
Nguni family).

ASR experiments demonstrated that the augmented language models yielded
overall improved word error rates, although these were less substantial than the
observed reductions in perplexity and were mixed for the English-isiZulu lan-
guage pair. Interpolation with monolingual language models provided further
improvements in perplexity and word error rate, but did not further enhance
bilingual speech recognition. Compared to the respective baselines, the high-
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est decreases in word error rates were 4.39% relative on the English-isiZulu
development set and 1.55% relative on the English-isiXhosa test set.

An analysis on the number of unseen code-switched bigram types has shown
that augmentation with synthesised code-switched bigrams was able to reduce
the unseen bigrams with up to 20.5% relative. Furthermore, improvements
in the accuracy of correctly recognised code-switched bigrams were obtained
in all but one case which confirm that improvements were obtained in the
language switch accuracy for the augmented language models.

The proposed synthesis approach is not without its limitations. In the next
chapter we will summarise and conclude with the main findings of the thesis
and also discuss the limitations with recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 7

Summary, conclusion and future
work

7.1 Summary and conclusion

In multilingual communities such as South Africa, code-switching is a natu-
ral, spontaneous and widespread phenomenon. Furthermore, with continued
globalisation, language contact is unavoidable and code-switching is becom-
ing increasingly common. The social and linguistic aspects of code-switching
have long occupied researchers in the field of linguistics, but only more re-
cently has code-switching attracted attention in natural language processing
and automatic speech recognition (ASR). State-of-the-art ASR systems are
highly optimised for monolingual speech and performance severely deterio-
rates when presented with mixed-language speech. Research into the ASR
of code-switched speech is therefore a current research challenge attracting
growing interest.

We established that code-switching is prevalent in everyday conversations
by multilingual South Africans. Intrasentential code-switching was identi-
fied to present the greatest challenge to ASR. Consequently, the aim of this
thesis was to investigate the effect that code-switching has on the ASR of
South African languages. Extremely little code-switched speech data includ-
ing Southern African languages was available, and hence it was necessary to
develop a suitable corpus as part of this work.

We chose to use South African soap operas as a source of code-switched
speech data since this speech is spontaneous with regular code-switching. From

127
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this data, a new corpus of segmented and transcribed code-switched soap
opera speech was developed. The South African Corpus of Multilingual Code-
switched Soap Opera Speech contains 35 hours of spontaneous code-switched
speech from a variety of South African languages, and is the first speech cor-
pus of its kind. In this data, code-switching occurs between severely under-
resourced languages (the Bantu languages) and a highly resourced language
(English). It was observed that monolingual segments in code-switched utter-
ances have a relatively short duration (250–750ms), of which English insertions
into Bantu languages occurred most frequently. Alternational code-switching
also occurs, albeit to a lesser extent. The distribution of code-switching exam-
ples was extremely sparse and was expected to make the modelling of unseen
code-switching events challenging. Intraword code-switching, where a Bantu
affix is joined to an English stem, was also often observed. The speech rate of
the spontaneous soap opera speech was notably faster than prompted speech
in the same languages.

Inspection of the data indicated a mismatch between the canonical tran-
scriptions of isiZulu and the pronunciations uttered by actors. Unstressed
vowels were often deleted in the fast, spontaneous speech. This led to an in-
vestigation into the pronunciation modelling of postlexical deletion for isiZulu.
ASR experiments indicated that the inclusion of pronunciation variants which
model postlexical deletion led to improved performance when evaluated on
a monolingual isiZulu test set. Besides the successful modelling of pronun-
ciations which contained deletions, we have shown that the phenomenon of
postlexical deletion itself can be modelled statistically. Joint-sequence models
were used to generate orthography which contained synthetic deletions. By
means of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, the orthography of these synthe-
sised words was subsequently used to derive pronunciations which contained
deletions. The inclusion of such synthetically generated pronunciations was
demonstrated to lead to improved ASR performance.

Subsequently we focussed our attention on how to overcome the severe
sparsity of code-switches present in the language modelling training data. In
the literature, approaches which address this sparsity with data synthesis for
training set augmentation generally focussed on translation-based methods.
These methods require large parallel bitext training corpora which is extremely
limited in extent for the Bantu languages. We proposed two new language
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modelling approaches which do not require any such parallel data.
The first approach was a parallel language-dependent language modelling

(PLDLM) architecture which consisted of two monolingual language models
connected by explicit language transition links to enable code-switching. Data
sparsity inherently constrains the universal, language-independent language
modelling (LILM) approach which depends on the back-off mechanism to han-
dle language transitions not learnt from the training data. In contrast, the
PLDLM architecture enables direct language transitions by virtue of the ex-
plicit links connecting the parallel language models. Comparative ASR evalu-
ations using English-isiZulu code-switched speech from the soap opera corpus
indicated that the PLDLM architecture outperformed LILM on average by
0.61% absolute, and by a maximum of 1.4% absolute when comparing our
best performing system to the baseline. These word error rate results were
also the first to have been reported for code-switched speech involving a South
African Bantu language. Although the gains were modest, it was promising
considering that acoustic and language modelling context were not allowed
to extend across the PLDLM language transitions, while with LILM, cross-
language context was inherently part of the system.

Despite the promising result achieved with PLDLM, a key shortcoming was
that language switching was allowed only through two explicit links between
the monolingual language models. This was suboptimal, since grammatically
unsound language transitions carry the same weight as grammatically sound
transitions. The addition of more transition links with finer control over which
words may switch to which from one language to the other was addressed next.

Our second approach extends the concept of language transition links by
introducing multiple links between probable word pairs where code-switching
might occur. This was achieved by augmenting our sparse language model
training data with synthesised code-switched bigrams which were obtained by
querying word embedding models. A number of approaches for estimating
pseudocounts for the synthesised bigrams were also evaluated. The influence
of the word embedding training parameters on the perplexities of augmented
language models was evaluated and optimal configurations were determined.
The parameters with the most influence were the number of result words per
query word and the method for estimating pseudocounts for the synthesised bi-
grams. Four code-switching language pairs (English-isiZulu; English-isiXhosa;
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English-Setswana; English-Sesotho) from the soap opera corpus were used to
obtain corresponding augmented language models for each. By introducing the
code-switch perplexity (CPP), which indicates the confusion experienced by a
language model specifically across a language switch boundary, we could show
that data augmentation with synthetic bigrams was able to achieve notable
reductions in language model uncertainty across a language switch (5 to 31%
relative reductions in CPP). Furthermore, it was found that the language pairs
including languages with disjunctive orthography (English-Setswana; English-
Sesotho) gained more from the augmentation with synthetic bigrams than
those with conjunctive orthography (English-isiZulu; English-isiXhosa). ASR
experiments demonstrated that the augmented language models yielded over-
all improved word error rates, although these were less substantial than the
observed reductions in perplexity and were mixed for the English-isiZulu lan-
guage pair. Interpolation with monolingual language models provided further
improvements in perplexity and word error rate, but did not further enhance
bilingual speech recognition. The analysis of the coverage of the code-switched
bigrams in the test sets before and after augmentation confirmed that coverage
improved by 11% on average with a factor 7.9 average increase in the number
of code-switched bigram types. Furthermore, improvements in the accuracy
of correctly recognised code-switched bigrams were obtained in all but one
case. This confirmed that improvements were obtained in the language switch
accuracy for the augmented language models.

7.2 Future work

Our investigations into the automatic speech recognition of code-switched,
spontaneous South African speech is by no means complete. The following
presents a few avenues for further work to be explored in future.

7.2.1 Data sources

Manual transcription is the only course of action to obtain more high-quality
in-domain data. The soap opera transcription project is on-going and the
corpus is growing steadily. Software assisted segmentation and transcription
may help to speed up the effort, but have not yet been investigated.
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It has been experienced that the transcription protocol currently in use can
be complicated and time-consuming. Simplifications may lead to significantly
faster transcription times. For example, instead of segmenting every mono-
lingual segment in a code-switched sentence, it would be sufficient for later
acoustic model training to only segment the complete sentence once and use
a language tag in the orthography to indicate a language switch. If transcrip-
tions with time-exact language switch boundaries are required, such as for a
test set, these can be determined subsequently either by manual transcription
or by an automatic approach such as forced alignment.

Well-intentioned suggestions from researchers in developed parts of the
world often propose crowd-sourcing as a relatively simple and affordable op-
tion to obtain transcribed data. Even though crowd-sourcing services exist
in South Africa, their extent is extremely limited. Furthermore, transcrib-
ing code-switched speech requires highly specialised skills and knowledge, and
hence a greater concern is finding people with such skills. In particular, ac-
cess to a computer, the Internet and possessing basic computer skills are the
exception rather than the norm. Thus, the quality of the crowd-sourced tran-
scriptions may also not be up to the expected standard. To substantiate this
view, a recent experience during the development of the soap opera corpus with
a professional language translation and transcription company yielded mixed
results. Feedback indicated that the task of transcribing code-switched speech
was too intricate and time-consuming to be profitable. For these reasons, the
only currently viable option still seems to perform data collection within the
institution with controlled supervision.

7.2.2 Modelling of postlexical deletion

Other approaches for the modelling of postlexical deletion, such as decision
trees, are yet to be investigated. Expanding the modelling of postlexical dele-
tion to other spontaneous speech corpora to establish possible ASR perfor-
mance improvements prompts further research.

The arduous task of hand-annotating postlexical deletion can be reduced
by using an automatic approach, such as forced alignment using an extensive
or exhaustive set of automatically created pronunciation variants. The tran-
scription effort of this approach is lower, since only canonical orthography is
required. A related approach was used by Adda-Decker and Lamel [108] to
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identify and evaluate the occurrence of pronunciation variants in French and
English for read and spontaneous speech.

7.2.3 Code-switched bigram synthesis

We used well-resourced monolingual English data to train the word embedding
models for synthesising code-switched bigrams. This leaves the effect of using
word embeddings trained on Bantu language data as still unexplored. Training
data for Bantu languages is however extremely limited, which may render the
word embeddings unreliable. Nevertheless, it still invites exploration.

Different word embedding training approaches, such as word2vec andGloVe,
can still be investigated for their potential in the synthesis of code-switched
bigrams. Furthermore, the use of pretrained word embeddings, such as those
provided by fastText or GloVe, is also an alternative to training such models.
Pretrained word vector models were released only recently (2018) by fastText
for 294 languages, which include the four Bantu languages we considered.

Our proposed synthesis approach is currently unable to generate a code-
switched bigram which consists of a wholly unseen target and trigger combi-
nation. The synthesis of such new and grammatically valid code-switched bi-
grams present avenues for further research. Bilingual word embeddings, which
is an area of emerging research [136–138], may provide a means of discovering
such new code-switched word pairs. Exactly how they are to be trained and
implemented for this purpose must still be explored.

The overgeneration of code-switched bigrams in our current approach may
be problematic as it introduces excessive smoothing to the language model. A
means of filtering out or lowering the associated pseudocounts of grammati-
cally invalid constructs may reduce excessive smoothing, and requires further
investigation.

Our study was limited to the investigation of bigrams containing code-
switching, and therefore longer context code-switched n-grams are still a sub-
ject for future exploration.

7.2.4 ASR for Nguni languages

The agglutinative nature and conjunctive orthography of the Nguni languages
lead to very large vocabularies which in turn result in very high perplexi-
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ties for language models. Investigations into subword-based language mod-
elling for other agglutinative languages such as Turkish, Finnish and Estonian
have yielded positive results [139,140]. However, preliminary experiments with
subword-based language modelling using a monolingual isiZulu subset of the
soap opera corpus have not yielded similar performance improvements and
therefore this also requires further investigation.
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Corpus parsing and error
checking software

A.1 Python classes used as corpus entities
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AnnotationBase

begin_time
end_time
duration
speaker
annottype
text
language
annotnumber
episode
annotationfilename
associated_wav

get_annotation_name()
get_fulltext()
get_fullwordtokenset()
get_fullwordlist()
get_duration()
is_clean()
word_replace_all()
to_lower()
to_upper()
separate_hyphens()

Language

English
Afrikaans
isiXhosa
isiZulu
Sesotho
Setswana
Sepedi
Xitsonga
isiNdebele
siSwati
Tshivenda
Tsotsitaal
Name
unknown

Phrase

Utterance

episode
phrase_list

get_labelfilename()
get_wavfilename()
get_fulltext_htkmlfformat()
get_wordtokensetsperlanguage()
get_wordlistsperlanguage()
get_languageset()
char_replace_all()
is_mono()
is_cs()

Speaker

speakerannot_text
name
sex
series
annotationfilenames
utterances_list

get_total_time()
get_total_time_dur()
get_total_cs_time()
get_total_cs_count()
get_total_cs_phrasecount()
get_csphrasecount_per_language()
get_total_singlang_time()
get_singlangdurations_per_language()
get_cslangdurations_per_language()
get_cs_phrases_per_utt()
get_total_singlang_count()
get_singlangcounts_per_language()
get_times_per_language()
get_cslanguagesetcounts()
get_annotnames_for_language()
get_unique_sentences()
get_num_unique_sentences()
get_num_utts()
get_cs_utts()
get_utt_iter()
clear_uttlist()
remove_mono_utts()
remove_cs_utts()
pop_cs_utt()
append_utt()
generate_report()

Figure A.1: Simplified UML-style structural diagrams showing the python classes
used as corpus entities for storing and manipulating the transcription data.
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A.2 Error reporting

The two permitted formats of annotated sentences are:

• Monolingual sentence, which is annotated as follows:
sentence: Annotated with the verbatim monolingual transcription.
code_switch_phrase: No segment or annotation.
code_switch_language: No segment or annotation.
sentence_language: Monolingual sentence language label.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.

• Code-switched sentence, which is annotated as follows:
sentence: Blank segment to delineate time interval with annotation text

absent.
code_switch_phrase: Multiple segments, each annotated with

transcription of one language per segment.
code_switch_language: Language labels of the corresponding

code_switch_phrase segment.
sentence_language: No segment or annotation.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.

Any deviation from the permitted formats reports an error by the transcription
parsing and error checking software. Below are descriptions of the reported
errors.

A.2.1 Error MO1

For a monolingual sentence, the sentence_language segment is present, but
the corresponding transcription text in the sentence segment is absent.

sentence: Segment annotation accidentally left empty.
code_switch_phrase: No segment or annotation.
code_switch_language: No segment or annotation.
sentence_language: Monolingual sentence language label.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.
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A.2.2 Error MO2

For a monolingual sentence, the sentence_language segment exists, but the
language annotation is absent.

sentence: Annotated with the verbatim monolingual transcription.
code_switch_phrase: No segment or annotation.
code_switch_language: No segment or annotation.
sentence_language: Segment annotation accidentally left empty.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.

A.2.3 Error CS1

The corresponding code_switch_language segment for an existing code_switch_phrase
is absent.

sentence: Blank segment to delineate time interval with annotation text
absent.

code_switch_phrase: Multiple segments, each annotated with
transcription of one language per segment.

code_switch_language: A code_switch_language segment of a
corresponding code_switch_phrase segment is absent.

sentence_language: No segment or annotation.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.

A.2.4 Error CS2

Annotation text exists in the code_switch_phrase segment, but the language
annotation in the code_switch_language segment is absent.

sentence: Blank segment to delineate time interval with annotation text
absent.

code_switch_phrase: Multiple segments, each annotated with
transcription of one language per segment.

code_switch_language: The language label annotation of a
corresponding code_switch_phrase segment is absent.

sentence_language: No segment or annotation.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.
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A.2.5 Error CS3

A sentence segmented and annotated as code-switching was annotated with
only one language in its code_switch_language segments.

sentence: Blank segment to delineate time interval with annotation text
absent.

code_switch_phrase: Multiple segments, each annotated with
transcription of one language per segment.

code_switch_language: All the code_switch_language segments are
labelled with one language label.

sentence_language: No segment or annotation.
speaker: Speaker label or ID.

A.2.6 Error LA1

An anomaly in ELAN whereby a language label may be duplicated by accident.

sentence: Annotated as per the prescribed format.
code_switch_phrase: Annotated as per the prescribed format.
code_switch_language: Annotated as per the prescribed format.
sentence_language: Language label annotation accidentally duplicated.
speaker: Annotated as per the prescribed format.
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General

Table of Contents

General 1

Capitalisation 2

Proper Nouns/Names 2

Accurate selection in the wav file: 2

Splitting a sentence because of a long pause or silence 2

File naming convention for .EAF transcription files 2

Noise 3

Overlapping speech 3

Incomplete sentences 3

Word fragments within a sentence 3

Until, till, 'til and 'till 3

Mispronunciations 3

Abbreviations 3

Contractions 3

Colloquial Speech 4

Exclusions 4

Interjections 4

Speech over a telephone or laptop 4

Unintelligible Speech 5

End of entry 5

“Africanised” English Words 5

"U right?" and "i-right" 5

Non-African Languages 5

Code switching 5
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Capitalisation

• No CAPITALISATION at beginning of sentences

• Proper names must always have capitals

• Names of e.g. companies, give them capital letters.

• NB One can only highlight a selection in blue if the “sentence” tier is activated by double-clicking on the label on the LHS

Proper Nouns/Names

• Names are regarded as "languageless" and always start with a capital letter.

• If a name is spoken on its own (not part of a longer sentence), mark it on the language tier as "Name".

• If a name is spoken inside a sentence, mark it as the language it is embedded in.

• If the "Name" item does not occur in the "sentence_language" list, please add it to the controlled vocabulary for "languages" for the specific episode.

• Names of e.g. companies, give them capital letters.

Examples:

The name, Sipho, included in a monolingual sentence:

    Sipho is eating his lunch pie 

  |----------English------------|

These names are said on their own and thus marked as language 'Name':

   David Genaro

 |---Name-----|

    Luntu

  |-Name--|

In this code-switch example, Dineo is included with the Zulu part of the utterance:

      uwe onikeze uDineo  the disc

    |----isiZulu-------|--English --|

Accurate selection in the wav file:

Previously it was extremely difficult to highlight a section accurately i.e. inserting accurate boundaries. If this problem arises again, do the following: Edit

– Linked Tiers – under Linked Media Files/File Name, check that the WAV file appears first as vs. the mpg file. To move it up, highlight it and use the

arrow in the bottom right hand corner to move it up to the top. Under the column named “Master Media” the WAV file should be ticked. Then click on

Apply – then remember to save everything.

Splitting a sentence because of a long pause or silence

When a pause between two utterances, which belongs to one sentence, is longer than 500 milliseconds, we split the sentence into two separate

annotations. In the audio (waveform) we would have e.g.:

|------- ONE ----- VERY ---- LONG ---- SENTENCE ---- WHICH ------ CONTAINS ---- A ----- PAUSE  -------|

Annotate as follow:

|---Annotated seg. before pause---|   !don't segment pause >500ms!   |---Annotated seg. after pause---|

File naming convention for .EAF transcription files

• Use lower case only
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• No spaces in file name (dash and underscore allowed)

• Format:

• <series_name>_<episode_number>.eaf

• <series_name>-<year>-<month>-<day>.eaf

• examples:

• generations_130.eaf

• generations_128.2.eaf (the “.2” is caused by the Soapies website during attachment of a file, and it is Ok like that)

• rhythmcity-12-10-16.eaf

• rhythmcity-13-10-31.3.eaf (the “.3” is caused by the Soapies website during attachment of a file, and it is OK like that)

Noise

Take only the cleanest speech for now. If the background noise is little, it's fine to include the speech. But avoid anything with substantial noise. Avoid

double-talk (overlapping speech) segments -- those are almost impossible to process currently

Noise – Episodes 100 – 102 have not been labelled for noise – from middle of Episode 115 onwards, noise has not been labelled ... too time-consuming

Overlapping speech

Transcribe the sections that are clean and discard the rest.

Incomplete sentences

Transcribe as far as possible.

Word fragments within a sentence

dis[satisfied]- OR

-[dis]satisfied OR

-[dis]satis[fied]- OR

dis[-]- ... if one can't make out what the speaker's saying.

Until, till, 'til and 'till

Please use until when until is said.

Please use till when till is said.

Please DO NOT use 'til or 'till

Mispronunciations

[*Stellenbush/Stellenbosch], [*argooment/argument]

Abbreviations

Those that are normally written as a single word, but not pronounced as a sequence of individual letters, should be written in all caps (no spaces), e.g.

FBI, CEO, YMCA, AM, PM, ASAP.

Plural of SMS to be SMSes.

Letters pronounced individually and not part of a recognised unit stand alone, capitalised and with periods and spaces, e.g. A. B. Williams.

The company name “@ Connect 6” ... transcribe fully as “At Connect Six”

Contractions

Contractions, like "what's" for "what is", etc., are transcribed IF the speaker clearly uses it other than the formal form. It is handled as follow:

Contraction Formal

it's it is
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what's what is

where's where is

who's who is

Colloquial Speech

If a speaker clearly uses a colloquial word or phrase, transcribe it as that. The list of colloquial forms:

Colloquial Form Formal

'cause because

c'mon come on

dunno don't know

gonna going to

gotta got to

wanna want to

lemme let me

gimme give me

coupla couple of

kinda kind of

lotta lot of

Exclusions

Rather “do you” instead of “d’you”.

Interjections

A list of English interjections:

agh

ah

eh

ey

hey

hi

huh

oh

ooh

uh

um

urgh

yo

yoh

mm

em

A list of isiXhosa interjections:

arh

ooh

yhoo

Speech over a telephone or laptop
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If there is recorded speech e.g. an excerpt on laptop etc. leave it out. Only include “real” speech

Unintelligible Speech

If there is a word that is impossible to understand, for the moment simply insert questions marks i.e. ???

End of entry

Be careful not to leave a space at the end of the text entry – leave the cursor right up against the last word

“Africanised” English Words

For the time being, when English words have been "Africanised"” by simply adding an "i" in front e.g. i-handbag, separate the "i" and label it the African

language, then label "handbag" as English.

If, however, there is A LIST e.g. i-font i-logo i-wording, for the moment label the whole phrase English i.e. don't try to separate the i- from the English

word. Ewald will make a final decision on it later.

Some examples from the soapies of "Africanised" words in Setswana was "handle-a" and "chance-a". We annotate them e.g. with "chance" as English

and "-a" as Setswana. Similarly "handle" as English and "-a" as Setswana.

"U right?" and "i-right"

The linguist said that the expression "u right?" (are you ok?) is a loan phrase, and thus not code-switching.

We encountered the use of "i-right" meaning "alright", and was unsure if it is code-switching or not. We have decided upon a rule that where a prefix

and/or suffix are attached to an English word, we will mark it as code-switching, i.e.

     i-      right

|-isiZulu-|-English-|

Non-African Languages

Do not transcribe non-African languages or non-African accents, e.g. French, German. We thus ignore Jean-Fabrice from Rhythm City; do not annotate

anything said by him. It is beyond the scope of our study.

Code switching

For more on code-switching, visit the code-switching page.
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B.2 Code-switching transcription guidelines
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Code-switching

Code switching refers to the switching of languages within the same conversation or even sentence.

We have to define rules for when to apply code-switched annotations to ensure consistency among all the annotators.

Rule 1 - Loanwords

The following words are regarded as loanwords in African languages:

and

but

for

if

mos

ne (at end of a question when urging for a response)

okay

or

sharp / shap-shap (expression meaning well)

so

maar

serious

no

like

grand

We thus annotate them as part of the African language they are used in. Annotate the loanword as the language with which it borders, giving precedence

to English, if the loanword borders an English word.

Examples:

Here two 'if's occur in the sentence, but one belongs to Sesotho and one belongs to English.

   no no    wa bona if u mo tseba hantle  it's better if I'm not there

|-English-|-------------Sesotho---------|---------English-------------|

Here 'if' borders Sesotho, so we annotate it as Sesotho.

  if  o batl'o  keep      -a       job     ea gago ke  suggest  -a gore o bue le Mr P. ne

|----Sotho----|-Engels-|-Sotho-|-Engels-|----Sotho---|-Engels-|--------Sotho--------------|

Rule 2 - "Africanised" Germanic (English) words

This rule is discussed on the specific African language webpages (isiZulu, isiXhosa, Sesotho/Tswana), but a summary is given here.

Mark any English (or non-African language) word as code-switching (code-mixing), unless it is found in the dictionary of the language in question.

Sesotho example:

  if  o batl'o  keep      -a       job     ea gago ke  suggest  -a gore o bue le Mr P. ne

|----Sotho----|-Engels-|-Sotho-|-Engels-|----Sotho---|-Engels-|--------Sotho--------------|

For keep and suggest the suffixes '-a' are marked as Sesotho.

isiZulu examples:

      u-   complain   -elani 

|-isiZulu-|-English-|-isiZulu-| 

 

  ang'-     quote    -i mina
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|-isiZulu-|-English-|-isiZulu-| 

 

    u-      move       -e        out 

|-isiZulu-|-English-|-isiZulu-|-English-|

isiXhosa example

   indlela andi-   hug      -e ngayo

|----isiXhosa---|-English-|-isiXhosa-|

An alternative transcription protocol for single tier transcriptions

This section is only a suggestion. It is not implemented!!

Monolingual sentences

This is filled in as usual on the sentence tier and the language is selected in the sentence_language tier.

CS sentences

CS sentences are filled in completely on the sentence tier with a new transcription protocol which makes the CS clear. Thus, we to not segments to

phrase level any more as this is too time consuming and complicated. In the sentence_language tier we select the 'cssentence' item as the language.

The suggested protocol for transcribing in one tier:

• The first word of the CS sentence is tagged with its language

• Subsequent words belonging to the same language do not have to be tagged, since the initial tag implies the current language.

• The first word of a insertion or phrase in a new language is tagged with its language.

• Again, subsequent words belonging to the same language do not have to be tagged, since the initial tag implies the current language.

Generic example:

|sentence:          |  word1_lang1  word2  word3  word4  word5_lang2  word6  word7  word8_lang1  word9  word10  |

|sentence_language: |                                   cssentence                                              |

|sentence:          |  word1_lang1  word2  word3  word4-  word5_lang2  -word6_lang1  word7  word8  word9  word10  |

|sentence_language: |                                   cssentence                                                |

Examples with Zulu:

|sentence:          |  u'-_zul  complain_eng  -elani_zul  |

|sentence_language: |           cssentence                |

|sentence:          |  ang'-_zul  quote_eng  -i_zul  mina  |

|sentence_language: |            cssentence                |

|sentence:          |  u-_zul  move_eng  -e_zul  out_eng  |

|sentence_language: |             cssentence              |

isiXhosa example:

|sentence:          |  indlela_xho  andi-  hug_eng  -e_xho  ngayo  |

|sentence_language: |             cssentence                       |
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Perplexity plots of augmented
language models

C.1 Word embedding context window length

The following graphs provide a comparison of the perplexities for various lan-
guage models which were augmented with synthesised English-to-Bantu (S1*)
and Bantu-to-English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models
trained with context window lengths of two (red) and three (blue). The opti-
mal models for each parameter value are indicated with the solid triangle and
circle markers.
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Figure C.1: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-isiZulu (S1*) and b) isiZulu-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with context
window lengths of two and three.
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Figure C.2: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-isiXhosa (S1*) and b) isiXhosa-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with context
window lengths of two and three.
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Figure C.3: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-Setswana (S1*) and b) Setswana-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with context
window lengths of two and three.
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Figure C.4: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-Sesotho (S1*) and b) Sesotho-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with context
window lengths of two and three.
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C.2 Word embedding dimensionality

The following graphs provide a comparison of the perplexities for various lan-
guage models which were augmented with synthesised English-to-Bantu (S1*)
and Bantu-to-English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models
trained with various dimensionalities. The optimal models for each parameter
value are indicated with the solid markers.
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Figure C.5: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-isiZulu (S1*) and b) isiZulu-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with various
dimensionalities.
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Figure C.6: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-isiXhosa (S1*) and b) isiXhosa-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with various
dimensionalities.
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Figure C.7: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-Setswana (S1*) and b) Setswana-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with various
dimensionalities.
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Figure C.8: A comparison of the perplexities for various language models which
were augmented with synthesised a) English-to-Sesotho (S1*) and b) Sesotho-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained from word embedding models trained with various
dimensionalities.
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C.3 Number of results per query

The following graphs provide a comparison of the perplexities for various aug-
mented language models as the number of query result words for the generation
of synthesised English-to-Bantu (S1*) and Bantu-to-English (S2*) bigrams is
varied. Markers with the same colour indicate augmented language models
with the same number of results words per query word. For example, lan-
guage models with one result word per query word are marked in red. The
optima per result set are indicated with larger solid markers with adjacent
numbering.
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Figure C.9: A comparison of the perplexities for various augmented language
models as the number of query result words used in synthesised a) English-to-isiZulu
(S1*) and b) isiZulu-to-English (S2*) bigrams is varied.
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Figure C.10: A comparison of the perplexities for various augmented language
models as the number of query result words used in synthesised a) English-to-
isiXhosa (S1*) and b) isiXhosa-to-English (S2*) bigrams is varied.
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Figure C.11: A comparison of the perplexities for various augmented language
models as the number of query result words used in synthesised a) English-to-
Setswana (S1*) and b) Setswana-to-English (S2*) bigrams is varied.
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Figure C.12: A comparison of the perplexities for various augmented language
models as the number of query result words used in synthesised a) English-to-Sesotho
(S1*) and b) Sesotho-to-English (S2*) bigrams is varied.
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C.4 Pseudocount synthesis methods

The following graphs provide a comparison of the perplexities of various aug-
mented language models trained using synthesised English-to-Bantu (S1*) and
b) Bantu-to-English (S2*) bigrams obtained using the different pseudocount
synthesis methods. The optimal models for each of the pseudocount synthesis
methods are indicated with the solid markers.
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Figure C.13: A comparison of the perplexities of various augmented language mod-
els trained using synthesised a) English-to-isiZulu (S1*) and b) isiZulu-to-English
(S2*) bigrams obtained using the different pseudocount synthesis methods.
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Figure C.14: A comparison of the perplexities of various augmented language
models trained using synthesised a) English-to-isiXhosa (S1*) and b) isiXhosa-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained using the different pseudocount synthesis methods.
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Figure C.15: A comparison of the perplexities of various augmented language
models trained using synthesised a) English-to-Setswana (S1*) and b) Setswana-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained using the different pseudocount synthesis methods.
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Figure C.16: A comparison of the perplexities of various augmented language
models trained using synthesised a) English-to-Sesotho (S1*) and b) Sesotho-to-
English (S2*) bigrams obtained using the different pseudocount synthesis methods.
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